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AN ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS OF 

 

Ghada Ghassan Seifeddine   for   Master of Arts 

               Major: English Language 

 

 

Title: The men behind the chair at a Beiruti hair salon: A case study of Lebanese male 

hairdressers’ gender and professional identity construction. 

 

The aim of the present study was to examine the linguistic behavior of men in 

hairdressing. Using naturally occurring conversation, this research study focused on 

exploring the conversational strategies male hairdressers use when conversing with 

female clients at the hair salon. Of particular interest was whether the participants used 

language to enact professional roles more indexical of the environment in which they 

work, or to structure a gender identity that is more in line with hegemonic masculinity. 

The study also sheds light on the participants’ own understanding of being a man in 

hairdressing and their perception of the social and professional roles they perform in 

their interaction with clients. 

 

The corpus of this study consisted of 21 naturally-occurring conversations 

between the men in the hairdressing salon and their female clientele. The total recorded 

conversations were transcribed and served as the corpus of this study. Along with the 

transcribed conversations, semi-structured interviews were carried out with the three 

participants. Each interview lasted for almost forty minutes. The interviews were 

conducted to gain better understanding about the participants’ own perspective of their 

lived experiences in hairdressing.  

 

Findings from the analysis of the corpus propose that men in hairdressing 

speak in an affiliative kind of interaction, reflecting a people-oriented environment in 

the salon. The hairdressers led most of the conversations in the corpus. The strong 

rapport between the men in hairdressing and their clients is more clearly manifested in 

the way they respond to each other’s anecdotes, narratives, and gossip. The corpus 

strongly suggests that hairdressers connect with their clients when they share anecdotes, 

narratives or gossip. Gossip is the most frequency in the corpus. In their interviews, 

hairdressers confidently admitted that men are better than women in the hairdressing 

business because they believe that men will know what will better suit a woman. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Storytelling is a linguistic resource for constructing social identity at the 

workplace. Professionals may use stories to present and regulate various kinds of 

gendered identities and make sense of their social world (Coates, 2003; 

Georgakopoulou, 1997; Johnstone, 2001). Findings from Eggins and Slade (1997) and 

Holmes (2005) suggest that workplace narratives serve to invoke supportive elements of 

talk, conventionally associated with femininity, and helps the speakers connect with 

each other. Workplace narratives would then provide the linguistic opportunity to build 

solidarity whilst getting work done (Holmes, 2005, 2009). 

Holmes (2006) also argues that the men and women in her study share stories 

as a linguistic resource available to them at the workplace to reflect a people-oriented 

and supportive environment during meetings, a characteristic associated with the nature 

of their workplace context as predominantly feminine. Her participants engage and co-

construct workplace narratives as a linguistic tool to construct their gender identities in 

addition to establishing group membership inside their professional world. Holmes 

(2005, 2009) suggest that workplace narratives are effectively used to construct and 

highlight different facets in an individual’s identity, as it can indirectly index their 

professional and gender identity. Specifically, Holmes argues that while workplace 

stories may appear to serve primarily social functions, constructing a particular kind of 

personal or social identity, they are often concurrently doing transactional work, and 

contributing to the complex professional identities of people at work (2005, p. 678).  
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Another important discursive strategy found in workplace communication to 

achieve varied social purposes is gossip. Gossip is a type of off-record small talk that is 

described as sneaking workplace interaction between individuals (Holmes, 2008, 

2006a). While it may be regarded as a marginal and disruptive activity which usually 

interferes with workplace needs, Holmes (2008, 2015) argue that, from a sociolinguistic 

perspective, gossip is a form of small talk that is crucial for building rapport and 

maintaining good workplace relations, including those between service-provider and 

client or between colleagues. In effect, gossip can contribute to the construction of 

different facets of one’s social identity at the workplace as well, including professional 

and gender identities. Eggins and Slade (1997) join forces in emphasizing the 

significance of gossip in their research on workplace gossip in a mixed-gender setting 

between colleagues during meetings or in outside office dinners and coffee breaks. 

They demonstrate that gossip has two fundamental social functions: gossip functions as 

a form of social control but also helps to establish and strengthen cohesion between 

individuals in the workplace. Like Eggins and Slade (1997), Holmes (2006) attests that 

gossip is not reserved for women in stereotypically feminine workplace contexts (such 

as hairdressing, women’s healthcare, call center, and supermarket). Both women and 

men engage in gossip in their workplace talk, even though its topics may be gendered, 

and its abundance and function might be varied depending on the norms and culture of 

the workplace (Holmes, 2006). 

This research study helps to examine the misleading conceptions about men in 

hairdressing, following the shift in research from differentiating men and women’s 

language to observing both men and women enact linguistic resoruces available to 

them. The study also helps to conduct more feminist analysis and understand how 
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patriarchy works in society. Inhorn (2012) argues for the need to write against the 

taken-for-granted assumptions about men’s situated lives, especially in the Middle East. 

Rethinking masculinity provides an opportunity to defy and disrupt the stereotypes 

about masculinities in the Middle East and elsewhere in the Arab world, to remove the 

“worn out notion of Middle Eastern hegemonic masculinity” (p. 4) out of the way, and 

to underline masculinity and femininity as relational social constructs in order to 

gradually undo the patriarchal reality. 

This research study aims at examining the linguistic behavior of men in 

hairdressing, a profession that is predominantely feminine. This research study focused 

on exploring the conversational strategies male hairdressers use when conversing with 

female clientele at the hair salon, namely anecdotes, narratives and gossip. Analyzing 

men’s conversations with their female clients during hair salon sessions delineates the 

dynamics of their gendered and professional identities.  
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CHAPTER II 

A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

A. Gender Identity Construction through Language  

In a politically-driven pursuit to highlight the issue of sexism in society, Robin 

Lakoff’s “Language and Woman’s Place”, which first appeared in Language and 

Society in 1973, became one of the first ground-breaking works to launch the field of 

language and gender. Her article focused on the way women are depicted as an inferior 

and powerless sex in society. Her theory argued that male domination is the core 

explanation for the gender divide between men and women, most notably manifested in 

language use. Men are classified as one homogenous group that caused women’s 

exclusion in the public sphere, to the point where women’s presence could only occupy 

little space—physically, socially, politically and linguistically (Crawford, 1995; Kendall 

& Tannen, 2001; Lakoff, 2004).  

Lakoff’ theoretical framework, the dominance framework, cast light on critical 

questions about the disparities between men and women’s speech styles: How do 

women speak in ways that differ from that of men? What is the role of language in 

constructing and reinforcing power imbalance between men and women? (Kendall & 

Tannen, 2001; Lakoff, 1975). In her theory, Lakoff contended that the powerless 

language that women use positions them in a trivial and insecure place in society. In 

order to be taken seriously and escape female subordination, women need to speak like 

men do (Cameron, 1997b, 1998, 2005; Crawford, 1995; Kendall & Tannen, 2001; 

Lakoff, 1975, 2004). Overall, Lakoff’s foundational scholarship recognized linguistic 
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differences as a product of gender inequity. Men possess power over hegemonic 

discourse and over women (Bucholtz & Hall, 1995).   

In her book You Just Don’t Understand (1990), Deborah Tannen introduced 

another strand of research in the field of language and gender. Her theoretical approach 

argued that differences in men and women’s speaking styles is a product of their 

socialization in separate subcultures during their childhood and adolescent years. 

During the formative years, each subculture is confined to same-sex groups (Kendall & 

Tannen, 2001). Tannen (1990) explains that because men and women are two 

homogenous categories raised with separate cultural values, they adopt different 

intentions in speaking. Her research justifies that conversational conflict between men 

and women in mixed-sex conversation arises because men talk to challenge others, 

reflect status and transmit information; on the other hand, women communicate to 

convey rapport and foster a sense of intimacy (Cameron, 1997b, 1998, 2005; Kendall & 

Tannen, 2001; Tannen, 1990, 1993, 1994; Weatherall, 2002).   

In “The Questions of Questions: Beyond Binary Thinking”, Bing and Bergvall 

(1996) pointed out the shortcomings of the previous theoretical models: their focus on 

studying the ways men and women speak differently reinforces the assumption that they 

essentially do. The models also conducted their research on a specific prototype of 

masculinity or femininity in society. Their research subjects were mostly middle-class, 

white, straight and monolingual European or American men and women (Cameron, 

2005). Dismissing the two-genders agenda, many scholars advocated the diversity 

framework which places gender in the vanguard: gender is a fluid social category 

constructed through linguistic practices and is subject to change in different situations 

(Bing & Bergvall, 1996; Bucholtz, 1999; Cameron, 1992, 1996, 1997, 2005; Crawford, 
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1995; Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 1992; Freed & Greenwood, ; Kendall & Tannen, 

2001; Ochs, 1992, 1993; Weatherall, 1998; Wodak, 1997a). This theoretical framework 

was influenced by the work of femininst philosopher Judith Butler (1998; 1990; 2004) 

who coined the term “performativity” to argue that gender is something a person 

performs through the ongoing production of gendered behaviors of masculinity and 

femininity. There is no single generic man or woman, nor is there a single model of 

masculinity or femininity. Then, in studying the relationship between language and 

gender from this theoretical lens, the central question shifts from, “in what ways are 

women different than men?” to “which women and which men do you mean?” 

(Cameron, 2005, p. 487).  

 

B. Men, Masculinities and Speech Styles  

In Language and Masculinity (1997), Johnson and Meinhof argue that a 

restricted focus on women and femininity is inadequate and that what is discovered 

about men and masculinity is still very little. Within the dominance paradigm, the view 

of men is unidimensional because it is treated as a backdrop to interpreting women and 

their verbal behavior. Within the difference paradigm, with much of the focus on all-

female groups of speakers in most of its studies (e.g., Bergvall, 1996; Bucholtz, 1999; 

Coates, 1996, 1999a, 199b; Crawford, 1995), not much research tackles men and their 

speech patterns. Therefore, an exhaustive exploration of men, masculinity and language 

is highly recommended as a means to understanding the mechanisms of male 

domination over women and possibly other men (Johnson & Meinhof, 1997). The more 

recent performativity approach to language and gender research attempts to recognize 

men’s perspectives, but much of the talk still revolves around their privilege in social 
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practice. Therefore, men have been directly and indirectly represented as a social 

category that is invisible yet dominant in society and in conversation. Bringing this 

conceptualization of men and masculinity to the forefront draws two lines of inquiry. 

First, it problematizes the unmarked heterosexual man. In problematizing men, it 

pierces through the invisibility and tackles men as people who undergo gender 

stereotypes and must keep up with the façade of masculinity (Cameron, 2005; Kiesling; 

Preisler, 1998).  

 

1. The Difference Between Men and Masculinities  

There has been substantial debate about whether the subject of feminist study 

must be men or masculinity (as in, Benwell, 2014; Bing & Bervall, 1996; Cameron, 

1998; Conell, 2000; Conell & Messerschmidt, 2005; Kiesling, 2005, 2007). While men 

and masculinity are related concepts, they have different social meanings. Men are the 

corporeal beings frequently labeled for their maleness based on genitalia and body. 

Masculinity, however, is the collection of social practices or traits that a culture or its 

people associate with men. Men enact these describable, variable and stereotypical 

practices during social interaction, and they come to be seen as masculine. Masculinity 

is therefore actively produced and emulated depending on the available (linguistic) 

resources in a particular social context (Connell, 2000; Connell & Messerschmidt, 

2005; Kiesling, 2007). Masculinity is also permeable to change because, more often 

than not, different masculinities are in constant tension with one another (Connell, 

2000). Studying masculinity or men’s practices, instead of merely studying men, across 

different cultures and socieities and over different periods of time and history advances 

the conversation about the “difference [masculinity] makes” (Cameron, 1997b). 
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Kiesling (2005, 2007) add that the study of masculinities instead of that of men is 

essential for understanding the social practices carried out by both men and women. 

This is because masculinity is a quality or practice that does not need to be performed 

exclusively by men. Women can also engage in practice that is stereotypically 

associated with men in their society. In this regard, it is possible for men to be feminine 

and women to be masculine. When either perform as non-masculine men or masculine 

women, it does not go unnoticed. This is because there are gender expectations, norms 

and restraints to what makes men and women who they are.   

 

2. The Dynamics of Hegemonic Masculinity  

Hegemonic masculinity is best described as the form of masculinity that is able 

to dominate and marginalize men and women, not on the basis of gender, but on the 

basis of other categories such as socioeconomic ranking, racial bias, and sexuality. 

Hegemonic masculinity is a pattern of performance that gives way to men’s domination 

over women. Some forms of hegemonic masculinity are more common than others. 

They represent the most desired or highly regarded ways of being a man and are mostly 

enacted by a minority of men in society. Hegemonic masculinity is also a benchmark 

from which all (other) men are required to position themselves when constructing their 

gender identity (Connell, 2000). While hegemonic masculinity is deemed normative, it 

is an unrealistic respresentation of how men behave and speak. Hegemonic masculinity 

is a model that expresses cultural ideals and fantasies of what makes manhood; it also 

constructs gender relations that legitimize the subordination of women by men (Connell 

& Messerschmidt, 2005). However, all masculinities are subject to criticism and 

change, especially hegemonic masculinity. Hegemonic masculinity that supports the 
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gender binary can be replaced by a newer masculinity that is less repressive. This is an 

optimistic process of political change that would gradually lead to the abolition of an 

unfair gender divide, a divide that has been mercilessly gulping all the social power 

there is in society and pouring it into the belly of a few men (Connell, 2000; Connell & 

Messerschmidt, 2005; Kiesling, 2005, 2007) 

 

3. Arab Masculinity and Manhood   

In the Gender Dictionary: Traveling Concepts and Local Usages in Lebanon, 

the Arabic term for “masculinity” is “rujula” in Lebanese terminology (2016, p. 53). 

Inhorn (2012) explains that “rujula” tends to be associated with specific hegemonic 

characteristics such as the display of physical strength and heterosexuality, and with 

certain social roles, such as women oppressor, leader and father of the household, 

neighborhood defender. “Rujula” is also historically situated in relation to gender norms 

in the local community and in opposition to femininity. Ghassub and Sinclair-Webb 

(2000) clarify that Arab masculinity or “rujula” is played out through the preservation 

of supremacy over women and other men. When conducting their interviews with 

Bahraini men, Karolak, Guta, Alexander and Gelfer (2014) confirmed that most of their 

participants associated hegemonic masculinity with being responsible and powerful, 

both physically and socially. Adibi (2006) and Joseph (1993) argue that masculinity in 

the Middle East is created by and enacted through patriarchy and patriarchal kinship. 

Men, and especially seniors, are entitled to regard their wives, children and relatives as 

extensions of themselves; by glorifying their families, men have the power to diminish 

others, particularly women (Joseph, 1993). “Rujula” also means that there is a rejection 
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of homosexuality (see studies Adibi, 2006; Aghacy, 2004; Moussawi, 2011; Seidman, 

2011)  

How men negotiate different social expectations to construct their bodies and 

masculine selves remains a widely unaddressed question in the scholarly work on 

language and gender in the Middle East and North Africa. In fact, the analysis of gender 

dynamics is often reduced to Arab women in scholarship (Aghacy, 2014; Antonios, 

2014; Ghannam, 2013; Inhorn, 2012; Karolak et al., 2014; Rizzo, 2014). Studying the 

way masculinity is socially produced, especially through linguistic practice, helps to 

recuperate how gender dynamics take place in the region. By directing the attention to 

how men confirm or challenge masculinity, and how that is shaped by the collective 

work of men and women, better understanding of the daily lives of men and women can 

be achieved. From a broader standpoint, gender identities are arenas of continual 

negotiation and renegotiation between women and men, between men and other men, 

and women and other women (Ghannam, 2013). The construction of masculinity in the 

Arab world through language use remains an almost untouched topic, open to analysis 

and debate. 

 

4. The Indexical Relationship between Language and Gender  

Elinor Ochs champions the notion of an indexical relationship between language 

and gender. It is mediated by the participant’s use of linguistic resources to enact certain 

social roles and capacities in gendered ways. The speaker is an agent who is actively 

constructing themself at any given time and situation despite the hegemonic artifacts of 

culture. According to Ochs’ paper, “few features of language directly and exclusively 

index gender” (1992, p. 340). Mostly, women and men do not use linguistic strategies to 
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create masculine and feminine identities; instead, they choose gendered linguistic 

resources to perform social roles and stances. Also, linguistic resources may index more 

than one role, stance, or alignment at the same time (Ochs, 1992, 1993). The 

construction of this identity will differ across cultures and communities depending on 

the linguistic forms for indexing acts, stances or alignments in play at the moment 

(Ochs, 1993). Mesthrie, Swann, Deumert and Leap (2009) describe the process of 

performing gender a “complex business” because individuals are constantly shifting 

their stances and roles between different forms of femininity and masculinity through 

linguistic manifestations and social acts (p. 238).  

Much of the research on the study of men’s use of language included the 

exploration of culturally masculine contexts and situations. Scott Kiesling’s (2005) 

work focused on how men use language to construct different versions of masculinity 

depending on the activity they were doing. His research study takes place in a fraternity, 

a hyper-masculine community that is exclusively reserved for men. Kiesling examines 

the ways in which American college fraternity brothers use linguistic practices to 

construct their (rather masculine) gender identity at various occasions. Kiesling found 

that men used speech genres such as insults, offensive jokes, boasts and swearwords in 

the company of other fraternity brothers to index a laid back tough masculine stance 

within the fraternity and with other men. The pervasive use of a playful competitive 

style of speaking among frat members allows participants to bond with each other 

without coming across as homosexual. The members also chose casual and impersonal 

topics and avoided conversations where they needed to confide about their relationships 

with women. They talked about sports teams they support and the physical strength of 

its players to establish a sense of togetherness with other fraternity brothers.  
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Arxer (2011) studies the interaction between men at a bar. The participants did 

not create social distance when they talked to their male friends; instead, they used 

emotional expression to talk about the women in their lives. In sexually objectifying 

women’s bodies in their talk, they established solidarity as men of the same sexual 

preferences. The participants’ heterosexuality reflects the type of hegemonic 

masculinity that was dominant in the conversation and gave them power. Fidaoui and 

Bahous (2013) also examined men in a hyper-masculine setting, speficially the shisha 

café. The study examined the verbal and non-verbal conversational styles that fifteen 

Lebanese males in their seventies use in their all-male group conversations while they 

played cards or drank tea and smoked a shisha. The researchers used audio-recording, 

participant observation and interviews to solicit linguistic patterns that the men used to 

display their masculine identity and strengthen their camaderie. The old men used 

profane language, teased and boasted during card games. They gossiped about their 

friends when they weren’t in the group with them. Because of the gendered nature of 

the café, these conversational patterns were considered the conversational norm 

between the male friends who used them to strengthen their ties rather than create social 

distance.  

 

C. Anecdotes and Narratives in Men’s Talk 

1. Storytelling and Gender Identity  

Storytelling performs an array of functions in conversation. A speaker can 

entertain, educate, inform, express individual opinions and emotions, recount personal 

experiences to their audience, and invite mutual disclosure of events through a story. In 

the light of the storyteller’s present needs, concerns and attitudes, the past is created, 
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recreated and shared with interlocutors, and often, one story can serve several functions 

at the same time. Through the exchange of stories, speakers can express solidarity and 

affiliation with others; they can also establish social boundaries. Morevoer, stories can 

help speakers to construct their social identities. (Coates, 1996, 2003; Eggins & Slade, 

1997; Norrick, 2007).  

In her monograph Men Talk: Stories in the Making of Masculinities, Coates 

(2003) argues that “men and women are actively engaged in constructing and 

maintaining masculinity and femininity in their storytelling” (p. 37). Coates’ research 

analyzed men’s use of storytelling in their talk. Her empirical work inquired about the 

the elements of storytelling in single and mixed-sex settings (2003). Common features 

of men’s stories were developing impersonal or informational topics, focusing on the 

narrator as a hero, using profanity or taboo language, and restraining from expressing 

emotions. This is unlike what Coates (1996) discovered in the conversations that take 

place between female friends. Coates (1996) noticed that participants used storytelling 

in their talks to share their personal experiences as well as create and maintain intimate 

relationships with other women. Coates (1996) argued that women friends disclosed and 

exchanged stories about people or places and recounted problematic issues, often using 

self-deprecating humor storyline to do so. Like Coates (1996), Johnstone (1993) found 

that women friends collectively participated in narrating each other’s stories and 

engaged in more detailed dialogue. In narrating their stories, women created a sense of 

community and expressed unity in the face of resistance and conflict. By contrast, men 

friends’ stories emphasized competition. They were associated with the solitary hero or 

protagonist who is in competition and conflict with other men. She argued that men and 

women construct different worlds in the stories they tell, using different plots, strategies 
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and participation techniques. Opposite to men, women present themselves as powerless: 

they need to act in concert with others around them to overcome their obstacles. Their 

community is their social power and their use of stories as linguistic practice achieves 

that for them.  

 

2. Anecdotes and Narratives in Men’s Stories  

Eggins and Slade (1997) distinguish between two types of storytelling in casual 

conversation: anecdote whose purpose is to bring about a reaction from its audience or 

listeners and narrative whose purpose is to recapitulate past events or personal 

experiences.  

According to Eggins and Slade (1997), speakers use anecdotes to solicit 

laughter, frustration, awe, or shock from their audience as a result of telling a 

remarkable event or crisis to an audience. The elements of an anecdote include its 

abstract, orientation, remearkable event, reaction, and coda. The abstract is an initial 

clause that comes at the beginning of an anecdote to introduce the story to come. An 

abstract sets up the expectations about how the story will unfold, its topic and relevance 

to the ongoing conversation. The abstract answers the question of “what happened?” 

Contextual information about the characters of the story, their behavior, the place, time 

and activity(s) of the anecdote are shared in the orientation stage of an anecdote. The 

remarkable event is where the climax lies. It is important for the storyteller because 

what subsequently follows is the reaction they share with their audience. Their audience 

might share the same reaction, and the event told is dispensed without an explicit 

resolution in the coda. The coda is the final clause which brings the anecdote back to 

the present moment of the conversation, putting off the potential question, “and then 
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what happened”. The coda is where the storyteller may announce that his anecdote is 

over or provide a summary of its importance. Findings in Kiesling (2005) and Holmes 

(2006) suggest that anecdotes are used by men and women to solicit attention from 

others. Anecdotes are seldom mentioned in the literature because their function in 

storytelling is limited to the reactions elicited by the storyteller from their audience 

(Eggins & Slade, 1997).  

William Labov and Joshua Waletzky (1997) define narrative as a conversational 

strategy in storytelling used to recapitulate past events or personal experiences. 

According to Labov (1997, 2006), initiating a narrative requires that it be the most 

reportable event during conversational exchange. A narrative must be based on true 

events that happened in the past, so its listeners will want to hear it. Lastly, a narrative 

must have a viewpoint. The narrator’s role is to persuade a listener to see the world 

through their eyes at the time the event occurred. Labov and Waletzky (1967) note that 

not all recollection of past events is narrative. In fact, a narrative must report past events 

in the same order they happened.  

William Labov (1997) divides the overall structure of a narrative into six 

stages, namely, the abstract, orientation, complicating action, evaluation and coda. The 

narrator may provide an abstract to introduce the story followed by an orientation to 

direct their interlocutors about the time, place, and character(s) involved. The abstract 

and orientation are optional stages in a narrative. The third stage in a narrative is the 

complicating action where the sequence of events is shared with the audience. The 

complicating action disrupts the usual order of events and suggests that a crisis is about 

to happen. After reaching a climax in the complicating action, the evaluation stage takes 

place. Labov points out that a story cannot be a narrative without its evaluative aspect. 
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Evaluation gives significance to the narrator’s story and is considered a necessary 

constituent that makes up the narrative (1997). An evaluated narrative has a clear 

bottom line; it underscores the importance of the story and its results (Labov, 1997; 

Labov & Waletzky, 1967). De Fina and Johnstone (2015) deduces that Labov’s 

illustration of evaluative narratives provides answers to questions on how speakers and 

audience in different cultures and situations construct their social identities and create 

rapport. 

Thornborrow and Coates (2005) draw parallels between the construction of 

narrative and construction of gender. Coates (2003), Kiesling (2006) and Holmes 

(1997) claim that narratives in men’s conversations can maintain the prevailing norms 

of hegemonic masculinity. These narratives enable men to align with notions of 

hegemonic masculinity, and in doing so, to maintain, gain and even restore power in 

conversation and society.   

In focusing on men’s narratives in naturally-occurring conversations, Coates 

(2003) finds that in single-group conversations, men narrate stories about topics that are 

stereotypically masculine, such as technology, machinery, drinking, women, travel, 

cars, adventures, pornography, fighting, sports, and the like. Men also narrate stories of 

achievement and boast about their successes to one another. They initiate and bond over 

these types of stories in order to avoid self-disclosure, and instead, focus on emotional 

restraint, or what Coates terms “the masculine ‘mask of silence’”, a feature of 

hegemonic masculinity (2003, p. 73). It is not typical for a man to narrate a difficult or 

sensitive moment in his life. However, when a man does, he constructs an alternative 

discourse that challenges hegemonic masculinity and affirms the value of emotional 

openness, risking possible face-threatening responses from other men (Coates, 2003). 
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Apart from lack of emotional expression achieved through narrating successful bravado 

stories, men position themselves as protagonists of their own narratives, and if they are 

not, they position another man as the hero. Men may also use taboo language and 

swaring when narrating the story to other men (Coates, 2003). Morevoer, while men use 

narrative activity to compete and boast about their triumphs, collaborative narration also 

enable men to collectively construct dominant masculinity. The capacity to jointly or 

sequentially share narratives works to display mutual understanding and connectedness 

between the speakers. Narratives told in sequence about related topics and mutual 

beliefs lead men to establish a mode of solidarity where they proclaim their similarities 

as in-group members and assert their differences from an out-group (Coates, 2003). 

Additionally, women are seldom mentioned in men’s narratives. To 

disassociate themselves from a feminine identity, men’s narratives rarely portray female 

protagonists. Through their narratives, men align themselves with heterosexuality, one 

characteristic of hegemonic masculinity (Coates, 2003).  Coates (2003) contends that the 

presence of women recipients has an effect on men’s narration of their stories. She 

found that the male narrators achieve gender work and boast their masculinity in the 

presence of their female recipients. They recounted narratives where they or other men 

behaved badly and still got away with it. Their linguistic style had less taboo language 

in the presence of women, and they were more relaxed about the range of topics they 

could select (Coates, 2003). When the interlocutor is a female, however, the male 

narrator tends to feel more at ease to disclose emotional information, as it would elicit 

understanding and sympathy. This was not true in the case of an all-male group (as in, 

Arxer, 2011; Coates, 2003). Coates also mentions that men’s conversations in a mixed-

group setting may be met with challenges to the normative gender roles, when others – 
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specifically women – interrupt the narrative, ask questions and engage in self-disclosing 

topics, as part of a narrative play conventionally associated with femininity (Coates, 

2003, p. 150-156). Opposite to this finding, Holmes and Stubbe’s (1997) sample of 

New Zealand conversations between men and women friends noticed that supportive 

feedback and questions from recipients aimed to facilitate the narrator’s story and were 

both used by men and women. However, male listeners asked more questions, drawing 

more unimportant details from the narrator and disrupting the structure of the narrative.  

 

D. Gossip in Men’s Talk  

Gossip is the idle conversations about the private lives of people, and 

essentially involves revealing secrets and confidential information about a third absent 

party. Gossipers engage in the evaluation and deprecation of an absent party’s behavior: 

they identify the absent party’s behavior as deviant from the normative standards and 

agreed customs of how the social world is structured around them. Gossipers mark 

themselves as insiders and draw social boundaries between a “we/us” and a 

“they/them”. Gossip can thus be used to distance the speaker from those who behave 

badly. This increases the social power within the group and establishes connections, 

friendships, and trust betweeen the participants gossiping about an absent other (Eggins 

& Slade, 1997; Guendouzi, 2001; Holland, 1996). 

Eggins and Slade (1997) identified a framework for analyzing gossiop 

containing its three obligatory elements. To count as gossip, the conversation must have 

a third person focus, a substantiating behavior and a pejorative evaluation. The first 

element, “third person focus”, introduces the absent party and frames their deviance 

(from the norm) or inappropriate behavior. For this element to occur, the subject of the 

gossip must not be there during the time of the conversation and is not supposed to 
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know that they are being evaluated. While the “third person focus” sets the stage for the 

interpersonal focus on the person or people being gossiped about, the second element, 

the “substantiating behavior”, validates the judgment made about the absent party(s). 

Substantiating behavior comprises supporting evidence or information which provide 

interlocutors in the conversation with incentive to tune in and support the negative 

evaluation of the third party. A pejorative evaluation follows the substantiating 

behavior. Building up evidence against an absent other, interlocutors are able to share 

common views about what is considered normal behavior. The stage where further 

gossip is invited is called the “probe”. After this stage in talk, gossip can reach its final 

point for the speaker to summarize the conversational content in what is called a “wrap-

up”.  

Johnson and Finlay (1997) argue that gossip has often been associated with 

women’s talk because of the motivational function of the genre as meaningless, 

mindless and malicious conversational exchange about a third absent party. For this 

reason, many feminist linguists sought to explore and analyze this style of discourse in 

hopes of exploring how and why women gossip, especially in the comfort of their own 

private environments (as in, Coates, 1996; Jones, 1980; Lakoff, 1975; Tannen, 1990). 

Deborah Jones (1980) was among the very first linguists to ascribe positive functions to 

women’s use of gossip. According to Jones (1980), women use gossip when they talk to 

each other in order to reflect their oppression and frustration with society. Gossip 

reflects women’s angry reaction to emphasize their limited freedom and contest men’s 

derogatory treatment. Women use gossip to detail and evaluate the social world around 

them. Coates (1996), Guendouzi (2001), and Tannen (1990) assert that women use 
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gossip not only to talk about their (repressed) roles in society, but also to establish a 

sense of solidarity and common identity as women.  

In studying men’s talk, the polarization between men and women’s ways of 

speaking is made less relevant in the research on language and gender. Men use gossip 

to reinforce their masculine identities, create a hegemonic image of manhood, distance 

themselves from any deviant behavior such as homosexuality and women, and establish 

themselves as the most powerful members inside their groups. In assessing other 

individuals’ deviance from the norm, men place themselves in a position of authority in 

comparison to the absent person in question. Men also cooperate to gossip to achieve 

solidarity and gain superiority over others in social groups (as in, Acuña-Ferreira, 2004; 

Cameron, 1997a; Coates, 2003; Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 2003; Fidaoui & Bahous, 

2013; Johnson, 1994; Johnson & Finlay, 1997). 

A significant example is Deborah Cameron’s (1997a) chapter on men’s use of 

gossip. She focuses on what appears to be a seemingly casual and shallow talk between 

a group of men about the mundane events of their lives including work or class, 

drinking, and women. Cameron (1997a) considered gossip to be one conversational 

strategy found in an all-male talk of college students in their dorm room. The men in the 

study intiated and engaged in an evaluation of an absent male’s deviant behavior, 

particularly when the latter did not fit the normative standards of masculinity: gay, 

homosexual, “the antithesis of a man” (Cameron, 1997a, p. 54). The deviance indicated 

in men’s gossip is not so much a sexual deviance as it is a gender deviance. “Being 

‘gay’ means failing to measure up to the group’s standards of masculinity or 

femininity” (Cameron, 1997a, p. 53). Men’s small talk also involved their boasts about 

sexual ventures with women accompanied by an evaluation of their performance. 
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Hence, men’s gossip serves to aggressively criticize other men as “gay” and other 

women as “ugly” or “bitches”. Men’s use of gossip to construct an absent party as an 

outsider, whose behavior is closely examined and found lacking, helps to affirm their 

in-group solidarity as they cooperate and agree on a common agenda (Cameron, 1997a). 

Cameron (1997a) suggests that cooperation is a speech style attached to the concept of 

gossip.  

Johnson (1994) and Johnson and Finlay (1997) also contribute to challenging 

the assumption that gossip is a predominantly female discourse genre. In both papers, 

Johnson (1994) and Johnson and Finlay (1997) focus their analysis on one form of 

sports talk in the program, football talk, to show that men use gossip. Their corpus is 

elicited from a television program that is hosted by two male hosts. When men use 

football talk in their public domain, at work for example, there is more to its function 

than exchanging information about players, teams and scores. In reality, when the men 

talk about football, a space conventionally created for men and by men, they create an 

artificial world of sports events and characters (footballing players and teams) and 

evaluate their performance (scores). Here, the men’s concept of football talk is similar 

to a form of gossip; they are indulged in gossip. In doing so, men are able to protect 

their male bond away from women and assert their masculine values and status as a 

group that excludes women’s ability to participate in the world of football (Johnson, 

1997; Johnson & Finlay, 1997). A similar study by Acuña-Ferreira (2004) emphasizes 

the intense emotions associated with instances of gossip that the sports club men 

initiated to talk about football players and their score count on the field.  

Fidaoui and Bahous (2013) joins previous research in identifying instances of 

gossip in men’s talk during a game of cards at a coffeehouse, a space culturally 
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restricted to men and deemed hyper-masculine. Gossip was used as a strategy by men to 

provide an entertaining and humorous atmosphere for interlocutors and indirectly exert 

social superiority. Gossiping between the men at the café included confidential issues 

about absent individuals, such as their wives and friends. They evaluated their wives’ 

attitudes, their absent friends’ relationships with their own wives, and their 

unacceptable social behavior at the café. The men also used sarcasm and humorous 

remarks about an absent individual as a byproduct of gossiping. Fidaoui and Bahous 

(2013) concludes that men’s use of gossip tends to create a friendly environment for 

them at the shisha place; it strengthens the friends’ ties with one another, maintains their 

solidarity, and reinforces power relations.  

In the literature on language and gender, it is often the case that men were not 

criticized for gossiping (Johnson, 1994; Jones, 1980). When men gossip, it is brushed 

over as casual conversation and justified as a mechanism to distance themselves from 

any behavior that deviates from the norms of masculinity. This gives them power and 

hierarchy in the social groups and environments they belong to (Fidaoui & Bahous, 

2013; Cameron, 1997a; Coates, 2003; Johnson, 1994; Johnson & Finlay, 1997).  

 

E. Gendered Speech Styles and the Workplace 

Early studies on the relationship between gender and workplace talk focused 

on reflecting the marginalization, subordination and exclusion of women from the 

public sphere and its institutions, one of these social institutions being the workplace 

(see Ainsworth-Vaughn, 1992; Bogoch, 1999; Case, 1993, 1994; Hall, 1995; Herrick, 

1999; McElhinny, 1994, 1995; Tannen, 1999; West, 1984, 1990). To highlight women’s 

disadvantage in the workplace, the scholarly work focused on how women’s use of 
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language puts them at disadvantage, and subsequently led to their silencing and (sexual) 

harassment in their professions. Previous work also identified women’s speech in the 

workplace as a people-oriented and cooperative style of discourse which functions to 

facilitate interactions with others. On the other hand, men’s style of discourse was 

categorized as authoritative and direct; it functioned to promote social distance, control 

and power (over women) in the workplace (Cameron, 2005; Holmes, 2014; Kendall & 

Tannen, 1997). Cameron (2005) notes that women were not only at disadvantage in the 

workplace due to their segregation. Another hindrance was the negative value attached 

to the facilitative speech style they used in the workplace, a then-male-dominated 

environment. Thus, women were falsely perceived as less skillful than men in the 

workplace because they were not socialized to use the information-driven and 

competitive style of discourse necessary to fulfill high-end workplace positions.  

 

1. The Workplace as a Community of Practice  

In their essay “Think Practically and Look Locally: Language and Gender as 

Community-based Practice” (1992), Eckert and McConnell-Ginet adopted the concept 

of the Community of Practice (CofP) to ground the study of language and gender in the 

inverstigation of the social and linguistic practices of particular people. A CofP is “an 

aggregate of people who, united by a common enterprise, develop and share ways of 

doing things, ways of talking, beliefs, and values – in short, practices” (Eckert & 

McConnell-Ginet, 1999, p. 186). This means that individuals can use and manipulate 

language based on the different CofPs they belong to and engage in amidst social 

interaction. Cameron (1996, 1997b) highlights that this approach helps explain the 

relationship between language and gender through a more local lens that is based in 
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practice. To be a full member in a community, a speaker must share the basic practices, 

social meanings and speaking styles associated with that community. Those who do not 

have the privilege of full membership are considerd outliers. Cameron (2005) adds that 

the CofP provides an array of possibilities as well as limitations to women and men, 

ones that affect their style of discourse based on the topics, functions and social 

networks found in that particular CofP at a particular time in history.  

Most of the research looked at how women adjust their discourse strategies to 

accommodate and fit in a certain workplace culture, most of which was male-dominated 

at the time. For instance, Herrick (1999) discovered that the women who used an 

affective and cooperative discourse style at the office earned more economic and social 

power and had more chances of promotion at their work than those who assumed a 

strict, aggressive and authoritative stance when speaking with co-workers or employees. 

This is because the company’s culture tends to the norms of a hegemonic femininity: it 

values conventionally feminine traits such as trust and care for its employers. Kira Hall 

(1995) conducted a study to explore the linguistic features phone sex workers, eleven 

women and one man, used in order to create a fictional or fantasy women. Hall (1995) 

argues that the workers used a stereotypically feminine style of speaking: empty 

adjectives, hedges, tag questions, intenstifiers, continuous shifts in intonation, and high 

pitch voices. Their creative use of linguistic resources was in line with the normatively 

feminine workplace they work in, and consequently, empowered them economically.  

Bonnie McElhinny (1994, 1995) offer a noteworthy contrast to Hall’s work. 

McElhinny (1995) evaluates the gendered discourse strategies that female police 

officers take up in comparison to male police officers at a Pittsburgh police station. She 

finds that the women assume a masculine speech style to fit into their job due to the 
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nature of the policing profession as predominantely reserved for men. For the police 

women to do their job successfully, they use a lot of interruptions, long pauses and 

silence, to construct an emotionally distant gendered identity, which is analogous to the 

linguistic features their male colleagues use at work as well (McElhinny, 1994, 1995). 

McElhinny (1995) clarifies that women and men’s appropriation of hegemonic 

discourses of masculinity and femininity at the workplace serves to gain or control 

power. Also, and more importantly, it details the effect of gendered workplaces on the 

style of discourse used. McElhinny (1995) points out that that the “gender of the 

workplace is determined not only by the presence, or even predominance, of women or 

men in it but also by cultural norms and interpretations of gender that dictate who is 

best suited for different sorts of employment” (p. 221).  

 

2. Purpose of Workplace Talk 

Holmes (2005) argues that workplace talk is multi-functional and can perform 

a wide continuum of functions, mainly transactional or interpersonal functions. The 

transactional workplace talk is used to further the objectives of a company or business 

and construct a professional stance at work. This kind of talk is characterized as 

relevant, informative and context-bound. It is relevant the workplace’s core objectives 

and attends to its particular needs. It is informative because it is dependent on the 

resources and knowledge dispensed at the workplace. It is context-bound because it is 

focuses on conversations that relate directly to the workplace tasks. On the other hand, 

interpersonal talk at the workplace is achieved when conversational strategies are used 

to construct the individual’s social identity, including their gender at the workplace.  

Interpersonal communication is highly beneficial when it comes to maintaining 
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collegial ties and social cohesion among professionals between individuals at work. 

Interpersonal workplace talk is social at heart, minimally informative and context-free. 

It can also be a digression from the transactional talk in the workplace (Holmes, 2005; 

Holmes & Marra, 2005). Holmes & Marra (2005) and Koester (2004) note that 

communication which takes place at the workplace is not always about work, and even 

if it is, individuals and groups in the workplace do not always focus exclusively on the 

business or service at hand. In fact, people working together pay attention to the 

interpersonal goals and take into account their relationships with others, even while they 

are interacting for work or business. 

Holmes (2008) points out that the stylistic diversity which women and men 

may effectively adopt at the workplace helps to challenge the negative stereotypes that 

perpetuate the subordination and marginalization of women (and some men) in different 

workplaces. It is important to bear in mind that ways of speaking at the workplace do 

not directly index particular gender performances, but rather do so indirectly through 

their associations with particular roles and stances (Ochs, 1992). This also means that 

gender performances at the workplace are in continuous flux and must be creatively and 

repeatedly negotiated by individuals and groups in accordance with their different 

professional roles and situations at work (Holmes, 2008). Gender affects how 

individuals perceive the behavior of others in different workplaces and different kinds 

of workplace discourse. Individuals are also affected by the behavioral constraints and 

the gendered norms that are most salient in workplace culture and interaction. 

Individuals at the workplace actively draw on gendered discourse strategies, not only to 

instantiate their gender and work identities, but sometimes to also challenge the 

restrictive and hegemonic gender norms in the workplace and enact authority (Holmes, 
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2006). Thus, gender is an inescapable lens through which workplace performances are 

viewed (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 2003; Holmes, 2008; Kendall & Tannen, 199). 

3. Workplace Stories and Gossip  

Storytelling is a linguistic resource for constructing social identity at the 

workplace. Professionals may use stories to present and regulate various kinds of 

gendered identities and make sense of their social world (Coates, 2003; 

Georgakopoulou, 1997; Johnstone, 2001). Findings from Eggins and Slade (1997) and 

Holmes (2005) suggest that workplace narratives serve to invoke supportive elements of 

talk, conventionally associated with femininity, and helps the speakers connect with 

each other. A similar finding is indicated in Tannen (1999), in which a story is used in a 

conversational exchange between a boss and his employee. After an editor-in-chief 

enquires about his employee’s health during office hours, the latter answers his 

question, sharing what happened to him and how his sickness went awry. In this case, 

the story comes in the service of solidarity in order to minimize the imbalance of power 

between the two professionals. Workplace narratives would then provide the linguistic 

opportunity to build solidarity whilst getting work done (Holmes, 2005, 2009). 

Holmes (2006) also argues that the men and women in her study share stories 

as a linguistic resource available to them at the workplace to reflect a people-oriented 

and supportive environment during meetings, a characteristic associated with the nature 

of their workplace context as predominantly feminine. Her participants engage and co-

construct workplace narratives as a linguistic tool to construct their gender identities in 

addition to establishing group membership inside their professional world. Holmes 

(2005, 2009) suggest that workplace narratives, unlike business reports, are effectively 

used to construct and highlight different facets in an individual’s identity, as it can 
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indirectly index their professional and gender identity. Specifically, Holmes argues that 

while workplace stories may appear to serve primarily social functions, constructing a 

particular kind of personal or social identity, they are often concurrently doing 

transactional work, and contributing to the complex professional identities of people at 

work (2005, p. 678).  

Another important discursive strategy found in workplace communication to 

achieve varied social purposes is gossip. Gossip is a type of off-record small talk that is 

described as sneaking workplace interaction between individuals (Holmes, 2008, 

2006a). While it may be regarded as a marginal and disruptive activity which usually 

interferes with workplace needs, Holmes (2008, 2015) argue that, from a sociolinguistic 

perspective, gossip is a form of small talk that is crucial for building rapport and 

maintaining good workplace relations, including those between service-provider and 

client or between colleagues. In effect, gossip can contribute to the construction of 

different facets of one’s social identity at the workplace as well, including professional 

and gender identities. Eggins and Slade (1997) join forces in emphasizing the 

significance of gossip in their research on workplace gossip in a mixed-gender setting 

between colleagues during meetings or in outside office dinners and coffee breaks. 

They demonstrate that gossip has two fundamental social functions: gossip functions as 

a form of social control but also helps to establish and strengthen cohesion between 

individuals in the workplace. Like Eggins and Slade (1997), Holmes (2006) attests that 

gossip is not reserved for women in stereotypically feminine workplace contexts (such 

as hairdressing, women’s healthcare, call center, and supermarket). Both women and 

men engage in gossip in their workplace talk, even though its topics may be gendered, 

and its abundance and function might be varied depending on the norms and culture of 
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the workplace (Holmes, 2006). For instance, some of the New Zealand workplaces in 

Holmes’ (2006) study are female-dominated, and so one of the most common topics of 

gossip circulated between its female participants related to family matters. Thus, 

workplace talk and mainly gossip may be affected by gender, but it also depends on the 

type of workplace and its social norms and cultural constraints (as shown in Holmes, 

2006, 2008, 2009).   

In a number of studies, episodes of gossip are observed to interweave with 

workplace narratives. There lies difficulty in demonstrating where one discourse 

strategy begins and the other ends (Eggins & Slade, 1997; Holmes, 2005, 2006, 2009; 

Holmes & Marra, 2005).  
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Purpose and Context of the Study  

The aim of the present study is to examine the linguistic behavior of men in 

hairdressing. Using naturally occurring spoken discourse, this research study focused on 

exploring the conversational strategies male hairdressers use when conversing with 

female clientele at the hair salon. Analyzing men’s conversations with their female 

clients during hair salon sessions delineates the dynamics of their gendered and 

professional identities. Of particular interest was whether the participants used language 

to enact professional roles more indexical of the environment in which they work, or to 

structure a gender identity that is more in line with hegemonic masculinity. The study 

also sheds light on the participants’ own understanding of what it means to be a man in 

hairdressing as well as their perception of the social and professional roles they perform 

in their interaction with clients.  

The research setting is the hair salon, a workplace identified as a sociocultural 

hub long associated with being an all-women exclusive site for hair care, comfort and 

social talk (see Algharabali, 2014; Baghel & Gupta, 2014; Barber, 2008; Eayrs, 1993; 

Gimlin, 1996; Jacobs-Huey, 2006a, 2006b; Liebelt, 2016; Lindsay, 2004; Majors, 2001, 

2003, 2004; Soulliere, 1997). The hair salon is a service-oriented workplace because it 

provides hair care services and particularly tailors to women’s aesthetic and emotional 

needs. The hair salon is culturally coded as feminine because it occupies a predominant 

female presence, consisting mainly of female workers and female clients. Femininity 

and feminine bodies are also highly valued in the hairdressing industry for hairdressers 
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and clients alike. The characterization of the hair salon as feminine is also due to the 

stereotypically feminine practices involved in hairdressing and the social roles its 

workers must perform to ensure financial growth and loyal customers (Gimlin, 1996, 

Huppatz, 2012; Nordberg, 2002; Robinson, Hall & Hockey, 2011). The hair salon is a 

workplace where hairdressers not only take care of hair but also engage in sensitive 

discussions with clients. Thus, emotional competence on part of hairdressers is 

necessary in their conversations with clients to build rapport and establish trust. 

Hairdressers engage in emotion work to put their clients at ease, working in close 

proximity to transform a visible aspect of a client’s body—their hair (Huppatz, 2012).  

The researcher carried out this study in one independently-owned hair and 

beauty salon under the pseudonym Chic, which caters its hairdressing and beauty 

services to women only. The hair salon is in Hamra area in Beirut, Lebanon. Chic is a 

two-floored parlor with only one main entrance. The salon interior is decorated 

fashionably with off-white walls and comfortable black upholstered chairs. The main 

floor after the entrance door includes a cashier area at the left side, a black-leather 

couch for clients to sit while they wait, and three working stations to the right. The 

working stations are faced with a horizontal-long mirror, which allows clients to view 

their hairstyling process as it gets done (as in the field site in Soulliere, 1997, p. 45). A 

big television screen is positioned on the ceiling, so it faces the couch, usually 

displaying fashion, music or Quran recitation channels. A huge shelf before the stairs to 

the downstairs floor is filled with different hair products neatly displayed. Downstairs, 

there are two rooms and a bathroom. While the two rooms are not as spacious as the 

room in the main entrance floor, the former provide a more private space than the one 

upstairs. The bigger room of the two has four working stations, and it is where the wash 
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and color hair treatments are mainly worked out by the hairdressers. The third and final 

room is the smallest and situated next to the chairs; it is the area typically used for 

waxing, manicures and pedicures. The salon is also equipped with cameras on both 

floors, excluding the lastly mentioned room. The presence of cameras ensures security 

to its owner. Often, whenever the hairdressers or their female colleagues finish their 

tasks and appointments, they sit outside the salon. There is a small space outside the 

salon, with a plastic table and chairs, where hairdressers take their coffee breaks, smoke 

a cigarette, check their phones and relax until the next client walks in. Those who work 

at the salon also invite their clients to sit outside with them to smoke a cigarette or drink 

coffee before or after their appointment.  

Most of Chic’s clients are regulars and generally book their appointments at the 

parlor in advance via a phone call or personal drop-in. Occasional or walk-in customers 

also visit the hair salon from time to time. When a hair appointment is in order, the 

hairdresser greets the incoming client—usually by their first name or the honorific 

Madame. The hairdresser then guides the client to one of the vacant chairs and offers 

refreshments like coffee or water. After the hairstyling session is over, the client usually 

pays the salon owner and they exchange goodbyes. The researcher herself has been a 

regular customer for eight years now. She is also acquainted with all the service-

providers at the salon. For this reason, the researcher was provided access to Chic after 

its owner’s approval.  

 

B. Participants  

Most of the literature on workplace talk in hair and beauty salons focuses on 

(African American) women in hairdressing salons (see Jacobs-Huey, 2006) and in 
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beauty salons (see Garzanati, Pearce & Stanton, 2011; Toerien & Kitzinger, 2007), 

African American men in barbershops (see Franklin, 1985; Jones, 1987), hairstyling 

trainees and coaches in hair care teaching centers (see Jacobs-Huey, 2003, 2006), and 

men as clients in hair salons (see Barber, 2005). This research tackles men in 

hairdressing, an underrepresented case in preceding research, especially from a 

sociolinguistic angle (Huppatz, 2012; Lindsay, 2004; Robinson et al., 2011).  

Chic is a small establishment that engages a number of professionals in hair and 

beauty services; because of that, the participants can be studied thoroughly. Saleh is 

Chic’s owner. Saleh is a Lebanese male and full-time hairdresser in his forties. He has 

been working as a hairdresser in Chic for about 28 years. Before opening his own salon, 

Saleh started working at a salon in his early teens and then went into a hairdressing 

institute to study the business. He also completed several internships in different salons 

in Lebanon and attended courses and workshops outside the country to gain the needed 

hairdressing expertise. He also received a hairdressing certificate which allowed him to 

later open his own salon. There are two other male hairdressers who work at the salon 

as employees. Mahmoud is one of them; he works full-time and comes in the morning 

to assist Saleh in his hairdressing appointments and stays with him until the salon 

closes. Mahmoud is Lebanese and is in his mid-twenties. He has worked at Chic for 13 

years. Mahmoud received his diploma in hairdressing from a Lebanese institute. He 

then had an internship in one salon for four years; after that, he worked in several salons 

in Achrafieh, Hamra and Clemenceau before settling in Chic. Omar is another part-time 

Lebanese hairdresser who recently came back to work at the parlor to work during the 

afternoon shifts. He first started as a full-time hairdresser at Chic when he was 14 years 

old and stayed for seven years. He later opened his own salon and worked there for 8 
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years; however, he had to close his business and come back to work temporarily at Chic 

and assist Saleh in what he needs. Saleh and Omar are close family friends.  

Of the three male hairdressers, Saleh has the most experience with at least 

twenty years in hairdressing to his credit. All hairdressers participate in a full gamut of 

hairstyling tasks that include cutting, trimming, blow-drying, coloring, curling and 

styling hair. However, Saleh never washes his clients’ hair; instead, Mahmoud, Omar or 

the female salon assistant Faten do so. With Faten’s help, Mahmoud and Omar also take 

care of other routinely mundane tasks that include sweeping up hair, sorting the hair 

salon’s weekly towel laundry, and emptying the garbage. They also engage in clerical 

errands such as answering the phone. At all times albeit, Saleh, Mahmoud, Faten and 

sometimes Omar work as a team, helping each other in the hairdressing sessions with 

clients. It is worth mentioning that while Faten is not a participant in this study, she 

actively and rather quietly participates in the hairdressing process, helping any of the 

male hairdressers during their clients’ appointments, whether it be in washing, blow-

drying or prepping the client for her session. During the appointment, she stays close 

and observes while the male hairdressers work. Sarah is the salon’s only full-time 

beautician, cosmetician and hairdresser. She is responsible for make-up sessions with 

clients, pedicure and manicure services, waxing and the occasional haircuts and hair 

styles for specific clients, especially veiled women. While Sarah is not a participant in 

the study either, she is an active participant in many of the interactions that take place 

between the male hairdressers and their clients. Sarah is also Saleh’s wife, making Chic 

a family business.  

The participants worked most in their afternoons. Saleh opens the salon every 

day except Sunday at 8:30 AM. Mahmoud and Sarah arrive later in the morning and 
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Omar works in the afternoon. Saleh closes his salon at 7:00 PM on every working day, 

unless there is a late and pressing appointment previously agreed on with his female 

clients. The salon’s busiest times are its weekend and before and during the holiday 

season.   

After the university’s Institutional Review Board’s (IRB) approval of this 

research project and before data collection took place, participants signed an informed 

written consent form, in English or Arabic depending on the language of their 

preference, whereby they officially agreed to participate in the study and expressed their 

readiness to have their conversations at the salon tape-recorded. Faten and Sarah gave 

their oral consent. As for their female clientele, a sign at the entrance door near the 

cashier area was placed during every recording session, and at every customer-walk-in, 

oral consent and an explanation of the study were given. For ethical consideration, 

pseudonyms for all the people interacting at the hair salon were used to protect their 

identity.   

C. Research Questions  

This qualitative study aims to answer the following research questions:    

1. How do men in hairdressing use storytelling with their female clientele to 

negotiate facets of their professional and gender identities?  

a. What are the common topics of conversation that occur when 

hairdressers share stories with their clients?  

b. What is the purpose of storytelling when used by the male 

hairdressers in their conversations with female clients?  
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c. What are the different types of storytelling that male hairdressers use 

in their conversations with female clients? What is/are the function(s) 

of each kind of the storytelling genre?  

d. How does each type of storytelling contribute to the construction of 

the participants’ identity as men in hairdressing?   

2. How do men in hairdressing use gossip with their female clientele to 

negotiate facets of their professional and gender identities?  

a. What are the common topics of conversation that occurs when 

hairdressers gossip with their clients? 

b. What is the purpose of gossip when used by the male hairdressers in 

their conversations with female clients? 

c. What is/are the function(s) of gossip episodes in storytelling when 

used by participants during their conversations with female clients?  

d. How does gossip contribute to the construction of the participants’ 

identity as men in hairdressing?  

3. What does it mean to be a man in hairdressing, a non-traditional occupation 

conventionally reserved for women and predominantly female? 

a. According to the participants in the study, what are the social 

meanings attached to being a hairdresser working in a hair salon for 

female clients?  

b. According to the participants in the study, how do their interactions 

with female clientele shape their identity as men in hairdressing?  
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c. How does the male hairdressers’ use of the conversational strategies, 

storytelling and gossip, contribute to the construction of their gender 

identity at the hair salon?  

 

D. The Corpus and the Interviews  

The corpus of this study consists of approximately 2.5 hours of naturally-

occurring conversations between the men in the hairdressing salon and their female 

clientele. Since the study takes place in only one female hair salon, and is therefore a 

particular case, it was imperative to record for a substantial period of time, nearly four 

months. The recording process started on Saturday, November 19, 2016 and the last 

conversation at the hair salon was delivered on Friday, March 24, 2017. Recording 

sessions occurred twice per week for about two to five hours per day. The participants 

did not accept having recorders with binaural microphones for self-recording; instead, 

audio-recorders were placed near their working spaces in the salon during their shifts. 

Two audio recorders were used to document the conversations at the hair salon. Most of 

the time, they were placed in each of the two floors and on the nearest counter where 

the stations are located and where the male hairdressers usually perform their 

hairdressing tasks with clients. The researcher was present during most of the 

conversations, taking field notes to accompany the recordings and operating the tape-

recorders to ensure that the conversations are saved. Sometimes, the researcher stayed 

in either floors were no clients were present or went for a walk outside the hair salon. 

This was done in order not to affect or interfere in the hair salon conversations, 

especially when clients stayed quiet or inquired about the details of the study and 
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consequently changed the course of their informal talks with the participants. The 

conversations were later transcribed for analysis.  

Forty conversations between hairdressers and clientele were recorded, a total of 

ten hours of naturally occurring workplace talk at the salon. Only twenty-one of the 

total recorded conversations were transcribed and will serve as the corpus of this study 

(Appendix IV). The deleted conversations were almost-silent hairdressing sessions 

where minimal communication beyond greeting was established between the 

hairdresser and his client. Moreover, task-oriented talk in the preamble of recordings, 

such as talk related to hair consultations, client-hairdresser negotiation of cutting, 

styling, coloring and treating the hair as well as price negotiations were omitted. The 

remainder of the deleted conversations were interactions between speakers that were 

impossible to decipher because of the background noise in the salon and from the 

outside street. The first five minutes of each conversation were omitted. This is because 

speakers are usually highly alert and nervous in the presence of a recording device. 

Only after a bit of time in the conversation can the speakers become more relaxed and 

less self-conscious with the idea that their talk is being recorded. When this occurred, 

the conversations at the hair salon were more natural.  

The transcription process started after all the conversations were delivered and 

collected. The conversations were organized chronologically and based on the different 

clients involved in workplace talk. Some conversations feature the same client in 

different hairdressing sessions. The data were transcribed based on the Library of 

Congress Key for Arabic Romanization (Appendix II) and the transcription 

conversations were adapted from Jennifer Coates’s (2003) and Eggins and Slade’s 
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(1997) keys for the transcription of discourse (Appendix III). Table 1 below 

summarizes details about the corpus transcribed and analyzed.  

 

 

Table 1. Summary of Transcribed Recordings 

 Conversation          

Reference 

Client’s Name Duration 

A Madame Sandra 4 minutes 

B Madame Samira 14 minutes 

C Madame Linda 11 minutes 

D Celina 15 minutes  

E Lidia 22 minutes 

F Madame Afaf 3 minutes 

G Celina 11 minutes 

H Celina 2 minutes 

I Celina 2 minutes 

J Celina 3 minutes 

K Madame Layla 4 minutes 

L Donya 6 minutes 

M Sandy 10 minutes 

N Amanda 13 minutes 

O Dima 4 minutes 

P Sandy 5 minutes 

Q Madame Lamia  6 minutes 

R Nina 5 minutes 

S Dima 4 minutes 

T Celina 2 minutes  

U Sandy 8 minutes 

Total = 21 

conversations  

Total = 13 clients  Approximately 2.5 hours of 

naturally occurring 

conversations 

 

 

Along with the corpus comprising the transcribed conversations, semi-structured 

interviews were carried out with the three participants before entering the field site for 

observation and recording and after the last recording session. Each interview lasted for 

almost forty minutes. The interview questions were divided into pre-recording and post-
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recording occasions, and the researcher scheduled early appointments at the salon to 

interview the participants during non-workings hours to guarantee that no interruptions 

from a third-party occurred during the individual interview. The pre-recording interview 

questions with participants elicited general background information about the 

participant’s nationality, place of birth, training experience in the profession and his 

opinion regarding what it means to be a hairdresser. As for the post-recording period, 

the interview with the participant included questions pertaining to his perceptions of 

how (he as) a hairdresser interacts with the clients in the salon. A copy of the interview 

questions is provided in Appendix I, in English and their corresponding Arabic 

translation. The interviews aimed at soliciting personal input from the participants on 

how they believe they behave and speak in their working environment. The interviews 

were conducted to gain better and deeper understanding of the participants’ lived 

experiences in hairdressing from their own perspective. The interviews solicit opinions, 

experiences and thoughts from the subjects under study that otherwise cannot be 

directly observed. The interviews also help determine the type of relationships that exist 

between the hairdressers and their clients. Cumulatively, audio-recordings, participant-

observation of the interactions between the hairdressers and their clients, and semi-

structured interviews with the participants constituted the archive of the research.  

 

E. Analytic Framework  

The essence of this study lies in the two main conversational strategies that 

have received substantial attention in language and gender research: storytelling 

(Coates, 1996, 2003; Eggins & Slade, 1997; Holmes, 1997; Johnstone, 1993; Kiesling, 

2005, 2006; Labov, 1997, 2006; Labov & Waletzky, 1967) and gossip (Acuña-Ferreira, 
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2004; Cameron, 1997a; Coates, 2003; Eggins & Slade, 1997; Fidaoui & Bahous, 2013; 

Guendouzi, 2001; Jones, 1980; Johnson & Finlay, 1997; Kiesling, 2005; Lakoff, 1975; 

Tannen, 1990). The use of storytelling and gossip in workplace talk is one focus within 

language and gender studies. Holmes (2005, 2006a, 2006b), Holmes & Marra (2005) 

and Eggins & Slade (1997) studied the interpersonal form of communication in 

workplace discourse, specifically gossip and storytelling. It is argued that gossip and 

storytelling help speakers foster social connections with colleagues and clientele while 

simultaneously and continuously constructing their gender and social identities in 

different workplace settings and situations (Holmes, 1997, 2005, 2006a, 2006b; Holmes 

& Marra, 2005).  

Eggins & Slade (1997) distinguish between two types of storytelling that take 

place in casual conversation, anecdotes and narratives of personal experience. 

Anecdotes are used to solicit a reaction such as laughter, frustration or awe as a result of 

telling a remarkable event or crisis to an audience. The tellability of the anecdote 

depends on the shared cultural knowledge between the interlocutors in a conversation. 

An anecdote is made up of the following elements: abstract, orientation, remarkable 

event, reaction and coda. The abstract is an initial clause that comes at the beginning of 

the anecdote to introduce the story and set up expectations about how it will be told. 

Then, the orientation in an anecdote provides specific contextual information about the 

place, time, and characters of the story. This is followed by sharing the remarkable 

event or climax, which disrupts the usual order of the story’s event and excites the 

listener to hear more. An anecdote’s significance heavily relies on the next stage, the 

reaction stage. This is the part where the speaker reacts to their own story without an 

explicit resolution of what happened. Their audience might show a (mutual) reaction in 
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the conversation. While an anecdote might end with the speaker and/or interlocutor’s 

reaction, it may be followed by a final clause, or coda, to announce that the story is over 

or provide a summary to reiterate why it was important and worth-telling.   

Unlike anecdotes, for a story to be considered a narrative, it must indicate a 

resolution or evaluation. Narratives function to recapitulate real life events and personal 

experiences from the past in order to reach a conclusion in the story being told (Eggins 

& Slade, 1997; Labov, 1997). To identify where narrative occurs in conversation, 

Labov (1997) divides its overall structure into six elements: abstract, orientation, 

complicating action, evaluation and coda. The most important component in a narrative 

is the evaluation stage in which the narrator provides information on the results of the 

narrative and reflects on their attitudes and beliefs. In this stage, the narrator evaluates 

the events of the story by comparing them to what could or should have happened 

instead.  

Holmes (1997) suggests that while stories may appear marginal in 

conversation, their presence greatly contributes to the active construction of masculine 

and feminine identities in alignment, subversion or contest to the dominant gender 

norms and cultural ideology. Coates (2003) claims that men and women tell stories to 

build solidarity with their counterparts. Coates (1996) and Johstone (1993) argue that 

men tell stories to highlight competition and appear as heroes or protagonists in their 

stories while women narrate their stories to create a sense of community with other 

women. Coates (2003) and Holmes (2005, 2006a, 2006b) note that men and women tell 

stories at work to highlight their professionalism in front of clients and/or co-workers, 

share a moral lesson to mentor others in lower authoritative positions at work, and 

create or strengthen relational bonds with others in the workplace. Stories may also 
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accomplish workplace objectives whilst told to amuse or entertain co-workers or clients 

(Holmes & Marra, 2005).  

Gossip is another important discourse strategy to build rapport and maintain 

good ties at the workplace (Holmes, 2008, 2015). Gossip is a form of off-record small 

talk about an absent party. Gossip is usually considered evaluative because it is mainly 

involved in judging an absent person’s attributes or behavior as deviant from the 

relevant cultural norms. Gossip is also highly interactive because it requires the 

collaboration of the social group within which the gossiper is sharing their opinion; 

recipients confirm their interest in the subject and provide feedback to the main 

gossiper. Gossip’s co-constructed and evaluative feature gives rise to its socializing 

power because it helps reinforce and maintain the values of the social group (Eggins & 

Slade, 1997; Guendouzi, 2001; Holland, 1996). According to Eggins & Slade (1997), 

gossip must contain a pejorative evaluation of an absent party’s deviant behavior. For a 

section of any conversation to be counted as gossip, the speaker must first introduce the 

absent party who is carrying the deviant behavior in what is called the third person 

focus stage. The gossiper then provides supporting evidence to legitimize the judgment 

being made and gain the support of their audience. This is followed by a pejorative 

evaluation in which the initial gossiper or other interlocutors presents further evidence 

about the absent party’s substantiating behavior and share their (common) points of 

view about the individual being evaluated. The gossip episode can then proceed if any 

of the interlocutors ask questions or react to the behavior of the absent party. This stage 

of the gossip session is optional and is named a probe. Several probes can occur in 

gossip. The gossiper or their interlocutor(s) can also provide a wrap-up to summarize 

the person or situation through a final remark. 
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Eggins & Slade (1997) and Holmes (2006) agree that gossip is not reserved for 

women; both women and men use gossip in their workplace talk in order to achieve in-

group solidarity. Men like women engage in off-record talk in conventionally masculine 

settings – at bars, in fraternity meet-ups and elections, in front of a football match, 

barbershops, etc., to reinforce solidarity with other men. In judging others as deviant 

from the gender order, men construct their gender identity in a way that aligns them 

with the proper ways of being men in their culture and helps them to compete for 

popularity and status against others in diverse contexts. In the workplace, men and 

women alike engage in gossip to establish social cohesion. The gender of interlocutors 

and the norms of the workplace culture are factors that play a role in the presence and 

abundance of gossip initiated. Episodes of gossip may also appear within workplace 

stories (Eggins & Slades, 1997; Holmes, 2005, 2009; Holmes & Marra, 2005).  

The definitions, elements and sociolinguistic functions of anecdotes, narratives 

and gossip were adopted in this research study and formed the basis for subsequent 

analysis and discussion. Based on the definitions by Eggins and Slade (1997) and Labov 

(1997), the researcher divided each conversation that took place in the hair salon into 

sections of narrative, anecdote or gossip. To answer the research questions, the 

researcher first listed the main topics of anecdotes, narratives of personal experience, 

and gossip involved in the corpus. The researcher then answered the research questions 

related to the general purpose and social function(s) of each conversational strategy in 

order to deduce their contribution to the construction of the participants’ gender and 

professional identities. In doing so, the researcher was able to build a profile for each of 

the three male hairdressers in the research study. The semi-structured ethnographic 
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interviews were used to complement the analysis of the social meanings and types of 

interactions attached to being a man in hairdressing through the eyes of the participants.  

 

F. Limitations of the Study  

The male hairdressers share relatively long histories, family bonds and 

friendships with their co-workers and regular clients in the salon. Saleh and his wife 

Sarah have worked together in the parlor since they were married. Saleh and Sarah have 

known Omar for more than twelve years, and they are family friends. Mahmoud has 

worked at Saleh’s salon for more than nine years. The clients at Chic are mostly regular 

clients, and therefore, share a long-term professional relationship with the male 

hairdressers, especially the owner and his wife. In this study, the talk of male 

hairdressers reflects an acquaintance or friendship of mutual trust, respect and care with 

their clients and with their colleagues. For this reason, it was sometimes challenging to 

understand the topic under discussion and identify the relationship between the speakers 

and the people in their conversations. It was also difficult to detect background 

information about the clients’ nationality, age, and specific relationship with the 

hairdressers at the salon. The researcher could not interact with the clients so as not to 

intrude on their talks with the hairdressers and to minimize their awareness of being 

recorded after the first few minutes of informing them about the study. 

Because audio-recordings were used as a methodological instrument in the 

parlor, the researcher was unable to observe paralanguage such as facial expressions 

and body language, a limitation to any research with naturally-occurring conversations 

as its focus. Intonation from the recorded data encompasses the only marker to indicate 

anger, confusion, annoyance, content and any other feelings that speakers expressed 
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during the time of the conversations in the corpus. Other limitations included the 

technical difficulties generated from the use of tape recorders in the field site. Because 

the salon is located on a busy street, there was continuous background noise that 

affected the sound and quality of the recordings, sometimes making them 

incomprehensible to transcribe. Hair salon blow dryers and other electronic devices 

such as cellphones, iPads, and the music from the TV set also affected the intelligibility 

of the recordings many times when conversations ensued. Since only one recorder was 

placed on each floor of the salon, and the male hairdressers usually worked in both 

floors during one hairdressing session, there was some inconsistency in recording a full 

conversation in one room. A final limitation not to overlook is the researcher’s bias in 

data analysis and observation, which is present in any qualitative study, and especially 

when it is a case study. This is acknowledged in discussion of results to highlight the 

effect of reflexivity in such research (Blommaert & Jie, 2010). 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

 

A. Anecdotes, Narratives, and Gossip in the Corpus 

Analysis of the corpus comprised the isolation of anecdotes, narratives and 

gossip sessions. The stories shared in the hair salon were of two kinds: anecdotes based 

on Eggins and Slade (1997) and narratives of personal experience based on Labov 

(1997). The gossip found in the casual conversations between the hairdressers and their 

clients was identified according to Eggins and Slade (1997). The following are extracts 

from the corpus which serve to illustrate how sections of anecdotes, narratives, and 

gossip were selected.  

In the following example of an anecdote from conversation E, the owner and 

hairdresser Saleh shares a story of failure he encountered after his client Lidia asks 

about his small business of selling a low-cost straightener, a hair styling tool, at the 

salon. Without hesitation, Saleh is quick to inform Lidia that his business incurred 

financial loss. He concludes that running a hair and beauty salon these days is becoming 

similar to opening a grocery shop. Saleh’s anecdote solicits laughter and leads him to 

highlight the significance of his own story in relation to the present moment. He shares 

his thoughts about the reality of the hairdressing business now and then with a hint of 

sarcasm, and his client agrees with his expert opinion. The anecdote is also part of a 

larger conversation and follows a lengthy discussion about the quality of the hair 

treatment products the client bought from the salon a few months ago. 
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Example 1: 

1 Lidia: ma ʿad jibit min hayda…? /  

2 Saleh: lfair? / 

fawwatnɛ bil ḥitan / [Abstract] 

3 Lidia: lɛ? /  

4 Saleh: lɛ? /  

liʾano ana iza biddɛ ekhod siʿir /  

fi nes ʿam tekhod ribiʿ lribiʿ li ana biddɛ ekhdo /  

yaʿnɛ ana fiyyɛ- rifʾatɛ- awwal waḥad jebo maʿo ʿa libnen min sinten / 

[Abstract and Orientation] 

5 Lidia: ɛ / 

6 Saleh: ken ʿam yekhod ʿlɛ khamsa w ʿishrin dollar bi saida /  

huwwɛ jebo maʿo awwal waḥad /  

yaʿnɛ ana lamma shifto ken baʿdnɛ ḥemil minno /  

rfiʾɛ hon /  

ah… ʿam yaʿmlo bkhamsa w ʿishrin alf /  

lbeʾɛ ʿam yaʿmlū bi khams talef / [Abstract and Orientation] 

7 Lidia: bas ma bistarjɛ aʿmilon /  

<laughs>  

8 Saleh: ɛ /  

9 Lidia: li byaʿmil bi khamsɛ ma bistarjɛ fut la ʿando ʾillo ʿmillɛ /  

barkɛ attashlɛ shaʿrɛ ma bfut /  

bas inta inno laʾ ino… fut feya /  

10 Saleh: mballa /  
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manno ah… mannɛ miʾtiniʿ fī / 

11 Lidia: baʿden smallah shu sar fī salonet hon ʿala tul /  

ʿam bifarkho /  

byijilon lɛ niswen ktir hek? /  

kil maḥallet li tyeb sakkarit / 

12 Saleh: ʿam ʾillik sayra maslaḥitna mitil bayyeʿin lkhodra / [Remarkable 

Event] 

13 Lidia: maḥallet tyeb sakkarit w fataḥ maḥala mneʾish! /  

14 Saleh: huwwɛ li ʿam yijɛ ʿal masilḥa… /  

kil waḥad maʿo shwayyit masarɛ / 

biruḥ bijammiʿ mwazfin byiftaḥlon maḥal /  

hayda li ʿam yikhlaʾ lmasilḥa / [Coda] 

15 Lidia: ɛ aw waḥad masalan- /  

biruḥo byidirso ʿand […]1 w byiftaḥo / 

16 Saleh: lik ya ekhtɛ ana maʿandɛ maktab /  

ino hayda lzalamɛ rayiḥ ḥatit brasso yijdiba /  

bas ino waḥad makhaso bil masilḥa- /  

17 Lidia: ɛ / 

18 Saleh: yijɛ yiftaḥ hal business / 

huwɛ liʾan sheyif ino mumkin ykun shaghal… /  

laʾ- haydɛ haydɛ [lfikra] / [Coda] 

 

1 The name of the Lebanese foundation was omitted. It is a private non-governmental 

organization that offers low-cost courses and vocational training for the community in 

Lebanon. 
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19 Lidia: [ɛ!] / 

20 Saleh: yaʿnɛ ana bitzakkar min zamen /  

ino ana baʿd ino- ken yiftaḥ maḥal bikun maʿo shhedɛ /  

ana shi- shtaghalet sinɛ w nos /  

lamma ʿrift hek riḥet darasta… w akhadt shhedɛ / [Coda] 

21 Lidia: hallaʾ kersɛ! / 

(Translation: Lidia: you stopped bringing that…? / Saleh: the hair 

straightener? It got me in trouble / Lidia: why? / Saleh: why? Because even if I 

sell it, other hairdressers are providing much cheaper offers for their customers, 

my friend was the first hairdresser to sell it in Lebanon two years ago / Lidia: 

yes / Saleh: he was selling it for twenty five dollars in Saida, my friend was the 

first to market and sell this brand of hair straightener in Lebanon, but now, they 

are selling it for fifteen thousand Lebanese pounds and others are offering it for 

only five thousand Lebanese pounds / Lidia: I wouldn’t dare do my hair in 

these salons that use a cheap hair straightener <laughs> / Saleh: yes / Lidia: I 

wouldn’t dare walk into the hair salon that buys a hair straightener for such a 

cheap price, what if it ruins my hair? I wouldn’t walk in, but well, you should 

get in the business / Saleh: yes, but I am not convinced in selling this 

hairstyling tool anymore / Lidia: besides, so many salons suddenly opened on 

this street, how is this even possible and do they even have female clientele? 

So many clothing shops closed / Saleh: I’m telling you, opening a salon 

nowadays is no different than opening a grocery shop / Lidia: clothing shops 

have closed to be replaced by pastry shops, where does this leave us! / Saleh: 

nowadays, those who are opening a hair salon are people who have money in 
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their pockets, they gather a bunch of employees to work at the salon, this is 

what’s starting up the hairdressing business around here / Lidia: yes, or they go 

and study at […] and start their own business / Lidia: my sister, I don’t even 

have an office when I started my own business, if this guy wants to play dumb, 

especially when he isn’t qualified to be in this business in the first place- / 

Lidia: yeah / Saleh: comes and opens a hair salon because he thinks it’s going 

to bring him profit, that’s not reasonable / Lidia: yeah! / Saleh: I remember in 

the old days, when I wanted to open a hair salon, I had to study and get a 

permit to open my salon, I also worked for a year and a half, and when I knew 

I needed a license to practice hairdressing, I studied the business to get its 

certificate / Lidia: now, it is a disaster!) 

In the extensive narrative also from Conversation E, Saleh shares four 

sequential stories with Lidia concerning several clients who were not honest with him 

about their past hair experiences in other salons or the products and treatments 

previously applied to their hair. He explains that a client’s dishonesty, clumsiness, or 

lack of clarity can lead to near-fatal mistakes when working with their hair. With Lidia 

listening attentively to his narration, Saleh infers how each of his four clients did not 

know what was best for them and their hair. Throughout the narrative, he gives his 

professional point of view and repeatedly evaluates the situation. Conversation E 

includes prior discussions between the hairdresser and his client about car mechanical 

inspections and the recently enforced Lebanese laws associated with it as well as an 

explanation of the hair care task and its procedure. Despite the fact that many sections 

of the entire narrative are interrupted by short moments of discussion, it still satisfies all 

the components which would make a section of conversation qualify as a narrative. The 
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following extract comprises a short narrative within the longer narrative, including only 

one client’s story from Saleh’s personal experience in hairdressing.  

Example 2:  

1 Saleh: walla ma bikun lḥaʾ ʿal coiffeur yaʿnɛ / [Abstract] 

ana sarit maʿɛ min jumeʿten /  

ijit la ʿandɛ wiḥdɛ… /  

shaʿra min honɛ hek /  

shiftɛ haydal lon /  

hek, bas hek min hon w binnezil w aʿbaʾ shwayyɛ zghirɛ lrasin /  

w rasina taliʿ aswad /  

ʾalitlɛ bas baddɛ ʿamil highlight fetiḥ /  

ʾiltilla okay /  

ʾiltilla- ʾiltilla hayda min hon w binnezil /  

ʾiltilla hayda mas- ken mfattaḥ w baʿden rejʿa mghammiʾti? /  

ʾalitlɛ laʾ / [Abstract and Orientation] 

min baʿd ma ballashtilla bil highlight /  

bitwarjinɛ ino kenit ʿamlɛ shaʿra rmedɛ! / [Orientation and 

Complicating Action] 

2 Lidia: yi! / 

3 Saleh: rmedɛ rmedɛ! /  

yaʿnɛ rmedɛ, btaʿrfɛ rfiʾtik kif rfiʾtik mwaslilna yɛ lal shaʾar /  

4 Lidia: ɛ / 

5 Saleh: darbino rmedɛ /  

6 Lidia: lɛ! / 
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7 Saleh: sabighto rjiʿet ana ʿam irjaʿ irjaʿ fatḥo /  

shu bisir bi shaʿra? /  

shaʿra tiʿib, fī shoʾaf sarit tinzal /  

ʾiltilla lḥaʾ ʿlaikɛ /  

w ʾal shu hayda ḥatitla latex kamen /  

8 Lidia: kamen! / 

9 Saleh: law ma ḥatitla latex ken tiʿib aktar w aktar! / [Complicating 

Action] 

10 Lidia: ḥilo! /  

11 Saleh: fa amrar lzbunɛ bitʾillik ɛ ma men zamen! /  

shu min zamen? /  

yaʿnɛ min sabʿ tman tishhor /  

sabʿ tman tishhor hinnɛ min hon la hon /  

tab haydolɛ shu? / [Coda] 

12 Lidia: ɛ / 

13 Saleh: jumʿa li abla ijit ʿandɛ wiḥdɛ ʿiraʾiyyɛ / 

14 Lidia: hiyyɛ shu hadafa ino ma tʾul / 

bilʿakis tʾul! / 

15 Saleh: laʾ ma- ma zbunɛ ma btaʿrif saliḥa aw btiftikir ino ɛ min zamen / 

[Evaluation] 

16 Lidia: ɛ / 

17 Saleh: ah… aw btisʾaliya /  

ino ma btaʿrif ino ino iza hayda lshaʿer ken platin… /  

ghammaʾtī rjʿtɛ ʿam tirjaʿɛ tfatḥī /  
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yaʿnɛ intɛ ʿam taʿmlɛ foʾ lhighlight lʾadim kamen /  

18 Lidia: mm / 

19 Saleh: w fawʾo sabgha! /  

yaʿnɛ shu baddo- awwal shi laysir lal platin /  

liʾano hiyyɛ badda yɛ shu? /  

badda rmedɛ kamen / 

20 Lidia: kamen! / 

21 Saleh: yaʿnɛ bidda tirjaʿ taʿmlo rmedɛ /  

yaʿnɛ ana shu baddɛ aʿmil? /  

biddɛ aʿmlo platin platin platin / [Coda] 

(Translation: Saleh: really, it’s not the hairdresser’s fault, I 

experienced an incident with a client who came to my salon two weeks ago, 

her hair looked like this, you see this color? Similar to how yours looks like 

from here except her hair locks are thicker and darker in color, she requested to 

add highlights to her hair, I agreed but first asked her if she did anything to her 

hair in the past, and she said no, after I started applying the highlights, she 

shows me that she once dyed her hair grey! / Lidia: what! / Saleh: yes, grey! As 

in totally grey! The same color your friend used on her hair, almost blonde / 

Lidia: yes / Saleh: she dyed her hair grey before / Lidia: why! / Saleh: I then 

tried to dye it, but you know what happened to her hair? Her hair got tired, and 

strands started falling off, I told her this is all her fault, and this is all after I 

used latex on her hair too! / Lidia: that too! / Saleh: if I hadn’t used latex, her 

hair would’ve gotten even weaker / Lidia: wow! / Saleh: so, sometimes a client 

will tell you she had highlights done to her hair long ago, but what does that 
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really mean? It means she only did them seven or eight months ago, in seven or 

eight months, the hair will grow, and the highlights will still be there / Lidia: 

yes / Saleh: a week before this incident, an Iraqi client came to the salon / 

Lidia: what does she gain when she doesn’t tell you? She should tell you! / 

Saleh: no, the client doesn’t know her own good or estimates that her previous 

hair sessions happened long ago when they in fact didn’t, so she doesn’t 

mention them / Lidia: yes / Saleh: or when you ask her about it, she wouldn’t 

know that the new color is added after the highlights are applied, even when a 

risky color like platinum is applied to a dark-haired tone /  Lidia: mm / Saleh: 

she dyed her hair over the highlights for it to become a blonde platinum and 

then she requested a grey dye / Lidia: that too! / Saleh: this means she needs to 

color her hair back to grey, what would I need to do? I’ll need to change her 

hair color into a very light tint of blonde, a platinum, before going for the grey) 

Besides sharing anecdotes and narratives of personal experience, the 

hairdressers engage in gossip sessions with their clients at the salon. The hairdresser 

Saleh initiates the following instance of gossip from conversation K with one of his 

regular clients. Madame Layla is regarded as a family friend to both Saleh and Sarah 

and lives in the same neighborhood where the salon is located. The conversation takes 

place in the ground floor of the salon while Madame Layla is getting her hair done. No 

other client is downstairs, and Faten is the only employee listening to the conversation 

between the two interlocutors. However, she does not participate in the conversation; 

she stands next to Saleh in order to assist him. As Saleh applies the cellophane 

treatment to sections of Madame Layla’s hair, he starts speaking to his client in a low 

voice and gossips about Madame Claudette’s disrespectful and unacceptable behavior. 
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While the gossip session occurs, Madame Claudette waits upstairs for her unscheduled 

appointment. Saleh concludes that Madame Claudette is an arrogant and delusional 

woman who thinks that she is the most important person in the room. Saleh adds that 

she treats others as her inferiors.  

Example 3:  

1 Saleh: mart lʿamid […] baʿda ʿayshɛ* /  

ʿa iyyem atlal zawja* / [Third Person Focus]  

2 Madame Layla: shu bitʾillak?* / 

3 Saleh: bitdiʾillɛ m- masalan bitʾillɛ mart lʿamid […]* / [Substantiating 

Behavior]  

<chuckles> 

4 Madame Layla: Allah yseʿid lʿalam /  

<chuckles> 

5 Saleh: ɛ / 

6 Madame Layla: mm… hiyyɛ… ah ḥaram ʿanda aʿsab* /  

7 Saleh: ɛ baʿrif min zamen ʿanda* / [Substantiating Behavior]  

8 Madame Layla: mm / 

9 Saleh: bas baʿda ʿayshɛ ʿa- /  

btitsarraf bi tariʾa kaʾan kil lʿalam khaddemɛ ʿanda / [Pejorative 

Evaluation] 

10 Madame Layla: kil lʿalam ɛ? /  

11 Saleh: ((mwaklɛ)) kil il ʿalam khaddemɛ ʿanda* / [Pejorative 

Evaluation] 

12 Madame Layla: ɛ! /  
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13 Saleh: marra masalan ijit jebit maʿa shanta w shi hek / 

ʾaletlo lal shab please seʿidnɛ fiyon ʿa siyyara / [Probe] 

14 Madame Layla: mm /  

[…]2 ltaxi bitkhali ywaʾif lsiyyara w yerjaʿ yiḥmilla lghrad /  

hiyyɛ ma kenit hekɛ 3a iyyem zawja ma ykhaliya… /  

Allah yseʿid lʿalam biʿawno… / [Wrap-up] 

(Translation: Saleh: the General’s wife is living in the past, as though 

her husband were still alive / Madame Layla: what does she tell you? / Saleh: 

she calls me, for example, and says this is the General’s wife <chuckles> / 

Madame Layla: May God help those in need <chuckles> / Saleh: yes / 

Madame Layla: unfortunately, she is mentally unstable / Saleh: yes, I know, 

she is and has been unstable for a long time now / Madame Layla: mm / Saleh: 

but she is still acting as if- she thinks everyone is her servant / Madame Layla: 

everyone? / Saleh: she gives orders to everyone around her / Madame Layla: 

yes! / Saleh: one time, she came to the salon, she had her bag with her, she told 

one of my employees to hold her bags and escort her to the car  / Madame 

Layla: mm, she usually orders her taxi driver to get out of the car, she makes 

him carry her belongings inside the car, she wasn’t like that when her husband 

was alive, he wouldn’t let her do that, may God help those in need)  

Based on the definitions adopted in this study and demonstrated above, four 

anecdotes, seventeen narratives of personal experience, and forty-two episodes of 

gossip were isolated. Other instances of conversational content within the corpus will 

 

2 The first name of Madame Claudette’s private chauffeur. 
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remain unmarked, such as informative discussion, news and opinion exchange, and hair 

care negotiation. Anecdotes are least frequent in hair salon conversations, comprising 

approximately 6.35%. On the other hand, gossip is used the most and constitutes 

66.67% of the conversational content. Narratives constitute 26.98% of the total corpus. 

Table 5 below recapitulates the results.   

 

 

Table 2. Frequencies of Anecdotes, Narratives, and Gossip in the Corpus 

 Type of Conversational Content  Frequency  Corresponding Percentage 

 Anecdotes  5  7.94 % 

 Narratives   16  25.40 % 

 Gossip   42  66.66 % 

 

 

B. Conversational Patterns in the Corpus  

Findings from the analysis of the corpus propose that men hairdressers’ talk 

invokes an affiliative kind of interaction with their female clientele. This collaborative 

construction of workplace talk suggests high levels of support and agreement, reflecting 

a people-oriented environment, which is a characteristic associated with the 

predominantly feminine nature of the salon. The hairdressers led most of the talk in the 

corpus; however, the cooperative interaction with their clients is what encourages their 

conversations to continue until the appointment comes to an end. Therefore, the strong 

rapport between the men in hairdressing and their clients is most clearly manifested in 

the way they respond to each other’s anecdotes, narratives, and gossip.  
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Five main recurrent patterns of the types of conversational content were found 

in the corpus. In these patterns, the encounter between hairdresser and client begins 

with a preamble to introduce a new topic or idea into the conversation. After that topic 

or idea is initiated, the conversation either develops into another type of conversational 

content as in pattern 2, 4, and 5 or proceeds with a conversational content of the same 

kind like in pattern 1 where narratives are told in sequence or pattern 3 where gossip is 

mirrored.  

• Narrative ➔ Narrative 

• Narrative ➔ Gossip 

• Gossip ➔ Gossip 

• Gossip ➔ Anecdote  

• Anecdote ➔ Gossip  

 

1. Narrative ➔  Narrative  

In this pattern, the conversation begins with a narrative and evolves into a 

series of narratives revolving around similar experiences. When stories are told in 

sequence about related topics and mutual beliefs, they are mostly constructed in a 

collaborative manner between interlocutors, eliciting a final evaluation about the subject 

of their conversation.  

Conversation G takes place in the upstairs floor of the salon between the two 

hairdressers, Saleh and Omar, and their regular client, Celina. While Saleh and Omar 

apply the cellophane treatment to Celina’s hair, all three engage in an extensive 

conversation about smoking addiction and sobriety. No other client or employee is in 

the salon. In the below extensive excerpt taken from conversation G, Celina narrates a 
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recent story about her sudden craving to light a cigarette in the most random time and 

place, on her way back home before going to a café. She indirectly concludes that 

smoking is an addiction that has a negative impact on her physical health. Celina’s story 

prompts the hairdressers, Saleh and Omar, to narrate their own embarrassing 

experiences with smoking (of a different kind) while out on a date with attractive 

women in their younger reckless days. Even though Saleh is a non-smoker, he tried 

smoking marijuana in his failed attempt to impress a beautiful woman he wanted to 

intimately date in the past. While the narrative solicits laughter from Celina, Saleh 

admits that it was an embarrassing moment because he could not get high enough to 

sleep with his date despite the many times he tried to inhale the substance. Sequentially, 

Omar tells a humorous narrative about his own escapade with a woman he liked as a 

result of smoking a drug that caused hallucinations. Celina listens attentively and co-

evaluates the drug’s bad influence on Omar.  

Example 4:  

1 Celina: masalan mberiḥ riḥit maʿ rfiʾɛ / [Narrative 1] 

aʿadna bi- bi café /  

KILLO ʿam bidakhin, ma ḥasset ino fī ighraʾ /  

BAS abil klat seʿat dallet ana /  

rejʿa min il AUB, ʿabel ma wsolit ʿal beit… /  

biddɛ, bas ma dakhanit! /  

bas ma bkun eʿdɛ ḥawelɛ nes ʿam bidakhin, ma btokhtor ʿabelɛ /  

ljisim gharib ʿajib! /  

2 Omar: ʿanjad / 

3 Celina: KTIR gharib ʿajib /  
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yeah… /  

4 Saleh: [baʿdnɛ… ah-] /    

5 Celina: [haydɛ craving] /  

saʾilɛ! /  

6 Saleh: ken ʿomrɛ / [Narrative 2] 

7 Celina: ɛ ɛ/ 

8 Saleh: shī … tnen w ʿishrin sinɛ / 

9 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ/  

10 Saleh: tʿarrafit ʿa binit / 

11 Celina: ɛ /  

<chuckles> 

12 Saleh: ktir ḥilwɛ /  

ktir hek /  

13 Celina: mm / 

14 Saleh: bas mukha, aʿwaj! /  

15 Celina: ɛ ɛ / 

16 Saleh: iza, biddik truḥɛ ʿal extreme maʿah ʾilla ma tkun hiyyɛ 

mḥashishɛ / 

17 Celina: ah hek (xxx) / 

18 Saleh: okay /  

19 Celina: mm / 

20 Saleh: w ana ma bḥib il dukhan / 

21 Celina: ɛ ɛ, inta msibɛ! /  

[ma kharjak!] / 
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22 Saleh: [so] balashna / 

23 Celina: ɛ / 

24 Saleh: tʿalimnɛ ldukhan / 

25 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ/ 

26 Saleh: ḥatta ana w yeha nruḥ la haydikɛ lmarḥalɛ / 

27 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ /  

28 Saleh: nḥashish / 

<whispers>  

la ḥatta nusal la haydikɛ lmarḥalɛ /  

29 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ / 

30 Saleh: la nusal ʿala ((Babliye)) / 

31 Celina: fhimit fhimit /  

32 Saleh: okay? / 

33 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ /  

34 Saleh: ḥawalit kirmela, shribit dukhan /  

lik ma ʿam tizbat maʿɛ! /  

<chuckles>  

35 Celina: <laughs out loud>  

36 Saleh: ma aʿrif iblaʿ! /  

<laughs> 

37 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ ɛ, fhimt ʿlek / 

<laughs> 

38 Saleh: ma aʿrif iblaʿ wallah /  

wala istarjɛ ʾinnɛ / 
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<inhales>  

aʿmilon hek /  

ma ʾdirit! /  

39 Celina: ma ʾdirit, ɛ / 

40 Saleh: so, ma zabtit maʿɛ /  

<laughs>  

41 Celina: so, ma zabtit /  

so trakta? /  

42 Saleh: ma- ma tkhattet marḥalɛ /  

43 Celina: ma ʾdirt tusala bshī aʿla / 

44 Saleh: <laughs>  

45 Omar: <laughs>  

46 Celina: ɛ, bravo ʿlek /  

ɛ bravo / 

47 Saleh: <laughs>  

48 Celina: maʿneta jismak byorfod ha shī / 

49 Omar: marra- / 

50 Celina: maʿneta bjismak fī shī genetically /  

ʿaks jisim Hussein3 masalan /  

matʾillɛ fī shī ʿala lsaʿid il cells- /  

51 Saleh: laḥza kamen- laḥza kamen /  

52 Celina: ɛ / 

 

3 Hussein is the pseudonym used for Saleh’s brother-in-law, who used to work at Chic 

when Sarah married Saleh. Currently, he is not an employer at the salon.  
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53 Saleh: lʾiradɛ ʾila khas / 

54 Celina: ɛ, I know /  

I know /  

khalas- / 

55 Saleh: ɛ /  

khsusɛ hayda lshī- /  

huwɛ laikɛ / 

kif ana bḥib football intɛ bitḥibbɛ shī gher= / 

56 Celina: =mazbut /  

57 Saleh: hayda hayda- / 

58 Celina: ʾabliyyɛ / 

fī ʾabliyyɛ, fī ʾabliyyɛ /  

[fī interest] / 

59 Saleh: [ɛ, ɛ] /  

60 Celina: mazbut /  

[…] 

61 Omar: fī marra tʿarafit ʿa binit / [Narrative 3] 

62 Celina: mm / 

63 Omar: dhart ana w yeha /  

kint awwal marra bidhar ana w yeha… /  

nzilna ʿal Gemmayze / 

64 Celina: ɛ / 

65 Omar: shribna shribna shribna… laaa, kif baddɛ ʾillik? /  

khalas, batalt yaʿnɛ… / 
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66 Celina: batalit /  

67 Omar: anjaʾ sheyif baʿd bi ʿyunɛ /  

<chuckles>  

68 Celina: <laughs>  

69 Omar: tloʿna bisayara / 

70 Celina: mm / 

71 Omar: ʾiltilla shu biddik taʿmlɛ, ʾalitlɛ ʿabelɛ kazdura /  

ʾiltilla okay mnitlaʿ hek near Saida /  

72 Celina: mm / 

73 Omar: ma laʾayta gher ʾilla ḥaddɛ, barmit cigara /  

74 Celina: mm /  

75 Omar: ʾimt ana- /  

ʾalitlɛ khod /  

ana akhadit ana ma- / 

76 Celina: w inta ʿam bitsuʾ? /  

w sharben /  

[YAʿEN!] / 

77 Omar: [ɛ ɛ] /  

ana ma biksof ḥada! /  

78 Celina: malla khalta yaʿnɛ /  

79 Omar: shribit… khalasit /  

wsolna taʾriban mniḥ /  

ʿa Khalde, la baʿd Khalde /  

ana w ʿam suʾ bas ijrayɛ ʿal- /  
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lamma tkunɛ shribtɛ /  

80 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ /  

battil- /  

ɛ akid / 

81 Omar: bdalnɛ bittalaʿ bil kilometraj /  

liʾano… lsikran mahma siriʿ/ 

biḥis ḥalo baʿdo batiʾ / 

82 Celina: mazbut / 

83 Omar: fa ʿam bitalaʿ bil kilometraj /  

kletin, arbʿin, ekhid kil yaminɛ /  

84 Celina: mm / 

85 Omar: w ʿam nitḥaddas ana w yeha /  

w mabsutin /  

bitalaʿ hek, min bʿid /  

ʾitilla, baʾra atʿit il autostrad / 

86 Celina: laa… / 

87 Omar: ʾamit hiyyɛ ʿimlit hek, hehe hehe hehe /  

la hon wsolit? /  

tdaḥakit /  

la hon wsolit /  

ʾimit ana talaʿit fiya /  

ino ɛ, maʿ ʾulɛ shuf baʾra atʿa autostrad / 

88 Celina: ino bi libnen fī baʾar! /  

<chuckles> 
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89 Omar: ʾimit, ɛ- /  

<chuckles> 

90 Celina: bit- bitsir yaʿnɛ! /  

<laughs>  

91 Omar: sm- smaʿɛ! /  

ʾam ana ʾilit ɛ / 

maʿ ʾulɛ ana shifit ghalat / 

92 Celina: ahh… / 

93 Omar: mshina shway la ʾiddem… /  

baʾra tenyɛ ataʿ il autostrad /  

ʾalitlɛ baʾra! /  

ʾiltilla ɛ ma ʾiltillik abil shway baʾra ataʿit lautostrad / 

94 Celina: hiyyɛ nisyit / 

95 Omar: mshina shway la ʾiddem laʾayna…/  

six-wheel baʾar ʾelib mitil ma huwɛ /  

w lʿalam ʿam tilḥaʾ lbaʾrat / 

96 Celina: YI! /  

<laughs out loud>  

97 Omar: <laughs> 

98 Celina: mniḥ ma tolʿit halwasɛ yaʿnɛ! /  

tab ya maḥla lbaʾar lḥaʾiʾyɛ /  

<laughs>  

99 Omar: ana wsolit ino ɛ ino / 

100 Celina: kinit ʿam bithalwis / 
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101 Omar: ino ana wsolit la marḥalɛ ino… /  

102 Celina: ʿam bitshuf shī / 

103 Omar: ino, shifta mazbut /  

fī baʾra atʿa lautostrad bas ino / 

104 Celina: ɛ ɛ / 

105 Omar: shifta ino… /  

ḥatta hiyyɛ ʾalitlɛ ino halwasɛ /  

ino ʿam bithalwis ino / 

106 Celina: ɛ ɛ / 

107 Omar: fa ana tkhayalit ḥalɛ ino ana sirit marḥalit il halwasɛ / 

108 Celina: ɛ ɛ /  

miyyɛ bil miyyɛ / 

109 Omar: ino shu baʾra bida tiʾtaʿ il autostrad / 

110 Celina: ɛ, btaʿmil hallucinations /  

111 Omar: ɛ ɛ /  

<chuckles> 

112 Celina: toliʿ baʾar ʿanjad /  

<chuckles> 

 

2. Narrative ➔  Gossip 

Narratives always conclude with a final evaluation to provide information 

about the results of the story and highlight the significance of its events. The evaluation 

element of a narrative recapitulates the speaker’s attitude towards the story and serves 

as a solution to a problem that the narrator experienced in their past or observed in their 
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environment. The evaluation in a narrative can be openly stated or subtly inferred by the 

interlocutors in a conversation.  

Gossip is highly evaluative because it mainly involves judging an absent 

party’s behavior to motivate the conversation. According to the corpus, gossip may 

appear as the evaluation element of a narrative. After the speaker shares their story to 

narrate the experience of an absent person, a pejorative evaluation of this person’s 

behavior can be the final resolution in the narrative.   

In the below extract from conversation N with his client Amanda, Saleh 

narrates a story about a woman who was parking her car outside the salon. He criticizes 

the woman’s driving skills and unapologetically evaluates her inexperience and 

clumsiness in driving after hitting the car behind her own. There is no one in the salon 

except for Mahmoud and Fadia who are assisting Saleh while he styles Amanda’s hair. 

Mahmoud co-evaluates the situation to reflect his agreement with Saleh’s direct 

evaluation of the woman. Fadia does not intervene nor says anything. Amanda disagrees 

with both men in an attempt to defend her own point of view and argue against the 

stereotype that women are bad drivers.  

Example 5:  

1 Mahmoud: aḥla shī fikon lamma tsuʾo siyyara /  

kommitil comedy /  

<laughs>  

2 Amanda: ɛ huwwɛ comedy… /  

at least mindaḥik /  

bas into bitbakko liʾano ma btiḥtirmo shī awenin /  

3 Mahmoud: laʾ into bitbakko /  
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ken tar lzalamɛ huwwɛ w bsiyarto / 

4 Amanda: ɛ hiyyɛ wiḥdɛ min alef /  

mish maʿneta kil il [niswen ʿatlin] / 

5 Mahmoud: [kil yom minshuf wiḥdɛ] /  

6 Saleh: lyom shifet wiḥdɛ, kenit rejʿa la wara / [Narrative] 

ʾiltilla waʾfɛ /  

bidda terjaʿ bi siyyarta tsof… /  

ʾarrabit w sarit ʿam tfut bnos lsaffɛ /  

saret bermɛ hek w baʿda bitʾarrib /  

ʿam sarikhla ana ʿAM BISOF ʿAM BISOF! /  

wiʾfit, rakkabit reverse w rijʿit ʿallī wara /  

w haydek ʿam bizammirla /  

w baʿda rejʿa ʿanno /  

7 Amanda: khabatito? / 

8 Saleh: abukɛ ʿa abu li ʾallik tsuʾɛ w li ʿatakɛ lsiyara /  

mbaynɛ jdidɛ w makhassa biswaʾa / [Gossip] 

9 Amanda: bas mish kil il banet ma byaʿrfo ysuʾo! / 

10 Mahmoud: klaterbeʿon / [Gossip] 

11 Amanda: klaterbeʿon? /  

dakhelkon w dakhl sweʾatkon li kil il ḥawedis rjel ʿam yaʿmluwa / 

 

3. Gossip ➔  Gossip 

Gossip is off-record small talk used to build rapport between the speaker and 

their interlocutor. Gossip focuses on the evaluation of an absent party’s behavior and 
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requires trust and collaboration from interlocutors for the gossiper to safely share their 

opinion about an individual’s deviant behavior. The gossiper’s audience also provides 

feedback to further motivate the conversation. Just as there are sequential narratives in 

the corpus, a series of gossip instances about the same absent party can be found.  

Conversation L takes place between Saleh and his client Donya in the upstairs 

floor of the hair salon while no one is there. Donya, a regular customer at Chic, is 

getting a haircut. The following excerpt from the conversation begins with the client’s 

curious questions about Saleh’s staff, particularly the men who work as hairdressers in 

his salon. Donya’s question prompts Saleh to negatively evaluate the young and new 

hairdressers who take more than they can handle when they are offered a better position 

at another salon. He describes their behavior as naïve. The client attentively listens and 

agrees with Saleh’s conclusion. This encourages Saleh to share another instance of 

gossip about one of his previous employees who worked for him in the past. Saleh 

evaluates his former employee’s condescending behavior and Donya supports his 

argument.   

Example 6:  

1 Donya: mish ʿandak ḥada? / 

shabeb? / 

2 Saleh: ah fi ʿande shab halaʾ byijɛ / 

3 Donya: mm… /  

kenit lyom ʿotlɛ, wallah laʾ /  

4 Saleh: laʾ (xxx) / 

5 Donya: mm… bitḥis ma byisbato bi hal shaghlɛ lshabeb? /  

6 Saleh: mish ma byisbato, kil ma yshimmo ri7it baton- / [Gossip 1] 
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7 Donya: khalas byimsho / 

8 Saleh: ɛ… /  

yaʿnɛ ana shtaghalit bi maḥal tisʿ snin /  

hayda ma baʾ bitshufiya haydɛ / 

9 Donya: laaʾ ma fi / 

la tisʿ snin / 

laʾ laʾ! / 

10 Saleh: fi lwaḥad yiftaḥ maḥal aw byistaʾjir /  

ken ʿandɛ… (xxx) /  

bi shighlɛ- / 

11 Donya: ɛ, Hussein? /  

12 Saleh: laʾ /  

waḥad tenɛ / 

13 Donya: ah ɛ / 

14 Saleh: shab ʿandɛ / 

15 Donya: ɛ ɛ / 

16 Saleh: tarak ʿandɛ (xxx) w rijiʿ la ʿandɛ / [Gossip 2] 

ma ken ʿam yʾaddɛ baʾa maʿasho /  

tarak lmaḥal hunikɛ w ija shtaghal ʿandɛ shi sinten hon / 

w meshɛ halo ma aḥlɛ / 

w ken maʿo maʿash mrattab w yʾos w yishtighil /  

ʿati ana /  

ʾam saḥib ʾilli huwɛ ken sheghil ʿando sefar ʿa amerka- /  

17 Donya: ʾam fataḥo huwɛ /  
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18 Saleh: ʾam stasmaro huwɛ / 

ma dayano sinnɛ! /  

ken honɛ ʿam yiʾbad maʿash sebit w mit alf shaghlɛ w kaza / 

19 Donya: [ɛ w maʿando] / 

20 Saleh: w hek / 

21 Donya: ɛ w maʿando- / 

22 Saleh: hallaʾ ʾallɛ raḥ muwazzaf ʿam yishtighil bil ḥamra / 

23 Donya: ɛ mʿandon hol, ah shu ismo, zabeyin /  

ktir ʾlel… /  

baʿden shuf shaghlɛ /  

baʿd fatra min ma tʾos shaʿrak btitʿawad ʿal maken w khalas /  

ma fik kil shway tbaddil bi shi tenɛ… /  

ɛ ken aʿid ʿam yishtighil meshɛ lḥal /  

w ma ʿad rejiʿ ḥawal yirjaʿ la ʿandak? /  

24 Saleh: ma baʾ brajʿo / 

25 Donya: ah mabaʾ- /  

26 Saleh: liʾan baʿd- baʿd ma tarak min hon / 

27 Donya: mm / 

28 Saleh: sar yruḥ ʿa zbunetɛ yaʿtiyon brochurat la ((ʾilo)) /  

29 Donya: ahh! /  

30 Saleh: inno sar huwɛ- /  

iza ken yaʿmillon brushing hon / 

31 Donya: ɛ / 

32 Saleh: byiʾdar yekhidon ʿal bet / 
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33 Donya: lah! / 

34 Saleh: yaʿnɛ ḥatta zbunit il brushing li kenit taʿmil maʿo /  

tijɛ taʿmil ʿandɛ lʾashya li kbirɛ- / 

35 Donya: w truḥ la ʿando? / 

36 Saleh: w w iza mm- iza- liʾano bitḥibo /  

bitmarriʾlo brushing min ʿanda /  

37 Donya: ah ɛ / 

38 Saleh: bas rijʿo killon- rijʿo killon rijʿo ijo / 

39 Donya: ɛ! / 

shu yaʿnɛ huwɛ baddo yʾusillɛ /  

laʾ, ma bitkheyal… /  

 

4. Anecdote ➔  Gossip 

Just as the evaluation element in a narrative may take the form of gossip in a 

conversation, a gossip episode can also develop from an anecdote through which 

speakers share a remarkable event with their audience based on their mutual 

background knowledge of the topic. Unlike a narrative, the event in an anecdote does 

not include an evaluation of the situation. Instead, the anecdotes in the corpus elicit 

different reactions from the speaker and sometimes their interlocutors, ranging from 

bursts of laughter, frustration or amazement depending on their opinion about the 

situation being described. The anecdote may eventually lead to gossip about the absent 

party mentioned in the story.   

The following excerpt from Conversation D, the salon’s beautician and Saleh’s 

wife introduces an anecdote that the part-time hairdresser Omar continues in the 
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presence of the salon’s regular client Celina. After Celina asks about Sarah’s sister, who 

previously worked as a fellow beautician at Chic, Omar disrupts the small talk with a 

remark that opens the door to gossip about the sister. Omar was interested in Sarah’s 

sister, but he never knew that there was any possibility of them getting together. The 

story makes the client laugh and encourages her to ask Omar more questions out of 

curiosity. This leads to a short instance of gossip where his current relationship with his 

girlfriend is evaluated in an indirect and subtle manner. There is an overall mood of 

ease with overt laughter from all three speakers throughout the conversation, mainly 

used to cover up Omar’s embarrassment and tension about discussing his personal 

relationships with women in his past and present.  

Example 7:  

1 Celina: Aya4 sirtɛ tshufiya aʾal / 

2 Sarah: wein ana /  

bil munisabet / 

3 Celina: ah liʾan batalto tishtighlo sawa / 

4 Sarah: ɛ /  

wala biḥkiya kamen / 

ma ʿandɛ waʾit- / 

5 Celina: laḥza, suʾal / 

hiyyɛ ʿam tishtighil aw bala shighil? / 

6 Sarah: laʾ! ʿam tishtighil! / 

7 Celina: ah, liʾan btizhaʾ bala shighil /  

 

4 Aya is the pseudonym used for Sarah’s younger sister, who previously worked as a 

beautician at Chic until she got married and moved outside Beirut.  
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baʿrifa /  

8 Sarah: ɛ, laʾ! ʿam tishtighil bi Khalde / 

9 Celina: ah, bas aʾrab la bayta sarit / 

10 Sarah: ɛ miyyɛ bil miyyɛ / 

11 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ… / 

kamen salon? / 

12 Sarah: kamen salon / 

13 Celina: ɛ ɛ… /  

salmilɛ ʿlaya walla shtaʾtila / 

14 Sarah: Allah ysalmik [habibtɛ] / 

15 Celina: [bas] akid btishteʾ lal ajweʾ hon hiyyɛ / 

16 Sarah: ɛ, akid yaʿnɛ / 

17 Omar: btishtaʾlɛ la ʾilɛ aktar shī / [Anecdote] 

18 Celina: akid haydɛ… /  

miyyɛ bil miyyɛ / 

19 Omar: btishtaʾlɛ aktar / 

20 Celina: mm /  

21 Sarah: ʾiltilo tzawaja… /  

ma ʾibil / 

22 Celina: YI! /  

23 Omar: ma ʿarif / 

24 Celina: ahh /  

25 Omar: ma nakzitnɛ /  

26 Celina: hallaʾ too late / 
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27 Omar: shu badna naʿmol /  

28 Sarah: laikɛ hallaʾ Celina bitfakrɛ ʿam bimzaḥ ana / 

29 Celina: ʿanjad tmannaytiya la Omar? /  

30 Sarah: ɛ ʿaradta ʿlɛ / 

31 Celina: yi! /  

shu hal fadayiḥ hay /  

[killo ʿam yitsajal] /  

ntibho / 

32 Sarah: [ɛ walla] / 

33 Omar: ɛ walla / 

34 Celina: ɛ / 

35 Omar: bas ana wallah /  

kenit ekhida akhadta rfiʾtɛ yaʿnɛ / 

ma nakzitnɛ /  

ma- ma- / 

36 Celina: mish bzimtak ka zawjɛ /  

37 Sarah: ana ʾillo tḥashar fiya… / 

ino hiyyɛ mhazbɛ, baʿda zghirɛ! / 

38 Celina: ɛ, baʿrif baʿrif / 

39 Omar: kinna rabayneha ʿa idayna wallah / 

40 Sarah: tḥashar fiya kaza shi / 

41 Celina: ɛ ɛ /  

42 Omar: btaʿrfinɛ ma bḥib itḥashar bi 7ada / 

43 Celina: saraḥa sabaʾak lwaʾt ya Omar / 
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44 Sarah: ɛ / 

45 Omar: sabaʾnɛ lʿomor, khatyarit /  

46 Celina: <laughs>  

47 Omar: ikhtɛ sar ʿanda binit w ana mashi= / 

48 Sarah: =ajdab / 

49 Celina: <laughs>  

50 Sarah: tayyara min ʾido hek /  

51 Omar: tarit /  

ʿarus w tarit / 

Celina: yallah nasib… /  

nasiba / 

52 Omar: yaʾallah / 

53 Celina: muhim mabsuta hiyyɛ / 

khalas hayda aham shi /  

54 Omar: bas ana mish mabsut /  

55 Celina: inta mish mabsut / 

mmm… / 

bala ma nisʾal yaʿnɛ walla bisʾal? / 

56 Omar: laʾ sʾalɛ / 

57 Celina: ma- ʿam yitsajal /  

58 Omar: laʾ sʾalɛ / 

59 Celina: kifa Dania5? / [Gossip] 

 

5 Dania is the pseudonym used for Omar’s current girlfriend.  
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60 Omar: mniḥa / 

<laughs>  

<Sarah and Celina laugh as well> 

61 Celina: akhadit raʾyak w iznak bil awwal / 

ɛ… / 

62 Omar: ɛ, mniḥa mniḥa /  

63 Celina: she’s fine? / 

64 Omar: ɛ, mniḥa / 

65 Celina: ɛ… /  

good, good, good! / 

66 Omar: mniḥa, la ḥaddit hallaʾ mniḥa /  

shu bisir bukra, rabbik ʿalim /  

67 Celina: ma ḥadan byaʿrif… /  

muhim enta mniḥ kamen /  

mish bas hiyyɛ tkun mniḥa / 

68 Omar: ana wallah, taliʿ daghtɛ /  

w ḥa ysir maʿɛ lsikarɛ  

69 Celina: laʾa! /  

70 Omar: <laughs>  

 

5. Gossip ➔  Anecdote  

A gossip episode contains pejorative evaluation of an absent person’s behavior. 

This evaluation can give rise to an anecdote as a means of providing further evidence of 

the absent party’s behavior. The anecdote begins with a remarkable event for the 
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speaker to present their point of view and solicit a reaction like that of shock, fear, 

agitation, or amazement from the audience.  

In this excerpt from conversation O, Saleh engages in a gossip session with one 

of his regular clients Dima while he applies color dye to her hair. Sarah is giving Dima 

a pedicure at the same time and participates in the conversation that takes place in the 

salon’s downstairs floor. Dima and Sarah have been best friends since high school. 

Saleh initiates gossip by asking if Dima will invite one of her former friends to her 

wedding. This friend is mutually known to all three interlocutors. They participate in 

evaluating her unacceptable behavior because she did not congratulate Dima on her 

engagement. Dima then shares a short anecdote which takes the form of evidence 

against her alleged friend, who still acted like a bad person even after Dima gave her a 

second chance. This evokes a mutual reaction of disbelief and disgust towards the 

absent party from all three sides of the conversation, Saleh, Sarah, and Dima. 

Example 8:  

1 Saleh: laikɛ ʿazamtiya shī la shu isma / [Gossip] 

2 Dima: min…? /  

no way, no! /  

ma ʿam ʾilak ma ʾalitlɛ mabruk / 

3 Saleh: ah okay /  

4 Dima: lɛ badɛ iʿzima… /  

sadamitnɛ bas! /   

5 Sarah: aḥsan / 

6 Dima: baʿrif / 

7 Saleh: w hiyɛ baʿda friends maʿik ʿal Facebook? / 
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8 Dima: shu? / 

9 Saleh: Dima, naymɛ ḥayetɛ rasik la hunik hek*… /  

hiyɛ baʿda friends maʿik ʿa Facebook?= / 

10 Dima: =ɛ friends BIʾUWɛ! /  

w nezlɛ liket w commentet / 

yaʿnɛ ʿerfɛ ino khatabit / 

11 Saleh: ɛ w wala- wala shu ʾismo- / 

12 Dima: wala kilmit mabruk! / 

13 Saleh: lʿama! / 

14 Dima: w ʿa Christmas ʾilit khalinɛ aḥsan mina, barkɛ nesyit / [Anecdote] 

ʿam baʿtiya chance ʾino maybe /  

kamen… /  

ʾiltilla Merry Christmas ḥabibtɛ w shtaʾtilik /  

ʾalitlɛ thanks same to you… /  

w sourtɛ ana w Hadi6 ʿal profile fa no way to miss it /  

<chuckles> 

15 Saleh: <chuckles> 

16 Sarah: ḥakira! /  

<chuckles> 

17 Dima: mabaʿrif lɛ! /  

ana maʾhura ino tab lɛ! /  

w ma baʿrif lɛ maʾhura! / 

 

6 Hadi is the psyeudonym used for Dima’s fiancé.  
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18 Sarah: ana ana- / 

19 Dima: laʾ ino ino /  

ma- ma sar shi baynetna la tijɛ ma tʾilɛ mabruk yaʿnɛ! /  

gharib gharib… / 

These five conversational patterns identified in the corpus reveal the highly 

interactive nature of hair salon talk. The patterns reflect the need for interpersonal 

communication between men in hairdressing and their women clientele to achieve 

solidarity and establish trust and a sense of community necessary to push the business 

forward. Compared to other types of conversations at the hair salon, such as those with 

task-oriented goals including discussion of salon services, negotiation of prices, and 

agreement on future appointments, anecdotes, narratives and gossip episodes exist 

abundantly in men’s talk inside a hair salon. The main patterns demonstrate that the 

participants employ these lexical strategies to exhibit their professional identity as 

hairdressers. All three men strive to create a strong rapport between themselves and 

their clients. They only adhere to norms of hegemonic masculinity when they actively 

seek to distance themselves from their women clientele and emphasize their gender 

differences.  

Hair salon anecdotes, narratives, and gossip function to either invoke in-group 

proximity or out-group distance between the men in the salon and their women 

clientele. The ways clients react to their hairdressers also affect their levels of support or 

disagreement in conversation. The analysis of the corpus reveals that when the 

hairdresser or his client respond to one another, they mostly share sequential narratives 

of similar personal experiences or mirror episodes of gossip. Only a few patterns bring a 

certain level of disagreement or discomfort into the conversation, specifically when the 
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narrators in a conversation have differing stories of personal experiences, leading them 

to hold different beliefs about the topic, as in conversation N. Just like gossip may take 

the form of the evaluation element in a narrative, it can also follow an anecdote. Gossip 

is used following an anecdote for the speaker to advance their opinion about the story, 

and especially its character’s behavior. Conversely, the evaluation element in gossip can 

give rise to an anecdote to provide more evidence about the absent party’s deviant 

behavior. This helps the speaker prove their point and achieve a level of agreement with 

their audience. In their hair salon talk, there is seldom explicit disagreement between the 

hairdressers and their clients.  

 

C. Topics in Hair Salon Talk  

 Hair salon talk comprises a twofold purpose. The more direct purpose is 

service-oriented and includes talk associated with hairdressing tasks: an explanation of 

the haircare procedure, compliments or consultations about a client’s hair, and 

marketing hair products and treatments. Not all talk that occurs at the hair salon is 

exclusively about the service. In fact, much of the hair salon talk has a relational 

purpose. The hairdresser will initiate a variety of conversational topics during the salon 

appointment to create a friendly and comfortable environment for their clientele, 

entertain them to pass time, familiarize themselves with their lives and personalities to 

foster a stronger hairdresser-client bond.  

Topics in hair salon talk range from mundane events, such as driving a car in 

Lebanon or criticizing popular TV shows and football matches, to very particular and 

sensitive issues, such as politics, terrorism and sexuality. Men hairdressers share stories 

about embarrassing situations with women who were love interests and open up about 
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family problems. They also bring up the challenges of working in the hairdressing 

business, dealing with clients and other fellow hairdressers, and experiencing moments 

of success. Most of the hairdresser-client conversations involve the people in their lives: 

family members, romantic partners, friends, acquaintances, colleagues or employees, as 

well as hair salon clients.  

Table 3 summarizes the most recurrent topics found in the corpus. The topics 

are classified based on the type of conversational content they belong to, namely 

anecdotes, narratives of personal experience, or gossip.  

 

 

Table 3. The Most Recurrent Topics in the Corpus 

Topics in Hair Salon 

Anecdotes  

Topics in Hair Salon 

Narratives 

Topics in Hair Salon 

Gossip 

- humorous or strange 

incidents with family 

or friends  

- experiences with 

previous love 

interests or intimate 

partners  

- risky situations in 

dealing with 

government or police 

forces of the country  

 

- updates about previous 

employees who worked in 

the hair salon (usually 

hairdressers who behave in 

an irresponsible or 

unpredictable manner)  

- work-related challenges in 

dealing with salon clients  

- experiences and problems of 

family members  

- experiences with romantic 

partners (dates, escapades, 

and hook-ups)  

- adventurous stories about 

driving a car in Lebanon  

 

- dishonest or 

incompetent employees 

who previously worked 

or are currently 

working at the hair 

salon  

- disrespectful clients 

who behave in an 

inacceptable manner  

- oblivious clients who 

commit haircare 

mistakes  

- family members, 

including parents, kids, 

and relatives who 

behave in deviant, 

unusual, or bothersome 

ways  

- family members with 

health struggles  
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- friends and 

acquaintance who 

behave in an 

unpredictable or 

intolerable manner  

- women who behave in 

bad or unusual ways 

(mischievous romantic 

partners, bad drivers)  

- bisexual and 

homosexual people  

- criminals and terrorists 

in Lebanon and other 

countries  

- other men (famous 

football players, talk 

show hosts, singers, 

lawyers) who are 

generally disliked due 

to their deviant 

behavior  

 

 

When the hairdressers in this study were interviewed, they were asked about 

the topics of conversation they have with clients at the salon during working hours. 

Saleh, the owner and full-time hairdresser, indicates that his clients come to the hair 

salon to discuss their personal and professional lives. However, he notes that a two-

sided dialogue between hairdresser and client is a rare scene in Lebanon because the 

latter are in constant rush to get their hair done. Saleh quotes what his clients would 

usually say, “yalla baddɛ sewɛ shaʿrɛ” (Translation: “common, I want to do my hair”). 

He compares this situation to European countries where the shortest hairdressing 

session, involving a haircut or hairstyling task for example, necessitates an interactive 

and lively dialogue between the hairdresser and their client. Saleh illustrates that this 
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method helps the hairdresser understand his client’s personality, lifestyle, career and 

even sense of fashion, especially if she is new to the salon. When the hairdresser knows 

more about his clients, he will be able to visualize the type, color and style of hair that 

best suits them. Mahmoud’s answer contradicts with what his boss says in his interview. 

The part-time hairdresser replied that his clients do most of the talking and all he does is 

listen. Mahmoud’s clients talk about their hair and their jobs; they complain and nag 

about how unfair or bad their lives are or how tired they feel. With a sarcastic laugh, he 

states that a client comes to the salon to cry on his shoulder and find comfort, which in 

return, makes him depressed. The third hairdresser Omar stopped coming to work after 

two months from the beginning of the observation and recording sessions. Therefore, no 

official answer to this question was solicited and only the first part of the entire 

interview was conducted with him. However, he mentions one particular story as the 

interview comes to an end. He shares one awkward situation with a client who was a 

veiled woman. She asks him to wash her hair and make sure he was “tahir”, a word 

which connotes the Islamic ritual of washing parts of one’s body as a form of 

purification, especially before prayers or after sexual intercourse. Omar emphasizes 

how this offensive question from his client led to an entire debate about religion and an 

eventual decline to come near the woman to wash and style her hair. This implies that 

sensitive topics like religion can come up in hairdresser-client conversations. The 

answers of the interviewed participants imply that the topics of hair salon talk are 

limitless and experience-dependent. They also vary among the men hairdressers’ 

anecdotes, narratives, and gossip. 
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D. Gossip in Hair Salon Talk  

All three hairdressers reported that they have engaged in a myriad of 

conversations with clients during their haircare sessions. The interviewees noted that the 

conversations they had with their clients were mostly service-oriented with little room 

for personal dialogue. In his interview, Saleh stated that a competent hairdresser knows 

how to handle his relationship with clients and properly interact with them, only 

engaging in meaningful conversation. He said he takes his work seriously and avoids 

getting personal or bringing up silly or shallow discussions in his salon like other 

hairdressers might do to keep their clients entertained. He believes that being a talkative 

hairdresser who gossips all the time in the salon might cause problems with the clients, 

colleagues, and employees: “mannɛ noʿ taʾiʾ ḥanak maʿ lzbunɛ, lḥakɛ ma ʾilo natijɛ, li 

ma bijib natijɛ ma ʾilo taʿmɛ” (I am not the talkative kind, especially if the conversation 

is pointless and devoid of any benefit). Saleh prefers to keep a straight face and focus 

on the client’s hair: “ma ktir bekhod w baʿtɛ, bfaddil rakkiz ʿa shighlɛ aktar” (I don’t 

engage in back-and-forth conversation, and I prefer to focus on the work at hand). He 

also notes that many of his clients complain that he rarely participates in small talk. To 

him, it is the quality of his work and not the quantity of his words that matter; only a 

successful haircare task will keep a client coming back to the salon for more. Reflecting 

on his nine years of hairdressing experience at Chic, Mahmoud reported a different 

view on the nature of interaction during a hairdressing session. Mahmoud believes that 

the hairdresser must run the conversation to keep his clients amused. He reported that 

his clients come to the salon to gossip about their husbands, like whether or not the 

husband slept on the couch or in bed after a heated argument. Mahmoud noted that he is 

open to this kind of hair salon talk as long as it is a two-sided interaction that aims to 
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establish friendship with the client, build a good reputation for the hairdresser, and 

foster a common sense of trust. He explained that there are women who come to the 

salon but do not like to talk during their appointment. They either come in for a quick 

haircare task or are not in the mood to converse (“fijjɛ”). When this happens, Mahmoud 

said he would refrain from moving the conversation forward by adhering to minimal 

transactional cues: hello, how can I help you today, and goodbye (“marḥaba, ahlan, kif 

baddik shaʿrik? maʿ salemɛ”).  

While the hairdressers assumed their clients to be the main gossipers in hair 

salon talk, instances of gossip were the most abundant conversational strategy in the 

corpus. Hairdressers introduced and participated in gossip sessions in many of their 

conversations with clients. The men shared their opinion and comments about an absent 

party and joined forces with their interlocutors to evaluate this party’s behavior based 

on common judgment and mutual social values. Many clients were inclined to ask more 

questions to elicit private information from their hairdresser(s) in a gossip episode and 

agree with what they said as a sign of support and understanding. Hairdressers gossiped 

mostly about other men in hairdressing, family members, friends, and even their own 

hair salon clients. The corpus contained many episodes of gossip in which an obvious 

reference was made about the hairdresser’s client. In the following excerpt from 

conversation U, Saleh refers to one of his former regulars at the salon Randa. He 

criticizes Randa’s bad choice of haircut and moody behavior. Saleh’s client in the 

hairdressing chair Sandy and his fellow hairdresser Mahmoud encourage this instance 

of gossip and turn the absent party into the center of ridicule.  

Example 9: 

1 Sandy: baʿrif, bas huwwɛ- / 
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ʿam ʾillak ino ana bmaʿna lḥakɛ /  

zawjɛ biḥib- /  

2 Mahmoud: bas intɛ ʿal bayad byilbaʾlik / 

3 Sandy: ɛ [ɛ] / 

4 Saleh: [ɛ] / 

5 Mahmoud: ɛ / 

6 Sandy: azdɛ biḥibil bordo /  

ʾiltillo ana abadan! /  

ma tiḥlam iʾnaʿ! / 

7 Mahmoud: intɛ btikrahi ma bitḥibbɛ? / 

8 Sandy: laʾ… /  

bḥib haydal lon aktar /  

[ʿmilto minil zamenet] / 

9 Saleh: [shaklo] byiʿijbo shaʿer Randa- / [Third Person Focus] 

<chuckles>  

10 Sandy: bi zamenet- / 

11 Saleh: ltenyɛ /  

mish haydikɛ / 

12 Sandy: laaaʾ! /  

min Randa? / 

13 Saleh: <laughs> 

14 Sandy: ha- haydɛ? /  

shaʿra binnɛ haydikɛ inta kamen… ghamiʾ /  

15 Saleh: kil seʿa shikil / [Substantiating Behavior] 
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<chuckles>  

16 Mahmoud: w ʾassinla ʾassit il cross / [Substantiating Behavior] 

<chuckles>  

17 Sandy: leh bidalla tʾoss hek? / 

18 Mahmoud: ma baʿrif /  

19 Saleh: haydɛ ʾassit- /  

20 Mahmoud: ken yʾossila Saleh aḥla ʾassa= / 

21 Sandy: =yaʿnɛ manno tabiʿɛ ʾassa / [Substantiating Behavior] 

yaʿnɛ manna garcon… /  

wala binet /  

ma baʿrif  

22 Saleh: ʾasisla- / 

[…] 

23 Saleh: marra ʾasisla ʾassa bitʿaʾid /  

shu baddɛ ʾillak /  

ma khassa bi- bi shi yaʿnɛ /  

biʾillɛ jarna biʾillɛ hon ʾasisla rassa mitlil football? /  

24 Sandy: ʿanjad? / 

25 Saleh: ɛ wallah /  

w hiyyɛ- / 

[hiyyɛ hallaʾ masalan ma bitʾoss football] / [Substantiating Behavior] 

26 Sandy: [ma hiyyɛ tanjra] /  

27 Saleh: hallaʾ ʿam bitʾoss footballen / [Pejorative Evaluation] 

<chuckles>  
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28 Mahmoud: football /  

ʿam bitʾoss Chinese second round / [Pejorative Evaluation] 

29 Sandy: bḥiss mitlil tanjra hallaʾ sarit / [Pejorative Evaluation] 

The conversational patterns identified in the corpus show that gossip can take 

the form of the evaluation element of narratives. After sharing their story, the 

hairdresser and/or his interlocutors may evaluate the behavior of the individual in the 

narrative, formulating their overall opinion based on how much this individual’s 

behavior aligns with what the speaker and/or his interlocutors deem socially acceptable. 

Often times, the hairdresser will recall a past event to his audience only to prove how 

the individual’s behavior in the story was deviant from the norm. In the example 

excerpted from conversation N, Saleh narrates how a woman outside his salon bumped 

the car behind hers while trying to park because she was an inexperienced driver. 

Towards the end of his narrative, Saleh argues that this woman, like all women, is a 

terrible driver.7 

While the hairdressers in this study mentioned the importance of respecting 

their clients and setting healthy boundaries to display a professional demeanor, these 

men gossiped the most about their women clients. They gossiped about arrogant clients 

who come to the salon assuming they deserve special treatment and dishonest clients 

who lie about the history of their previous hairdressing sessions—what they did or did 

not do to their hair in terms of coloring or treatment. They also gossiped about oblivious 

clients who keep committing haircare breaches and disregard their hairdresser’s advice. 

The following instances of gossip from the corpus illustrate some of the hairdressers’ 

 

7 Refer to example 5.  
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judgments about the kinds of clients previously mentioned: “ma zbunɛ ma btaʿrif 

saliḥa” – conversation E (“the client doesn’t know what’s best for her hair”), “btitsarraf 

bi tariʾa kaʾan kil lʿalam khaddemɛ ʿanda, maʿo ḥaʾ yhijj minnik lchauffeur!” – 

conversation K (“she acts like everyone is at her servant, your driver has every right to 

feel appalled by you”8), “fa hek shaghlet lzbunɛ ma bitsariḥ amra lal coiffeur” – 

conversation P (“the client isn’t honest with her hairdresser in these situations”), “halaʾ 

ana mistilima bas ino ma fiya tijɛ tʾilɛ mitil lon lmawzɛ” – conversation T (“I know am 

fooling her, but she can’t be that dumb”), and “bitʿisha, hallaʾ bitʾos footballen” – 

conversation U (“she goes all out, she has the worst haircut”).  

Besides their clients, hairdressers gossiped about their colleagues. Saleh is the 

only participant who gossips about other hairdressers, including current and former 

employees that work for him. Saleh expresses his frustration towards hairdressers who 

suddenly stop showing up to the salon, leaving him with double the work and little to no 

helping hand. In conversation A, Saleh criticizes a fellow hairdresser Hani, who worked 

full-time at the salon before he was detained in Syria. Madame Sandra asks about his 

whereabouts, which prompts Saleh to negatively evaluate Hani’s decision to go to Syria 

during a time of political turbulence in the area. Examples of gossip about the former 

hairdresser in conversation A are: “ʾataʿnɛ lʾatʿa lʿajibɛ” (“he left me hanging in the 

worst time ever”) and “huwɛ ma ken lezem yruḥ” (“he should not have gone [to 

Syria]”). Madame Sandra supports Saleh’s criticism of his employee: “huwɛ saḥ ma 

lezim yruḥ” (“he shouldn’t have gone [to Syria]”), “hayda habal” (“that’s stupid of 

 

8 Saleh, the owner and hairdresser, muttered this phrase under his breath as if he were 

directly talking to one of the clients seated upstairs. He confides his feelings of disdain 

to Madame Layla, the client who was with him downstairs.  
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him”) and “ɛ… sorry habal” (“I’m sorry, but that’s stupid”).  

Example 10: 

1 Madame Sandra: dakhlak fal hayda Hani min ʿandak? / [Third Person 

Focus] 

2 Saleh: Hani ʿalāʾn bī Suriyā / 

3 Madame Sandra: lɛ? / 

4 Saleh: raḥ ʿases ʾabil mā ana sefīr raḥ yaʿmil vacation ʾabil mā= / 

5 Madame Sandra: =ʾal vacation bi Suriyā / 

smaʿ baʾa! / 

6 Saleh: ɛ la’ raḥ yaʿmil shopping / 

7 Madame Sandra: shopping kamein! / 

8 Saleh: w yshuf lṭayra lʾadimɛ / 

9 Madame Sandra: shu lṭayra yʿanɛ? saḥibtu? / 

10 Saleh: <chuckles>  

11 Madame Sandra: ɛ? / 

12 Saleh: ɛ /  

ʾamo waʾafū lʾamen lʿam ḥaṭulū tlat snin / 

13 Madame Sandra: shū ḥaṭulū? / 

14 Saleh: mamnuʿ yfut ʿa libnen la midit tlat snin / 

15 Madame Sandra: LAʾ! / 

16 Saleh: halaʾ ʿam- yzabita khayo rijʿu zabatulū yeha /  

lkafil lʾadim midre shu mkhabaslu ʿa wareʾtu / 

ʿam yshilu ʿan ʾismo / 

midrɛ shu mkhabaslu bil ʾamin lʿam / 
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ʾam ḥatitlu bilghalat maniʿ safar- / 

laʾ mish maniʿ safar… maniʿ dukhul / 

fa halaʾ min hon la shi jumiʿten tlete yemken yzabtulo yeha / 

w ye2dar yirjaʿ yijɛ / 

ʾataʿnɛ lʾatʿa lʿajibɛ / [Substantiating Behavior]  

17 Madame Sandra: mmm bas ḥaram ma bʾido / 

huwɛ saḥ ma lezim yruḥ / 

hayda habal / [Pejorative Evaluation] 

18 Saleh: huwɛ ma ken lezem yruḥ / [Pejorative Evaluation]  

19 Madame Sandra: ɛ… sorry habal / [Wrap-up] 

Saleh also gossiped about novice hairdressers who lack the adequate 

knowledge and experience necessary to run an entire hair salon on their own. He shows 

his resentment towards new employees who believe they can successfully manage a 

hairdressing business and think they can take on greater responsibility than they can 

handle. In conversation L, Saleh gossips with his client about an ex-employee and 

judges his behavior as reckless and immature. Saleh is then quick to let his client know 

that this hairdresser failed to run the business and went back to merely working as an 

employee. He concludes that he would never hire him after this incident, especially that 

he went behind Saleh’s back after leaving Chic and stole some of his loyal clients9. 

There are times when Saleh stopped his clients from gossiping about a fellow 

hairdresser. Mentored and trained by Saleh, Omar became one of Saleh’s most 

experienced employees and trustworthy friends in the hairdressing business. When 

 

9 Refer to example 6.  
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some of his clients tried to complain about Omar’s quality of work, Saleh provided an 

explanation for why his employee failed at the task. He did not join in on the banter: 

“hallaʾ ɛ lshab li ken hon mʾaʿado hayda, rfiʾɛ” (“the hairdresser you had an 

appointment with is my friend”), “hayda ken yishtighil maʿɛ” (“he used to work for me 

[full-time]), “hayda… yaʿnɛ awwal shi baʿirfo min huwɛ w zghir” (“first of all, I know 

him since he was a teenager”), “teniyan ah… ballash maʿeh awal nes bil maḥal” 

(“second, he was one of my very first employees when I opened the salon”), “ken ʿando 

maḥal” (“he also opened his own hair salon”) – conversation B and “bikun accident ḥat 

waḥad badal ltenɛ” – conversation L (“it was probably an accident when [Omar] 

switched the two hairdyes”). This aligns with Saleh’s opinion in the interview about 

fellow hairdressers who have the same level of experience as he does. He notes how 

experienced hairdressers can exchange knowledge pertaining to hairdressing tasks, its 

problems and solutions.  

The men in the salon gossiped about their parents, siblings, children, and 

relatives as well. Participants opened up about their families in some of the 

conversations in the corpus. In a series of gossip episodes in conversation D, Omar 

complains about the men in his family when speaking to his client Celina. Sarah, the 

salon’s beautician, participates as a second interlocutor to support Omar’s pejorative 

evaluation of his father and older brother. In the following example from conversation 

D, Omar subtly implies that his father is a womanizer. 

Example 11:   

1 Sarah: ma maʿ ʾulɛ Omar ykun baddo niswen baʿd? / [Third Person 

Focus] 

2 Omar: min? / 
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3 Sarah: ʾabuk / 

4 Omar: bayyɛ? / 

5 Sarah: mm / 

6 Omar: ḥa ydiʾ fiyyɛ bayyɛ baʿd shway / [Pejorative Evaluation] 

7 Sarah: ma hayda azdɛ /  

8 Celina: ʾaddɛ ʿomro? / [Probe] 

9 Sarah: shufi- / 

zghir manno kbir abu! /  

10 Celina: ʾaddɛ yaʿnɛ? / 

11 Omar: ʿomro shi khamsa w khamsin /  

12 Celina: [BAS?] / 

13 Sarah: [bas!] / 

ɛ / 

14 Celina: lesh ʾimmak ʾaddɛ? / [Probe] 

15 Omar: manna kbirɛ / 

16 Celina: hiyyɛ akbar minno? / 

17 Omar: akbar minno bʿashr snin / 

[…] 

18 Sarah: ino biddo mara! / [Substantiating Behavior]  

19 Omar: yaʿnɛ amrar bkhaf ʿa 7alɛ bileil nem ḥado / [Pejorative Evaluation] 

<laughs>   

(Translation: Sarah: is he still looking for another woman in his life? / 

Omar: who? / Sarah: your dad / Omar: my dad? / Sarah: mm / Omar: soon 

enough, my dad is going to start flirting with me! / Sarah: that’s what I mean / 
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Celina: how old is he? / Sarah: he is not that old! / Celina: how old is he, then? 

/ Omar: he is almost fifty-five years old / Celina: ONLY FIFTY-FIVE YEARS 

OLD? / Sarah: yes! He is only fifty-five / Celina: how old is your mother? / 

Omar: she is not that old / Celina: she is older than your father? / Omar: she is 

ten years older than he is […] / Sarah: he just wants to be with a woman / 

Omar: I’m scared to sleep with him in the same bed <laughs>)  

In the larger conversation, Omar says that his father has been taking care of his 

mother because she is sick. However, even then, Omar negatively judges his father’s 

decision of staying in the family despite being a womanizer. He indirectly believes his 

father should not do that: “rijjel eʿid bil bet, ʿam yikhdom lmara, ma ʿam yidhar, ma ʿa 

yishtighil ma fi ma fi” – conversation D (“it doesn’t sound right for a man to stay at 

home and serve his wife, he doesn’t go out, he doesn’t work, he can’t do that”). His 

older brother is the other man in the family whose behavior annoys Omar. Later in that 

same conversation, Omar indicates that he dislikes his brother’s intrusive behavior: 

“kharjo yishtighil mḥaʾiʾ, yaʿnɛ amrar bḥiso bayyɛ” – conversation D (“he should work 

as a detective, he acts like a father to me”).  

Because many of the salon’s clients are mothers, there were several cases of 

gossip about their children. The participants in this study listened as their clients 

gossiped about their children’s whereabouts (as in conversations B and D). Saleh is the 

only father among the hairdressers, and he mentions his two sons in hair salon talk 

when his clients inquire about them. He evaluates the nature of the relationship between 

his two sons: “ma fikɛ tijmaʿiyon il tnen maʿ baʿid” (“they can’t be in the same room 

[without fighting]”), “hinnɛ tnayneton bas yinjimʿo maʿ baʿed, tnayneton bijinno” 

(“when they’re together, they go crazy”), and “iza jamaʿtiyon byaʿmlo kumblɛ 
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nawawiyyɛ” (“if they’re together, they turn into a ticking bomb [ready to explode any 

minute in each other’s faces]”) – conversation D. To justify their conduct, his client 

links their tiresome behavior to the fact that they are boys: “ma they are boys kamen, 

lbanet arwaʾ” – conversation D (“that’s because they are boys, girls are calmer and 

easier to handle”). Instances of gossip about relatives were also found in the corpus. 

Men hairdressers shared their comments about relatives who have unhealthy or strange 

habits. In conversation G, Saleh gossips about his brother-in-law who smokes a 

ridiculous number of cigarettes per day. His client, who knows Saleh’s brother-in-law 

because he previously worked at the salon, agrees with her hairdresser’s evaluation and 

points out that this habit makes the relative a chain smoker. In conversation U, 

Mahmoud gossips about his aunt who is obsessed with cleanliness. He describes how 

his aunt went ballistic when one of her salon clients smelled like garlic. His client 

Sandy supports his conclusion.  

Example 12: 

1 Mahmoud: btaʿrfɛ, khaltɛ / [Third Person Focus]  

min hol il mjenin hek / [Pejorative Evaluation]  

2 Sandy: <laughs>  

3 Mahmoud: khaltɛ tkhanaʾit maʿ okhta /  

ʿanda salon / 

4 Sandy: ɛ / 

5 Mahmoud: dasharita okhta abel ma tfut zbunɛ w taʿmiya bonbonɛ / 

khaltɛ btaʿmil make-up / 

6 Sandy: ɛ / 

7 Mahmoud: ʾalitlɛ law mfarsheyɛ snena bidda tekol lbonbon /  
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ma boʾdar arrib ʿlaya / [Substantiating Behavior] 

8 Sandy: lɛ? / 

9 Mahmoud: iza ma fī shī bittaliʿ riḥtil tum /  

10 Sandy: ah / 

11 Mahmoud: iza ma fī shī, bitshim riḥto /  

12 Sandy: ah okay /  

13 Mahmoud: btotlob tawuʾ / 

bitʾul yi biḥot fiya tum /  

tab ma ino tawuʾ ya mastulɛ! / [Probe]  

(Translation: Mahmoud: you know, my aunt is crazy like that / 

Sandy: <laughs> / Mahmoud: my aunt owns a hair salon, she got in a fight 

with her sister this one time / Sandy: yes / Mahmoud: her sister kicked her 

out of the salon before she could offer her client a piece of mint, my aunt’s 

specialty is make-up / Sandy: yes / Mahmoud: she told me that even if her 

client did brush her teeth, she would need to take a mint… otherwise, my 

aunt can’t come near her / Sandy: why? / Mahmoud: because even if her 

client didn’t smell like garlic, she will imagine that she did / Sandy: ah / 

Mahmoud: even if there wasn’t any garlic, she imagines smelling it / 

Sandy: oh okay / Mahmoud: when she orders a Taouk sandwich, she is 

surprised that they put garlic in there, it’s Taouk, how can there not be 

garlic in there, you idiot!)  

Mahmoud’s aunt also happens to be the woman who advised him to pursue a 

career in hairdressing. In his interview, Mahmoud notes that his aunt is in the 

hairdressing business herself and motivated him to become a hairdresser for women. He 
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reports that she advised him against working in a barbershop because it pays less than 

that of a hair salon.  

The men in the hair salon gossiped about women who behave in a reckless, 

clumsy, or stubborn manner, complain too much, do not listen to others, and obsess 

over hygiene. Examples from the corpus illustrate the judgments participants make 

about women: “mukha, aʿwaj… mḥashishɛ” – conversation G (“she is reckless… out of 

her mind”), “mbaynɛ jdidɛ w makhassa biswaʾa” – conversation N (“she looks 

inexperienced and incompetent to drive a car”), and “shaʿb majnun… bitsir badda tnoʾ” 

– conversation U (“women are crazy… they nags all the time!”). Sometimes, the 

hairdressers pass positive judgments about women who are polite or independent. For 

example, in conversation D, Omar admits how he could not be more than friends with 

Sarah’s sister, who previously worked at the salon. She never dropped any hints. He 

expresses his frustration towards not receiving the opportunity to be with her now that 

she is married: “ma nakzitnɛ… kinna rabayneha ʿa idayna wallah… ʿarus w tarit” (“she 

didn’t flirt with me… I would’ve raised her myself… she is the bride who got away”). 

In conversation O, Mahmoud shows his support when his client says that women should 

occasionally offer to pay the bill on a date. He praises women who take such initiative 

to support their man and assert their independence.   

The hairdressers not only gossip about the women around them but also about 

the men in their society. They criticize other men who fall short in their profession and 

lack the necessary skills and knowledge to complete their tasks successfully. They show 

their resentment towards men in professions like law and medicine who only care about 

getting paid; their clients are their least concern. Examples from the corpus which 

demonstrate judgments that participants make about other male professionals include: 
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“kif ma ḥattalik ftil hal majnun?” – conversation P (“why didn’t this crazy doctor put 

cotton packing inside your nose [after the rhinoplasty surgery]?”) and “lmuḥamɛ ʿandɛ 

yɛ ḥaramɛ bi badlɛ… bifut byiḥkɛ kilimten, byekhidlo alfen dollar” – conversation M 

(to me, a lawyer is a crook in a suit, he takes two thousand dollars just for walking in 

and saying a few words”). Men hairdressers also express their resentment towards men 

that work for the government or the Lebanese General Security. They judge their 

corrupt, immoral, and greedy behavior that contradicts with their duty of protecting the 

country’s citizens (as in conversations K and R). However, Mahmoud notes that men 

who work in the Internal Security Forces of the country, the gendarmerie, are 

trustworthy because their values align with what is fair and right: “ana ma ʾilɛ bihal 

ʾmur wala bi sleḥ wala bḥibon… bas niḥna ʿanna hon biʾululo (xxx) iza maʿ ldarak… 

bas maʿ jesh inta muḥtaram” – conversation R (“I am not interested in politics, but here, 

if you side with the men in General Security, they consider you (xxx), but if you help 

the gendarmerie, people will respect you”). Participants also gossip about men who 

identify as bisexual, such as the famous football players Cristiano Ronaldo and Lionel 

Messi (conversation Q): “ʿandon shuzuz” (“homosexual”) and “gay”. In conversation 

Q, Saleh concludes that he doesn’t care if the football player is gay or not. All that 

matters to him is how well he plays on the field (“hallaʾ ana bi niheyɛ ekhir hammɛ iza 

huwɛ gay wallah huwɛ ah… hayda, ʾin ken hayda wala in ken-  ana ma bihimnɛ akhlaʾo 

barrat lmalʿab, ana bihimnɛ liʿbo w shu hayda”). Lastly, hairdressers also show their 

distaste towards men who lose weight and become extremely thin. For example, in 

conversation M, Mahmoud criticizes how weird and less likeable Arab male celebrities 
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look after losing a ridiculous amount of weight: “bas battal mahdum bas daʿif Fouad10, 

ino hek yidʿaf fajʾa bsir shaklo gharib” (“Fouad stopped being funny when he lost 

weight, when he lost weight all of a sudden, he looked weird”) and “mitil Hussain El 

Jasimi masalan, bas doʿif sar shaklo biʾarrif, sar bidaḥik” (“it’s the same with Hussain 

El Jasimi11, when he lost weight, he looked horrible and silly”). In the same 

conversation, Mahmoud concludes that a fat man has confidence and personality. He 

promotes a positive body image and openly calls himself fat. He says that all the women 

contestants would not go out with him if he appeared on the show, but they would invite 

him for a meal: “ana iza bruḥ bidawulɛ killon, bidawulɛ killon dawil barad”.  

Participants in this study gossip about individuals and groups. The hairdressers 

condemn terrorists and extremists who commit violent acts against innocent people (as 

in conversations I and R). They also criticize figures of authority including Lebanese 

political parties that are despicable (“akbar zoʿran haydol, bidʿeh ʿlayon daʿawɛ” – 

conversation K “they are culprits, and I keep praying that they all die one day”) and 

politically powerful nations like Israel who must banish because of their horrendous and 

terrorizing presence (“kenit ʿam bidʿɛ ʿlayon, Allah yshatilon benzene” – conversation 

D “I was praying that Israel burns to the ground”). Hairdressers gossip about the Turks 

as people who are aloof and mean and football teams who perform poorly in matches 

and do not meet the expectations of the interlocutors (both in conversation Q). They 

also gossip about religious people who behave in an obnoxious manner because they 

interfere in the way others around them practice faith (as in conversation F). Another 

instance of gossip comes from conversation G between Saleh and his client Celina 

 

10 Fouad Yammine is the show host of “Take Me Out” which is aired on LBCI. 
11 Hussain El Jassimi is an Emirati singer who is famous in the Middle East.  
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about drug addicts and alcoholics who abuse the substance and show no restrain: 

“hayda li byekhidon bikun ʿam yihrob min lwakiʿ tabaʿo” (“these people are addicts 

because they are trying to run away from the world around them”). In conversation H, 

Omar and Celina gossip about bisexual people. They say that it is difficult to know their 

sexual orientation because they are attracted to both men and women. Omar 

humorously adds that that is the reason behind his future plan to open a unisex salon. 

He believes his idea will attract this type of clientele.  

Example 13  

1 Omar: ana ma bḥibil niswen / 

2 Celina: bitḥibil rjel aw shī /  

<laughs>  

3 Sarah: <laughs>  

4 Celina: bitaʿ rigala? / 

5 Omar: bisexual / 

6 Celina: BISEXUAL? /  

lek aḥsan (xxx) /  

<laughs> 

[…] 

7 Omar: ma bkhallɛ bsaynɛ tʿawwɛ foʾ w min ḥaddɛ /  

<chuckles> 

8 Celina: ʿanjad il bisexual ma byilʾat ɛ ʿafikra / 

9 Omar: ma byilʾat / 

10 Celina: liʾano bitaʿ killo… /  

yaʿnɛ ʾilla ma yleʾilo ya mara ya rijjel, ʿanjad /  
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<chuckles>  

11 Sarah: <laughs>  

12 Omar: lɛ fikrik lɛ ʿam bitʿallam rijjelɛ ana? / 

13 Celina: ahhhh! / 

14 Omar: ḥa sammɛ salonɛ Omar bisexual / 

<Celina and Omar laugh out loud> 

15 Omar: hiyyɛ sex aw unisex, ma hiyyɛ zeta /  

<laughs>  

16 Celina: ɛ hiyyɛ zeta /  

<laughs> 

 (Translation: Omar: I don’t like women / Celina: do you like men? 

<laughs> / Sarah: <laughs> / Celina: just men? / Omar: bisexual / Celina: 

BISEXUAL? Even better <laughter> […] / Omar: I don’t let them flirt with me 

/ Celina: it’s hard to tell if a person is bisexual, by the way / Omar: you can 

never tell / Celina: because he is attracted to both sexes, he will always find 

someone for him, either a man or a woman / Sarah: <laughs> / Omar: why do 

you think I am training to be a barber? / Celina: oh! / Omar: I am calling my 

salon Omar for Bisexuals <Celina and Omar laugh out loud> / Omar: if it’s for 

women, men, or both, it’s all the same <laughs> / Celina: yes, it’s the same 

<laughs>)  
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E. Anecdotes of Entertainment and Narratives of Personal Experience in Hair 

Salon Talk   

The hairdressers in the study stated that most of their clients come to the hair 

salon to vent about the challenges they are facing in their private lives, including their 

marriage, family, and career. Saleh reported that many of his clients confided in him. 

He said they would come in and talk about their fears and concerns by sharing stories to 

let him know what went wrong and why they are unhappy. Saleh confessed that he 

would forget his identity as a hairdresser and salon owner if he found out that his 

client’s well-being is at risk; instead, he would play an advisory role by first listening to 

the story the client has to tell and then focusing on helping her make better life 

decisions. The hairdressers get to know more about their clients during their haircare 

appointment; however, the corpus strongly suggests that hairdressers connect with their 

clients when they exchange stories of their own. Sometimes, the client’s storytelling 

invites mutual disclosure on part of the hairdresser. Hairdressers become storytellers 

who express their personal opinions, entertain and solicit reactions of laughter or shock 

from their clients, educate them, recount personal encounters and open up about their 

past.  

Participants told stories about their experiences in the hairdressing business, 

including the challenges of working with bad clients or employees. The hairdressers 

talked about the troubles they went through to fix a client’s hair after she would commit 

a haircare mistakes, lie about her haircare history, or quarrel and disrespect the 

hairdresser (as in conversations B, E, K, P, T and U). To the participants, these stories 

are the lessons learned, the triumphs, and failures of their professional career. 

Moreover, participants confessed about stories of dishonest, disloyal and inept hair 
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salon employees (as in conversations A, B, L and E). Not all stories are about work 

because the men in hairdressers shared the events they had with their families, their 

wives, and their girlfriends. They recounted humorous instances and exchanged stories 

about the concerns and struggles of their family members. They also told stories about 

their siblings, kids, and relatives (this includes conversations A, C, D, G, J, and U). 

They shared details about their dating life, including their escapades with previous love 

interests (as in conversations F, G, and O). Few stories in the corpus were about the 

hairdressers’ friends. Finally, the hairdressers recollected past events from their life 

including adventurous stories about driving a car in Lebanon (Conversations K and N) 

and expressed their thoughts, worries and frustration about the safety of the country and 

its political situation through stories about it, like the one in conversation R. The 

participants did not always tell stories to show affiliation with their clients. There were 

times when they told stories to distance themselves from other types of hairdressers, 

other men, and women. 

Anecdotes are one form of storytelling used by the hairdressers in the study to 

forward hair salon talk and socialize with clients without meddling or leaving room for 

awkward silence during the haircare session. The hairdressers solicited outbursts of 

laughter, frustrated groans, and gasps from their clients after sharing remarkable events 

or crises that occurred. The shared background knowledge between the hairdresser and 

his client about the event led to high levels of mutual understanding. This consequently 

brought out the desired reactions from the clients. The hairdressers reached no 

conclusion or evaluation when sharing anecdotes. Instead, they reacted differently in 

their conversations with clients to highlight the signifance of the anecdote they 

disclosed. For instance, in conversation D, hairdresser Omar confides in his client 
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Celina about a past love interest, Sarah’s younger sister, and reacts with frustration 

about the topic because he never knew she was interested in him. This leads to reactions 

of laughter and surprise on part of the client, who asks more questions about this 

potential partner. Other conversations such as A and G provoke laughter after the 

participants share humorous incidents. Disbelief and shock in anecdotes are found in 

conversation R after Mahmoud shares his affiliation with the police force in his 

neighborhood. This was of great interest to his client who works as a war correspondent 

in the Middle East. The anecdotes that hairdressers used were impersonal with no final 

resolution or moral. Because the hairdressing profession is service-oriented, it highly 

depends on the client’s emotional comfort and social connection with their hairdresser. 

Compared to gossip and narratives, anecdotes were the least frequent conversational 

strategy in the hair salon corpus because they were the least favorable form of hair salon 

talk.  

Narratives are the other form of storytelling in the corpus that hairdressers used 

to get personal with their clients and give them insight into their world. There are 

sixteen narratives in the corpus while there were only five anecdotes in total. Most of 

the narratives told by the participants focused on what happened, when it happened, and 

what went wrong. As narrators, the hairdressers recapitulated their real-life experiences 

and the problems faced at work with fellow male hairdressers. They evaluated their 

professional life and reflected on the hairdressing skills that saved them from haircare 

mistakes. Hairdressers shared narratives about the challenges they faced in dealing with 

other hairdressers in the business. For example, Saleh told several narratives about his 

experience with employees who worked at his salon. In conversation A, Saleh makes a 

clear distinction between himself as the owner of his hair salon and the employees that 
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work for him. After his client’s inquiry about one of the salon’s previous long-term 

employees, Saleh narrates how his employee got stuck in Syria and was not able to 

come back to work at the salon anymore. With his client, Saleh co-evaluates how his 

employee committed the oblivious mistake of leaving the country in the time when he 

needed him the most (refer to example 10). Similarily, in conversation L, Saleh 

evaluates the upsetting reality of the hairdressing business nowadays. He notes that 

opening a hair salon is no different than opening a grocery shop because the owners are 

not hairdressers; they are only interested in hiring employees to sell hairdressing 

services for cheap prices without caring about haircare prestige or the needed skills. 

Saleh then gives another story about an old employee who left the salon, went behind 

his back to manage another salon, and stole his clients (refer to example 6). The 

hairdressers also narrate stories about successful appointments with their clients 

(conversation U) and some of their bad appointments. In conversation E, Saleh 

concludes that his clients repeatedly commit haircare mistakes and hide valuable 

information about what they had done to their hair in other salons. In the same 

conversation, he shares a few stories about how he fixed one of his client’s hair even 

though she made a big mess out of it and never told him until it was too late: “laʾ ma- 

ma zbunɛ ma btaʿrif saliḥa aw btiftikir ino ɛ min zamen… fa hek shaghlet lzbunɛ ma 

bitsariḥ amra lal coiffeur”. In sharing these stories, the hairdressers inculcate their 

clients with beliefs about the hair salon’s environment: what is right and what is wrong 

about haircare practices and the overall relationship they must share with the 

hairdresser. This aligns with Saleh’s statement in his interview about refusing to work 

on a client’s hair if she refuses to take his hairdressing advice when he is completely 

convinced that his approach will protect her hair rather than harm it.   
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Narratives in the corpus also include the participants’ personal experiences 

beyond their hairdressing world. The hairdressers exchange stories about uneasy or 

strange situations their family members experience, as in conversations C and U. They 

also evaluate how embarrassed they felt with romantic partners they dated, such as 

conversations G and O. These personal stories strengthen the hairdressers’ bond with 

their clients, and the salon turns into a safe zone for both its men and women to talk 

about their most uncomfortable stories. The narratives of hairdressers also include past 

events, including ones about their driving experiences (conversations K and N). For 

instance, Saleh shares two sequential narratives in conversation N about the time he got 

his driving license and his first car respectively. He depicts the tough situation he had to 

go through to pass his exam and then buy the car he wanted using his own money. He 

tells his client how he worked as an employee in a hair salon to pay off his first car.  

Example 14: 

1 Saleh: ana ʿa tmantaʿshar sinɛ kint mjammaʿ ḥaʾ siyyara /  

ana ken ʿandɛ- ken awwal ḥilm ḥayetɛ ino ana ishtrɛ siyyara / 

min musriyetɛ bas / 

2 Amanda: shu jibet waʾta? / 

3 Saleh: jibet (xxx) hayda baʿda jdidɛ- talʿa jdid /  

[…]  

4 Saleh: kint baʿdnɛ shampwaner / 

5 Amanda: ah, lal tips yaʿnɛ / 

6 Saleh: ken maʿashɛ klatmit arbaʿ mit alf /  

balasht ken ʿomrɛ arbaʿ taʿshar sinɛ /  

ija ʾibin ʿammɛ /  
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ʾallɛ shu btishtighil /  

huwwɛ mudir bank /  

ɛ, shu btishtighil /  

tips kaza bmaʿash /  

ʿatinɛ yehon bḥotton bʾismɛ / 

w bas inta hayda biʾliblak yehon ʿa ismak / 

7 Amanda: hek ʿemel? / 

8 Saleh: ɛ, ʿmilna hek /  

jit ʿa tmantaʿsh w shway… /  

balashet suʾ sayyaret baba /  

baʿden tallaʿet siyara la ʾilɛ / 

ken hayda awwal ḥilim bi ḥayetɛ /  

ino ana kun maʿɛ ʿa tmantaʿshar sinɛ siyyara bmusriyetɛ / 

(Translation: Saleh: when I was eighteen years old, I saved up money to 

buy a car, it was a dream of mine to buy a car with my own money / Amanda: what 

kind of car did you get back then? / Saleh: I got a (xxx) it was brand new when I got it, I 

was only an employee in the salon / Amanda: so you saved up money from the tips you 

got at the salon / Saleh: my salary was about three hundred or four hundred thousand 

Lebanese pounds, I started working when I was only fourteen years old, my cousin was 

a bank manager and asked me what I worked and how much I got paid, he suggested 

that he put my money in his account until I was old enough to open my own account at 

the bank where he worked / Amanda: he did that? / Saleh: yes, we did that, and at 

eighteen, I started driving my dad’s car, and then I bought my own car, it was a dream 

come true, to buy a car when I turn eighteen with the money I earned)  
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F. Negotiation of Professional and Gender Roles in the Hair Salon  

When asked about the reason(s) they decided to work in a hair salon, all three 

hairdressers noted that it was a clean business. In his individual interview, Mahmoud 

explains that working with women’s hair is cleaner than working with men’s hair. He 

said that he started working in barbershops first but disliked the experience because all 

sorts of male clients came in for a haircut or style. Mahmoud felt disgusted everytime 

he came home from the barbershop, and that is why he switched to hairdressing. He 

also remarked how he preferred to work in hairdressing because he loves women and 

loves to beautify their hair. Like Saleh, he also believes that being a hairdresser pays 

better than being a barber in Lebanon. His aunt, who is an experienced hairdresser, 

encouraged him to work in a hair salon. The same is true for Saleh whose parents 

convinced him to go into the hairdressing business. Saleh did not pursue hairdressing 

because it was his passion or hobby. He admits that working in a hair salon has its 

burdens because a hairdresser needs to continuously maintain solid interactions with 

clients and employees to build good relationships with them. To him, it is tiring because 

it requires close attention to detail, careful management and competent leadership skills 

as well. Omar, very much like Mahmoud’s case, became a hairdresser because he is 

passionate about it. Omar explained that hairdressing started as a hobby for him when 

he was only thirteen years old. He described how he liked to pretend he was a 

hairdresser when he was a kid and cut the hair off his sister’s Barbie dolls. Unlike Saleh 

and Mahmoud’s families, Omar’s father did not encourage him to pursue hairdressing. 

In fact, his father wanted him to become a military officer or an engineer.  

To become a good hairdresser, the interviewees believe that experience is a 

must. They suggested that a substantial period of time and proper guidance are needed 
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to hone good hairdressing skills. Saleh and Mahmoud noted that continuous practice 

matters, and that there are no shortcuts when it comes to a successful career in 

hairdressing. Saleh mentioned that certificates from hairdressing institutes are not 

obligatory anymore; anyone can open a salon these days. Therefore, the only way to 

understand how clients think and what works best for their hair is to get hands-on 

experience in different salons, especially when the hairdresser is new to the business. In 

his interview, Omar mentioned that it also takes passion to be a hairdresser, especially 

in Lebanon where this business is unstable and not as profitable as he hoped it to be. 

The two other hairdressers, Saleh and Mahmoud, find this point to be true. Mahmoud 

reported that there are more than 20,000 salons in Lebanon because there are no laws to 

protect hairdressers and their right to a good pay. Every salon sets prices that suit them.  

The hairdressers listed analytical skills including good decision-making as 

another necessity in the profession. All participants said that a hairdresser must be quick 

on his feet and creative in styling his client’s hair in ways that suit her personality. 

However, Saleh added that the hairdresser has more knowledge than the client about 

haircare; therefore, when a client comes in and requests a haircut that doesn’t suit her 

face and features, it is the hairdresser’s responsibility to point that out and advise his 

client against it. Lastly, Mahmoud reported that hairdressing is a profession that men, 

like women, can do. He believes that hairdressing is not an easy job because it requires 

a good amount of physical strength: “ʿam nenḥat” (“we do a lot of labor work). He 

views hairdressing as the type of career that men do better than women; male 

hairdressers can withstand longer working hours as well.  

All three participants claimed that being a man affects their professional role as 

hairdressers and even puts them at an advantage. In his interview, Saleh explained that 
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hair is one of the first features that a man will look at and feel attracted to in a woman. 

According to Saleh, when the hairdresser is a man, he will be able to see what best suits 

a woman’s face and body and apply the hairstyle that matches his client’s look. He will 

automatically analyze whether or not straight hair is better on her or if a darker shade of 

blonde fits her skin tone. He believes that his gender aids his career because he is a man 

and knows what men like to see on a woman. Mahmoud holds similar opinions about 

men working in hairdressing. In his interview, he added that this profession should be 

reserved for men because most women prefer a man, not a woman, to do their hair. A 

man will know more about a woman’s preferences and will be able to create the 

hairstyle she desires. He also reiterated that a man is able to stand more on his feet and 

work his way around the hairdressing equipments longer than a woman can at the salon. 

Even though the salon is conventionally reserved for women, Mahmoud considered 

men to be better professionals in the hairdressing business. Mahmoud also linked the 

hairdressing business to prestige. He noted that working at a female hair salon gives 

him the opportunity to be around women from high socio-economic status and 

privileged educational background. His presence around women motivates him to 

become learn from them and become a more intellectual person. He concluded that 

working with female clientele is more profitable than working with men. Omar was not 

interviewed for the second part of the interview because he left the salon soon after data 

collection took place, but he pointed out in the first part of the interview that he was 

learning how to cut men’s hair because he was planning to open a unisex salon for both 

men and women clientele. However, he affirmed that it will be difficult to execute his 

project because many women will not be comfortable sitting in a hair salon chair while 

a man next to them is getting his beard trimmed. He reported that his project of opening 
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this salon might not work in Lebanon because the concept of having men and women in 

the same salon is still deemed unacceptable in the country. He explained how the 

Lebanese society is not ready to accept this idea yet because people are used to sex-

segregated hair salons or barbershops.  

 

G. Proximity and Distance in Hair Salon Talk  

The kind of work relationship hairdressers build with their clients affects the 

way they speak to each other. Based on their lived experiences as hairdressers, the 

participants said that their clients set the tone for the kind of interaction they prefer to 

have with their hairdresser. For example, Mahmoud indicated that he would avoid 

speaking to a client if she does not want to talk or responds minimally during her 

appointment. Mahmoud said he would revert the conversation back to service talk that 

is only concerned with the client’s hair. Mahmoud also said that his clients sometimes 

opened up about sensitive topics; when that happened, he welcomed this type of 

conversation but would never initiate it himself. Similarily, Saleh admitted that most of 

the clients who come to the salon do not talk much and would rather sit quietly while 

their hair gets done as quickly as possible. He believes in the importance of dialogue in 

the hair salon because the information he derives from his conversations with clients 

helps him better understand their personality and lifestyle. To him, dialogue is 

necessary for a successful haircare appointment which can lead to having loyal clientele 

on the long run.  

Participants also noted the importance of providing a comfortable and 

supportive environment for their clients. Saleh reported that he listens attentively and 

offers emotional support to many of his clients. He said he gives them room to share 
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their worries and troubles with him. Mahmoud gave a similar point about the 

importance of being gentle and caring about their clients. In his opinion, a hairdresser 

must show his client how much he cares about her hair, work, interests, and much more. 

He must also stay away from topics that upset the client during her appointment. He 

added that clients come to the salon to feel better, and so, every client and situation 

requires him to change the way he is and adapt according to the conversation at hand. 

To him, hairdressers are like psychiatrists; they must comfort the client at all costs.  

Interviewees warned about the importance of avoiding conflict with their 

clients and showing respect. Saleh reported that problematic incidents at his salon are 

rare. They are more of misunderstandings or differences in opinion with a client. To 

him, he tries to avoid conflict as much as possible, so he does not risk losing his clients. 

He stated that the hairdresser must always give his client the best hair advice, even If 

the client is not convinced about what he is saying. Instead of sparking any conflict, 

Saleh said that he makes up other excuses, point out that the haircut or hairstyle that the 

client wants makes her nose look big or other features like her chin or cheeks look bad. 

In his opinion, a hairdresser’s expert opinion must be said in a subtle way, so that the 

client doesn’t pay attention to it. If the client still insists, then Saleh admitted that he 

would tell her the truth because it is more important to him to make sure that his client 

does not commit a haircare mistake she will most likely regret. He confessed how he 

had a few similar incidents in his salon, and how many of the clients he confronted got 

angry with him. He explained that his clients do not understand his intentions. To him, 

he does not want to ruin a client’s hair, so he could make money.   

Part of avoiding conflict to keep the hairdresser-client relationship afloat is by 

making sure that respect is part of the recipe. Saleh noted that he tries to talk to all 
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clients in the same respectful manner. However, there are times when his clients do not 

want to listen to his hairdressing advice or when they become disrespectful. When that 

happens, Saleh said he would start talking in a more strict and direct tone but tries his 

best to stay polite and calm. He wraps up his interview answer by saying that he makes 

sure this doesn’t happen in his salon since most of his clients already know him. He said 

he avoids confrontation. As for Mahmoud, he said he experienced a few conflicts with 

clients in previous hair salons he worked in. The reason for conflict is 

miscommunication, especially when the client ends up disliking her hair, getting very 

angry, and not telling the hairdresser what happened to help him understand what she 

wanted from the very beginning. He also shared three other instances conflicts with 

clients in previous salons he worked in. These conflicts had one thing in common: they 

were conflicts that offended the hairdresser’s work, his reputation, and his behavior at 

the salon. These offenses would make a hairdresser change the way they speak and 

behave around the client. Mahmoud said that in all his conflicts, he would stop working 

on the client’s hair, leave the salon until the client is out, and refuse to accept any 

appointments to work on this client’s hair in then future.  
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

 

In this research study, the hairdressers negotiate their gender and professional 

roles in the hair salon through the use of anecdotes, narratives and gossip to achieve 

proximity with their clients. The hair salon is a predominantely female space and is 

generally associated with feminine culture. The hair salon follows a cooperative, 

relationship-dependent and entertaining interactional style that is conventionally 

associated with femininity. The salon is a community of practice that values hair care 

service. While the men in hairdressing sit behind the salon chair working on their 

client’s hair, they are providing them with more than just their services. Hairdressing is 

a feminized occupation, and for the sake of maintaining loyal cliente and long-term 

financial stability, femininity is used as a gender capital available to hairdressers due to 

the nature of the context where they work. However, the hairdressers believe that the 

hair care service they perform every day for clients is not easy. It is both physically and 

emotionally draining to continuously ensure that the client is entertained, and her hair 

appointment is going well. In a time when anyone can open a hair salon, as Saleh said 

in conversation E of the corpus, a well-rounded hairdressing experience at the salon is 

important. However, its success is largely dependent on the hairdresser’s skills in 

interpersonal communication. This is why the hairdresser cultivates an affilitiative style 

of interaction in the hair salon to elicit details from the client about what she wants from 

the hairdressing appointment but also work to recognize the kind of experience the 

client in his chair is looking for at the same time.  
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The participants in this research study constructed a gender identity that was 

more in line with the femininized workplace, the hair salon. They made sure to give 

their clients the emotional support by making them feel comfortable and entertained at 

all times. This is achieved through the narratives the hairdressers shared about the 

challenges of their career, the lessons they learned from past clients and colleagues or 

employees, and the times when their expertise was put to the test. The hairdressers also 

gossiped with their clients about the people in their lives. Narrative is a highly 

confidential conversational strategy that requires the client to have a certain level of 

knowledge about her hairdresser. Gossip is the most intimate off-record conversation 

that requires honesty and comfort on both parts of the conversation. Both narratives and 

gossip were frequently used in hairdresser-client interactions. Gossip had the highest 

frequency which indicates that the hair salon is regarded as a safe zone for the 

hairdresser and his client to confide in one another. Most of the narratives and gossip 

episodes were met with agreement and a probe to push the conversation forward. 

Clients also co-evaluated the hairdressers’ narratives as a form of mutual understanding.  

Besides displaying trust in their clients, the hairdressers boasted about their 

haircare expertise through the narratives and gossip instances that they shared with their 

clients. In their narratives, the hairdressers portrayed the professional role of a problem-

solver for when clients commit mistakes or lie about their previous haircare 

experiences. The hairdressers also emphasized the importance of meaningful dialogue 

with their clients. In their interviews, they claimed that dialogue was not abundant at 

their hair salon even though they deemed it necessary for a successful hairdressing 

experience. However, this is not true because of the abundance of the conversational 

content. The hairdressers also avoided conflict and confrontation with their clients to 
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maintain a high level of trust and provide a sense of community for them. Anecdotes 

were the least frequent conversational strategy in the corpus. Even though anecdotes 

were used to solicit reactions from the storyteller or his audience, they did nothing in 

terms of bonding with the client. Anecdotes did not push the conversation forward and 

were only used for the sake of entertaining the client. This is not true for narratives and 

gossip episodes that consist of evaluations that were many times mutually agreed on or 

co-evaluation by the hairdresser and his client in conversation. A high level of 

proxmitiy was found when these conversational strategies were used, with gossip as the 

most frequent because it is where the highest level of trust is found.  

The hairdressers displayed another facet of their gender identity at work 

pertaining to hegemonic masculinity. The hairdressers used anecdotes, narratives and 

gossip to index masculinized stances and roles. They depicted themselves as sexual 

beings and identified themselves as men when telling stories about their sexual 

escapades with women. They distanced themselves from women and called them crazy 

or bad drivers. They assumed the role of independent men who can support themselves 

financially and emotionally. In their interviews, the participants confidently admitted 

that men are better than women in the hairdressing business because they believe that 

men will know what will better suit a woman. The hairderssers also noted that they 

emotionally detach themselves during a client’s session; they will listen to the client and 

soothe her pain, but they said they do not get involved. Studying the way masculinity is 

constructed through linguistic practice provides a better understanding of the the lived 

expriences of the hairdressers.  

The small sample in this study is not statistically representative of men in 

hairdressing and may limit the claims that are offered. However, the aim of this 
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qualitiatve study was not generalizability. The small sample size and the particular 

nature of the data collected allowed a detailed analusos, which in turn provided an 

opportunity to develop a more complex understanding of men’s talk in a workplace 

context that is predominantely female. In future research, it would be beneficial to 

observe how the male hairdressers interact with their female and male colleagues in hair 

salons. A comparative study between hairdressers and barbershops in Beirut will help 

observe the notion of language and masculinity. Also, the power dynamics between the 

hairdresser and his client or between hairdressers in the same salon is an investigation 

worth delving into because power in the workplace can indirectly index gender. More 

generally, this research lacks the quantitative twist because it is a case study. Therefore, 

taking the same conversational strategies but checking for their abundance or even 

presence across several hair salons in Lebanon can be another endeavor to better 

understand the relationship between language, gender and the workplace.     
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APPENDIX I 

PARTICIPANTS’ INTERVIEW QUESTIONS  

 

 

 

Opening statement: In this interview, I would like you to answer the following 

questions to create an understanding of your perspective as a male hairdresser at a 

female hair salon, particularly regarding your experience in the business, your 

professional and social identity at this workplace, and your perception of how male 

hairdressers speak and converse there. The duration of this individual interview will be 

around 40 minutes. The following list of questions will guide the interview: 

In terms of general background information about the participants:  

1. Where are you from? And where did you grow up? 

In terms of training experience as hair dressers:  

2. How long have you been a hairdresser at Chic?  

3. Where did you practice/train for the profession you are in? And did you attain 

any certificate(s) or degree(s) before you started working here? 

4. What reasons motivated you to become a hairdresser in the business?  

In terms of social and professional identity as hair dressers in relation to language:  

5. In your personal opinion, what does it mean to be a hairdresser working in a hair 

salon with female clients?  

6. What are incidents that you have experienced in the business with your clients 

that shape who you are as a male hairdresser? 

7. How would you describe your relationship(s) with each of your female clients? 

8. What are discussions that take place during your working hour(s) with your 

female clients at the hair salon?  

9. Have you ever had to speak in a certain manner when you address your clients? 

In what way(s) and for what reason(s) did you do that?  

10. From what you can recall, what are conversations that took place with female 

clients where you had to speak in a way that is either similar or different than 

how you usually speak outside the hair salon?  

11. Would you like to add any further comments about your (1) hairdressing 

experience at a female hair salon, and (2) conversations or ways of speaking 

with your clients that make you who you are? 
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ئلة المقابلة الفردية لمصففي الشعر الذكور في صالون  أس

  للسيدات

 

الكلمة االفتتاحية: في هذه المقابلة، أود منك اإلجابة عن األسئلة التالية من أجل خلق فهم أفضل 

نظرك كونك رجل في مجال تصفيف الشعر في صالون للسيدات، خاصة في ما   لرأيك و وجهة

إلى  باإلضافةيتعلق بخبرتك في هذا الميدان، و هويتك المهنية و االجتماعية داخل الصالون، 

إدراكك للطريقة )أو الطرق( التي يتحدث بها مصفف الشعر داخل الصالون. ستستغرق المقابلة  

    األسئلة الموجودة أدناه ستساعد في توجيه المقابلة الفردية:  دقيقة. الئحة 40ما يقارب 

 من حيث المعلومات العامة حول المشارك في الدراسة: 

 في أي بلد نشأت؟  ا هي جنسيتك؟ وم .1

 

 من حيث الخبرة والتدريب كونك مصفف الشعر: 

 شيك؟ منذ متى وأنت تعمل كمصفف شعر في صالون  .2

أي شهادة )أو  على  وهل حصلت  أين قمت بممارسة/التدريب لمهنة تصفيف الشعر؟ .3

 قبل بدء العمل هنا؟  شهادات(

 مصفف شعر في الصالون؟   ما هي األسباب التي دفعتك لتصبح .4

 

 :من حيث الهوية االجتماعية والمهنية كمصفف للشعر، فيما يتعلق باللغة

يعمل في صالون تصفيف  رجلا  مصفف الشعر في رأيك الشخصي، ماذا يعني أن يكون .5

 الشعر للنساء؟

التي ساهمت في تكوين هويتك   مع زبائنك ما هي حوادث قد اختبرتها خلل مزاولة المهنة .6

 كرجل في مجال تصفيف الشعر؟ 

 كيف تصف علقتك )علقاتك( مع الزبائن؟  .7

التي تجري خلل ساعات العمل الخاص بك مع زبائنك اإلناث في  حادثات ما هي الم .8

 صالون الشعر؟ 
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ما هي هذه الطريقة )أو  هل اضطررت التحدث بطريقة معينة عند توجيه الكلم لزبائنك؟ .9

 ألي سبب أقدمت على التحدث كذلك؟ الطرق( و

تتحدث بطريقة إما حيث كان عليك أن  تذكر، ما هي المحادثات التي جرت مع الزبائن مما .10

 مشابهة أو مختلفة عن الطريقة التي عادة ما تتكلم بها خارج صالون الشعر؟ 

(  2( تجربتك كمصفف شعر لإلناث، و )1هل ترغب في إضافة أي تعليقات أخرى عن )  .11

 طرق للتحدث مع زملء العمل والزبائن التي ساهمت في تكوين ما أنت عليه اآلن؟ أي
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APPENDIX II 

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS ROMANIZATION OF ARABIC 

 

Library of Congress Romanization of Arabic
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Non-Arabic and Maghribī 

 

 

Vowels and Diphthongs 
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APPENDIX III 

KEY FOR TRANSCRIBING CONVERSATIONS BY COATES 

(2003) AND EGGINS & SLADE (1997) 

 

The transcription conventions were extracted from Coates (2003) and Eggins 

& Slade (1997). The transcription symbols used for the conversational data are as 

follows:  

• A slash (/) indicates the end of a tone group or a chunk of talk to show that there 

is some sense of completion (but not necessarily the end of a sentence)  

• A hyphen (-) indicates an incomplete word or utterance because of an 

interruption or self-repair  

• Short pauses are indicated by one apostrophe (,); longer pauses are indicated by 

three full stops (…)  

• CAPITAL LETTERS are used to mark talk that is noticeably louder than the 

surrounding speech. It is uttered with emphasis and/or increased volume of the 

speaker 

• Underlined words indicate stressed word or part of the word to mark speaker 

emphasis 

• A question mark (?) indicates uncertainty (rising tone or wh-interrogative)  

• An exclamation mark (!) indicates a surprised intonation (rising—falling tone)  

• The symbol […] indicates that material has been omitted  

• Angled brackets (< >) enclose relevant non-verbal information or behavior (for 

example: laughter, cough, telephone ring)  

• Double round parenthesis (( )) indicates that there is doubt about the accuracy of 

the transcription  

• When the speech is indecipherable to make out, it is represented as ((xxx)) 

• To indicate a markedly soft or low volume speech, an asterisk (*) is used 

• An equal sign (=) is placed at the end of one speaker’s utterance and at the start 

of the next utterance to indicate the absence of a discernible gap.  

• Extended square brackets [  ] indicate the overlap of utterances, marked with left 

and right hand brackets to show which part of the speakers’ utterances occur 

simultaneously  
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APPENDIX III 

THE CORPUS 

 

Conversation A: Saleh and Madame Sandra (4 minutes)  

1 Madame Sandra: dakhlak fal hayda Hani min ʿandak? /  

2 Saleh: Hani ʿalāʾn bī Suriyā / 

3 Madame Sandra: lɛ? / 

4 Saleh: raḥ ʿases ʾabil mā ana sefīr raḥ yaʿmil vacation ʾabil mā= / 

5 Madame Sandra: =ʾal vacation bi Suriyā / 

smaʿ baʾa! / 

6 Saleh: ɛ la’ raḥ yaʿmil shopping / 

7 Madame Sandra: shopping kamein! / 

8 Saleh: w yshuf lṭayra lʾadimɛ / 

9 Madame Sandra: shu lṭayra yʿanɛ? saḥibtu? / 

10 Saleh: <chuckles>  

11 Madame Sandra: ɛ? / 

12 Saleh: ɛ /  

ʾamo waʾafū lʾamen lʿam ḥaṭulū tlat snin / 

13 Madame Sandra: shū ḥaṭulū? / 

14 Saleh: mamnuʿ yfut ʿa libnen la midit tlat snin / 

15 Madame Sandra: LAʾ! / 

16 Saleh: halaʾ ʿam- yzabita khayo rijʿu zabatulū yeha /  

lkafil lʾadim midre shu mkhabaslu ʿa wareʾtu / 

ʿam yshilu ʿan ʾismo / 

midrɛ shu mkhabaslu bil ʾamin lʿam / 

ʾam ḥatitlu bilghalat maniʿ safar- / 

laʾ mish maniʿ safar… maniʿ dukhul / 

fa halaʾ min hon la shi jumiʿten tlete yemken yzabtulo yeha / 

w ye2dar yirjaʿ yijɛ / 

ʾataʿnɛ lʾatʿa lʿajibɛ /  
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17 Madame Sandra: mmm bas ḥaram ma bʾido / 

huwɛ saḥ ma lezim yruḥ / 

hayda habal /  

18 Saleh: huwɛ ma ken lezem yruḥ /   

19 Madame Sandra: ɛ… sorry habal /  

<silence for a few seconds from both speakers> 

20 Madame Sandra: bas Saleh kif biʿishu bi hek wadʿ hunik? / 

21 Saleh: ah bi maṭraḥ ma huwɛ rayiḥ byismaʿo ʾaswat / 

22 Madame Sandra: mm bas? / 

23 Saleh: kil shi ḥad il shem / 

ḥawela il shem / 

ma fi shi= / 

24 Madame Sandra: =ma fi shi / 

25 Saleh: yaʿnɛ… bas barat il hayda kaweris / 

<silence for 3 seconds> 

26 Madame Sandra: bas tkhalis badak tirjaʿ twaṭilɛ il AC / 

(xxx) akid, ma hek? / 

27 Madame Sandra: halaʾ kif badak taʿmlo? / 

28 Saleh: halaʾ la nusal / 

29 Madame Sandra: = ma3ak ḥa2 /  

<laugh>  

30 Saleh: bidik yenɛ aʿmil malyon shaghlɛ= / 

31 Madame Sandra: =laʾ ma= / 

32 Saleh: =w ana min dun shi lamma rakiz / 

33 Madame Sandra: [lek bitʿasib ɛ leh ɛ] / 

34 Saleh: [brakiz ʿa shaghlɛ wihdɛ] / 

35 Madame Sandra: ɛ bḥissak bitʿasib / 

36 Saleh: [mish bʿasib] / 

37 Madame Sandra: [ɛ] / 

38 Saleh: ana bḥib lamma [ishtighil] / 

39 Madame Sandra: [teshteghel mazbout] / 

40 Saleh: rakiz ʿala shighlɛ / 
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khaṣatan tul manne ʿam ((na2ɛ)) / 

yimkin tilhinɛ shway bsir badel ma ekhod rafiʿ bekhod ʿarid /  

<laugh> 

41 Madame Sandra: = laʾ dakhilak ma tekhod ʿarid / 

ma ḥa ilhik wala ḥa eḥke maʿak / 

42 Saleh: laʾ beḥke maʿik bas ma telhinɛ oʿod fakir bil ḥsebet halaʾ / 

<silence for 30 seconds> 

43 Saleh: dakhlik akhado ʿa bukra? / 

<Saleh is referring to his son’s medication> 

44 Sarah: walla Saleh akhadu ya maḥlɛ, bas ma, juice / 

<Sarah continues chatter with client in the waxing room for a few 

seconds, but it is indecipherable> 

45 Saleh: ʾal ʿimlit ʾal,ʿimlit bidda tduʾ mberiḥ ʾidemo /  

w ejit la tistafrigh /  

w hiyɛ ʿam tedaḥak inu ma bada twarji / 

46 Sarah: ma bteʾdarī tshimmɛ riḥtu bitḥadekɛ! /  

<to her client in the waxing room> 

47 Madame Sandra: la min? / 

48 Saleh: ahh, ibnɛ ma ktir ʿam yekol /  

biddɛ jib shi yʾawilu maneʿto /  

mitil hayda zeit lsamak w hek / 

49 Madame Sandra: eum / 

50 Saleh: fa jebtillo yeha mish ḥbub ah shirib /  

ʾal ijit Sarah ʿam titzeka ʾidemo enu / 

YI TAYIB W KAZA /  

enu huwe ʾallɛ saydalɛ ʾallɛ tayib /  

fa ijet ʿam teklo w liʿyit nafsa w ijit la testafrigh / 

51 Madame Sandra: yii! / 

ɛ huwe bi2arif / 

<chuckles>  

w baʿden? shu ʿimil ibnak? / 

52 Saleh: ma ntabahla / 
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saret taʿmil hehe w hiye ʿam titnattaf min juwa /  

ḥa tistafrigh w nafsa ʿam tiʾlob / 

w hiyye ʿam tḥawil enu yi he- kaza /  

tibrom wijja w taʿmil YUCK / 

w Sarah iza liḥ2it shammit shi ma bitḥibu msibɛ / 

dighrɛ btistafrigh / 
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Conversation B: Saleh and Madame Samira (14 minutes)   

1 Saleh: kif lkil… killo tamem? / 

2 Madame Samira: ʿomor, ʿam yemroʾ / 

[…] 

3 Madame Samira: Omar battal yijɛ ʿandak wala mʿattal? / 

4 Saleh: Omar ʿam yijɛ / 

byoʿod ʿande abil ldohor / 

bas enu huwe aʿad bi maḥale lama ana sefaret / 

5 Madame Samira: mm / 

<sighs> 

[…]  

6 Madame Samira: law ma rayḥa ʿa ispanya / 

w biddɛ irjaʿ ismarr / 

kint ʾiltillak ʿmilo- ghamʾo /  

bas ah / 

7 Saleh: biddik tʾasri mniḥ? / 

8 Madame Samira: (xxx) w baḥer /  

[…] 

9 Saleh: shway min shiʾ il lawnen /  

<clears throat> 

halaʾ mna3mil shway / 

mafrud bil “hair product label” / 

iza ʿam yensabagh lon aftaḥ shway min il lon li abel (xxx) /  

hiyyɛ ʿadatan bil sabgha… sabgha ma bitfatiḥ sabgha / 

10 Madame Samira: mm / 

11 Saleh: bas bil “hair product label” shway btinkiza aftaḥ / 

12 Saleh: ana ((na2ayto)) la Omar ah- / 

seʾabo l7az inno wsolit ʿal matar / 

w ken ʿandɛ Internet / 

ʿatayto- / 

13 Madame Samira: toliʿ keno ma byitfataḥo Saleh /  

ken ghamiʿ ktir! / 
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14 Saleh: halaʾ ma fi ʾilla shaghlɛ ana bas kinit khay- /  

yaʿnɛ ma ila gher tafsir waḥad / 

bikun accident ḥat waḥad badal ltenɛ /  

byaʿmil hek / 

aghmaʿ /  

15 Madame Samira: yaʿnɛ killon! / 

16 Saleh: ɛ? / 

17 Madame Samira: killon sar- shu- yʾululɛ shu ʿmiltɛ /  

ma ʿmiltɛ shi! /  

ʿrifit? /  

yaʿnɛ kif lwaḥad bas baddo yaʿmil highlights aw /  

<coughs>  

bidalo shaʿro ktir khara bshakil gharib… / 

inta marra ʿmiltilɛ yehon w zabato /  

ʿaddalton abil bmarra / 

18 Saleh: laʿ ekher marra jitɛ- / 

19 Madame Samira: ɛ! / 

20 Saleh: sbaghtɛ /  

ma ḥataytillik raʾem sabightik = / 

21 Madame Samira: =ɛ / 

22 Saleh: w tuliʿ ktir ʾarib lal lon li- / 

lama inti jitɛ- fatḥan /  

laḥzɛ kif ʿmilit ʾidɛ / 

ʿam ḥawil iksor lziḥ shway /  

nchala ya rab yiftaḥ maʿna… /  

iza ʿal ḥalten bi ha tariʾa byitʿabba… /  

[…]  
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Conversation C: Saleh and Madame Linda (11 minutes)   

1 Saleh: ḥa ʿamil toul in between okay? / 

la huwɛ ktir ʾasir wala mitil haydekɛ / 

bi noss /  

minna byitlaʿ ḥilo w- /  

ḥatta tawʾfɛ mishklit il har biddik tʾossɛ / 

2 Madame Linda: ɛ okay * / 

3 Saleh: ok / 

hayda tulik / 

hayda aʾsar min il sura ltenyɛ / 

mish il carre- / 

4 Madame Linda: ɛ / 

5 Saleh: ʾaʾsar min il tenyɛ w / 

[ʾatwal min haydik] / 

6 Madame Linda: [ʾatwal min il carre] / 

7 Saleh: iza biddik / 

bas ana sheyfo mniḥ- / 

8 Madame Linda: khalas /  

9 Saleh: liʾano- / 

10 Madame Linda: ana bihimnɛ raʾyil fannen / 

11 Saleh: (xxx) / 

12 Madame Linda: <laughs> 

13 Madame Linda: ah /  

okay / 

14 Saleh: hallaʾ ḥa tḥissɛ ktir nchalla… faraʾ / 

15 Madame Linda: nchalla /   

16 Saleh: mish toul waḥad /  

shway bʾosson /  

mish ktir… shway / 

17 Madame Linda: inta ʾadra /  

[…] 

18 Saleh: kif ken lʿiris haydikɛ nhar? / 
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19 Madame Linda: mniḥ… laʾ ma tabiʿɛ / 

20 Saleh: w kif ltaʾs ʿandkon foʾ? / 

21 Madame Linda: sa3at (xxx) / 

yaʿnɛ btitlaʿ ʿa shames / 

btoʿod ʿal balcon / 

hek hawa msaʾaʿ w lshames darbɛ / 

22 Saleh: walla mberiḥ, aw awilt mberiḥ / 

tolʿo suwar il villa foʿ- foʿ / 

illi ana msawwarā / 

w aʿadet itfarraj ʿlaya / 

w ʾilit walla majnun li ma byishtiryā… / 

dakhlik intɛ ʾayiltilɛ inu ken fi ḥada shway jaddɛ / 

23 Madame Linda: Saleh, btusal il liʾmeh lal timm / 

w btinsaḥab /  

okay w baddo ysheriʿ bil siʿir / 

w baʿatlɛ muḥamɛ ilo la ykhallis lwraʾ /  

24 Saleh: (xxx) / 

25 Madame Linda: w baʿdena /  

telephone minno /  

byiʿtizir /  

<light laugh>  

ana walla lʿazim Saleh law mainno wledɛ barra- / 

26 Saleh: ʾaddɛ talabtɛ minno? / 

27 Madame Linda: kletɛ /  

[…] 

28 Madame Linda: hayda li ken- / 

lzalame maʿando amlek w ma ʿando- / 

bas allah ʿati /  

subhan allah /  

ken ktir honest yaʿnɛ (xxx) /  

nihna kina talbin kletɛ w nos / 

w wsolna ma3o enu ok (xxx) / 
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ya3nɛ sheif lwadiʿ /  

niḥna ma minkhabbɛ ʿa ḥada /  

farjayneh lwadiʿ heke /  

w iz- baʿd jaweb ok /  

aʿadna maʿ il muḥamɛ tabaʿo /  

w riḥna ʿand lmuḥamɛ / 

akhadna legal papers killo w heke /  

w ija lmuḥameh toliʿ kamenɛ wa iz…/ 

biʾitlna ((battal biddo)) /  

<laughs nervously>  

29 Saleh: laikɛ lʾard ʿandkon foʾ ʿangad shifta ana /  

mishen hek boʿod ((bakhbikh)) fiya w bitfarraj /  

w ma ḥada ḥa yaʿrif ʾimithā illā li huwe biḥib hek shi / 

30 Madame Linda: ʾilltilak haydɛ bidda (xxx) /  

31 Saleh: ɛ, haydɛ la tejiki hekɛ- / 

32 Madame Linda: badda waʾit= / 

33 Saleh: =bidda waʾit / 

34 Madame Linda: bidda waʾit / 

35 Saleh: liʾano… btaʿrfɛ kam- kam shaghlɛ fikɛ taʿmlɛ fiya? / 

36 Madame Linda: ɛ / 

37 Saleh: ɛ fikɛ taʿmlɛ bineyɛ w tnen w kletɛ / 

38 Madame Linda: ɛ ɛ /  

w iza- lek ana baʿdnɛ ma damniton / 

lʿikar baʿdo ʿrifit kif, Saleh, ndif / 

39 Saleh: mm / 

ʿandkon hek w hek /  

40 Madame Linda: fa (xxx) / 

41 Saleh: yaʿnɛ fi- fi yaʿmol mashruʿ sakanɛ / 

iza baddo lwaḥad /  

iza baddo- ma baddo baʾa lbeit /  

w fiyo huwɛ- / 

fi yoʾsom w yaʿmil bineyet / 
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liʾan hiyyɛ ʿal ltariʾ lʿam manna bʿidɛ /  

<scissors clipping> 

42 Saleh: ɛ ɛ /  

btaʿrfɛ fi ʿandɛ ḥadan / 

rfiʾɛ bi Qatar barkɛ ʿando maʿarif /  

badɛ oʿrod ʿleh ibʿatlo lsuwar /  

ana ma kenit ʿam fakir fi /  

bas halaʾ tolʿitle ana w ʿam neḥkɛ ana w yekɛ /  

inno barkɛ ah- lwaḥad ah- / 

ya bido yeshtrɛ ya bido yistasmir / 

43 Madame Linda: ḥatta ma drureh ya ʿammeh (xxx) / 

iza mustasmir biʾileh a good business- / 

44 Saleh: byijɛ khalis / 

45 Madame Linda: yeah! / 

46 yijɛ yestasmiro ʿa kaza sinnɛ / 

47 Saleh: mazbut / 

48 Madame Linda: baʾa ḥaylak yallah- / 

49 Saleh: yallah / 

50 Madame Linda: iza ʿandak ḥada byihtam hek / 

51 Saleh: bi- bi- huwɛ makhaso / 

bas inno ʿando maʿarif- bas barkɛ /  

52 Madame Linda: yaʿneh bidna! / 

53 Saleh: ma byikhsar lwaḥad iza biḥawil / 

54 Madame Linda: yeah / 
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Conversation D (15 minutes) 

Excerpt 1: Omar and Celina  

1 Omar: kifon liʿsafir? / 

2 Celina: mneḥ liʿsafir bisalmo /  

hallaʾ ijo ʿal- ʿal bet min lmadrsɛ… /  

mniḥ /  

next week ʿandon imtiḥanet… /  

tanen daris bil beit /  

w imtiḥanen ltaleta /  

byirjaʿo lʾaḥad tanen lʾorbʿa daris bil bet / 

baʿden khamis w jumʿa imtiḥane / 

bi imtiḥanen… /  

waḥad- khamsɛ! / 

ɛ, khamsɛ /  

mneḥ! lḥamdila, shaturin! / 

3 Omar: mniḥ, lḥamdila- /  

4 Celina: ʿaʾlin, ʿaʾlin / 

5 Omar: mbayan ʿalayon / 

6 Celina: ʿaʾlin / 

7 Omar: ɛ / 

8 Celina: marrat bḥis fī shī ghalat /  

li bʿomron killon bikuno biniʾo w- / 

9 Omar: min ʾimmon? /  

intɛ ʿaʾlɛ! / 

10 Celina: I know bas ino… /  

marat bʾul yaret byotolbo aktar /  

yaret… /  

you know what I mean? / 

11 Omar: <laughs>  

12 Celina: KTIR ʿaʾlin! /  

easy to raise yaʿnɛ lḥamdila / 

[…] 
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Excerpt 2: Omar and Celina  

1 Celina: kif lmama? / 

2 Omar: mniḥa / 

3 Celina: ɛ ɛ! / 

4 Omar: kattir kheir Allah / 

5 Celina: ana khaltɛ… / 

she’s 85 /  

mberiḥ wiʾʿit w kasrit wirka /  

w hallaʾ tolʿit min ljiraḥa / 

min seʿten /  

6 Omar: addɛ ʿomra? /  

7 Celina: khamsa w tmenin /  

mniḥ- mniḥ ʾillī dayanit ʿal binij /  

8 Omar: btaʿrfɛ- /  

9 Celina: ktir saʿbɛ lwaʾʿa / 

10 Omar: ino ma fi ḥada byo2a3 w byiksor wirko / 

11 Celina: ɛ… bikun- / 

12 Omar: byiksor wirko w byʾuaʿ/ 

13 Celina: baʿrif /  

haydɛ maʿrufɛ / 

[miyyɛ bil miyyɛ] /  

maʾ- hiyyɛ maʿa osteoporosis / 

14 Omar: um, ɛ / 

15 Celina: ɛ! /  

hiyyɛ lwaʾʿa liʾano maksur min juwa already /  

16 Omar: mazbut / 

[miyyɛ bil miyyɛ] / 

17 Celina: ɛ! /  

exactly / 

18 Omar: ma ḥada byuʾaʿ w byiksor /  

19 Celina: LAʾ! / 

bravo ʿlek /  
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bravo ʿlek /  

ɛ / 

20 Omar: byiksor wirko w byuʾaʿ / 

21 Celina: saḥ / 

bravo ʿlek /  

w bisir lkisir adrab / 

22 Omar: aywa! /  

23 Celina: ɛ haydɛ hiyyɛ /  

bisir kisir dekhlɛ bil awwal / 

24 Omar: ḥaram /  

khamsa w tmenin sinɛ /  

ma= /  

25 Celina: =ɛ ɛ / 

26 Omar: bas laikɛ! /  

sitto la rfiʾɛ= /  

27 Celina: =ɛ ɛ / 

28 Omar: ken ʿomra kleta w tisʿin sinɛ /  

29 Celina: ɛ… / 

30 Omar: kamen, kasrit wirka= / 

31 Celina: =w wiʾʿit / 

32 Omar: w ah… / 

dallit fatra bil mustashfa w rijʿit ʾamit w sarit timshɛ ʿadɛ / 

33 Celina: ahhh… / 

34 Omar: yaʿnɛ manno ha shi / 

35 Celina: ah ah ah ɛ ɛ ɛ /  

bas bidda sit asabiʿ ta… /  

yaʿnɛ bidon zaḥafɛ / 

36 Omar: ah ɛ… /  

wiḥyet Allah deyman bʾul bas ya rab stirlɛ ekhirtɛ / 

37 Celina: ɛ I know I know / 

38 Omar: ma biddɛ ʿuz ḥada / 

39 Celina: ɛ, ɛ /  
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fhimt ʿlek… /  

w bala ʿawaz /  

fhimt shu azdɛ? / 

haydɛ hiyyɛ / 

40 Omar: saʿbɛ /  

yaʿnɛ lfatra li minʿisha / 

41 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ ɛ ɛ… exactly! /  

bi ʿyunak lyom / 

mm / 

42 Omar: lʾinsen bisir byikhjal min ḥalo / 

43 Celina: saḥ, bravo ʿlek /  

exactly… /  

biḥis ḥalo TʾIIIIL! /  

bnafs lwaʾit- / 

44 Omar: hiyyɛ iza ma saʾalneha baddik tishrabɛ= / 

45 Celina: =ma bitʾul / 

46 Omar: ma btotlob / 

47 Celina: ah liʾano ʿarfɛ ḥala… /  

[…] 

48 Omar: shiftɛ shu ʿam bisir bi Israel? / 

49 Celina: lɛ? / 

ma ʾrit akhbar lyom /  

sarlɛ yawmen malʾuḥa ana /  

lɛ, shu fī? / 

50 Omar: ʿam tiḥtiriʾ /  

51 Celina: baʿda- / 

52 Omar: ḥarayiʾ /  

53 Celina: ah! / 

bi Israel? /  

wein bi ayya [manatiʾ]? / 

54 Omar: [sarlah] ʿashr tiyyem /  

bi Haifa /  
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woslit la Haifa w Tal Aviv! /  

55 Celina: shu, ʾad ma fi ghabet hunik /  

56 Omar: ɛ… ɛ, fī! / 

57 Celina: ah ah ah… /  

58 Omar: ma 3am yiʾdaro ytawfuwon /  

59 Celina: ah walla? /  

ɛ naʾmit Allah- naʾmit rabna ʿlayon um / 

60 Omar: um /  

kenit ʿam bidʿɛ ʿlayon /  

Allah yshatilon benzene /  

61 Celina: ḥaram yruḥ ʾutalah bas ino… /  

[…]  

 

Excerpt 3: Omar, Celina and Sarah 

1 Sarah: ma maʿ ʾulɛ Omar ykun baddo niswen baʿd? /  

2 Omar: min? / 

3 Sarah: ʾabuk / 

4 Omar: bayyɛ? / 

5 Sarah: mm / 

6 Omar: ḥa ydiʾ fiyyɛ bayyɛ baʿd shway /  

7 Sarah: ma hayda azdɛ /  

8 Celina: ʾaddɛ ʿomro? /  

9 Sarah: shufi- / 

zghir manno kbir abu! /  

10 Celina: ʾaddɛ yaʿnɛ? / 

11 Omar: ʿomro shi khamsa w khamsin /  

12 Celina: [BAS?] / 

13 Sarah: [bas!] / 

ɛ / 

14 Celina: lesh ʾimmak ʾaddɛ? /  

15 Omar: manna kbirɛ / 

16 Celina: hiyyɛ akbar minno? / 
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17 Omar: akbar minno bʿashr snin / 

[…] 

18 Sarah: ino biddo mara! /  

19 Omar: yaʿnɛ amrar bkhaf ʿa 7alɛ bileil nem ḥado /  

<laughs> 

20 Celina: ma ʿrifto halʾadɛ zghir /  

fakarto khityar / 

21 Omar: huwɛ zghir bayyɛ /  

<chuckles  

22 Celina: ahhh… /  

tab shu biʾul (xxx) /  

<whispers>  

23 Omar: biʾilla ʾadarɛ / 

24 Celina: pfff! / 

25 Omar: ɛ, biʾillɛ ʾadarɛ / 

biʾillɛ ya3nɛ /  

shu ʾilɛ kletin sinɛ ana w ʾimak bitrika / 

w binhɛ hal mawdu3 / 

26 Celina: kletin sinɛ ʾila, ɛ / 

27 Omar: bas ʿam ʾillik- / 

hallaʾ niḥna mnaʿrfo ḥanun, bas mi la ha darajɛ! / 

28 Celina: w wafɛ lal ekhir? /  

ɛ, ɛ … / 

29 Omar: ma- ma- ma- bido shi /  

huwɛ / 

30 Celina: ɛ /  

huwɛ / 

31 Omar: huwɛ bifawita ʿal ḥamem /  

32 Celina: ɛ, biḥibo baʿdon /  

akid… / 

33 Omar: ʿasabɛ, huwɛ 3asabɛ /  

34 Celina: ɛ biʿasib / 
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35 Omar: bas, ah... /  

deyman byiʿtizir minna yaʿnɛ / 

36 Celina: ah walla? /  

biʿasib w biruʾ yaʿnɛ / 

37 Omar: ɛ, ɛ… / 

38 Celina: raḥit 3alɛ / 

39 Omar: ɛ / 

40 Celina: mmm / 

41 Omar: rijjel eʿid bil bet /  

ʿam yikhdom lmara /  

ma ʿam yidhar, ma ʿa yishtighil ma- /  

ma fi ma fi /  

42 Celina: (xxx) /  

ah… / 

43 Omar: dʾiʾa ma btintarak /  

ma fi, ma btintarak /  

bido min yiḥmila /  

min bido yiḥmila! /  

(xxx) / 

44 Celina: ʾilla iza bitjibo nurse, btidfaʿula (xxx) seʿita / 

45 Omar: ɛ / 

46 Celina: ma ʿanda nurse? / 

47 Omar: jibɛ nurse, baddik tjibɛ NURSE! / 

48 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ, bouncer bil aḥra! /  

49 Omar: ɛ! / 

<chuckles>  

50 Celina: ɛ, la min yshil / 

 

Excerpt 4: Omar, Celina and Sarah 

1 Sarah: shu hayda? / 

2 Omar: shu huwɛ? / 

3 Sarah: hayda lī ʾal /  
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taliʿ ma taliʿ (xxx) / 

4 Omar: Samir12? /  

laʾ baʿd ma shiftɛ shī / 

5 Sarah: shu ʾallak? /  

ma fik t- taliʿ? / 

6 Omar: Samir, ma shi /  

kharjo yishtighil mḥaʾiʾ! /  

yaʿnɛ amrar bḥiso bayyɛ! / 

shu ʿamil? maʿ min? kif?= / 

7 Sarah: =ma bitrid inta / 

8 Omar: eh m- ma brid ana / 

9 Sarah: akh ya Allah / 

10 Omar: Samir biḥiaʾiʾ ktir… /  

maʿ min dahir, shu isma?= / 

11 Celina: =min hayda khayyak? / 

12 Omar: kif? /  

ɛ! / 

13 Celina: ah, khayyak ismo Samir? /  

14 Omar: ɛ… /  

shu ʿmilet? / 

15 Celina: shu akalit ya- ya Omar? / 

16 Omar: (xxx) /  

17 Celina: mm / 

azghar aw akbar minnak? /  

akbar? / 

18 Omar: akbar minnɛ / 

19 Celina: akbar! / 

20 Omar: akbar! /  

21 Celina: ɛ, ɛ /  

ʿashen hekɛ biḥis- biḥis ino lezim- / 

 

12 Samir is Omar’s older brother.  
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22 Omar: shu biʿarifnɛ! / 

23 Celina: ino bḥi2ilo yḥaʾiʾ yaʿnɛ! /  

24 Sarah: laʾ huwɛ bifakir hek Samir /  

25 Celina: ah, ah /  

26 Omar: shu lon ʿyuna? /  

lebsɛ string? /  

<laughs loudly> 

27 Sarah: <laughs> 

28 Celina: laʾ, iza saʾalak shu lon ʿyunak mishiklɛ /  

<laughs>  

29 Omar: ʿyuna ʿyuna /  

30 Celina: laʾ /  

iza saʾalak shu lon ʿyunak seʿita lmishklɛ /  

<laughs>  

31 Omar: ʿyuna ʿyuna /  

<laughs>  

32 Celina: laʾ bas iza ʾallak shu ha- / 

33 Omar: ah /  

<laughs>  

34 Celina: se3ita bikun… fi shi ghalat / 

35 Omar: bikun fi shi ghalat /  

<laughs>  

36 Celina: yeah, yeah / 

 

Excerpt 5: Omar, Celina and Sarah 

1 Celina: Aya13 sirtɛ tshufiya aʾal / 

2 Sarah: wein ana / 

bil munisabet / 

 

13 Aya is the pseudonym used for Sarah’s younger sister, who previously worked as a 

beautician at Chic until she got married and moved outside Beirut.  
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3 Celina: ah liʾan batalto tishtighlo sawa / 

4 Sarah: ɛ /  

wala biḥkiya kamen / 

ma ʿandɛ waʾit- / 

5 Celina: laḥza, suʾal / 

hiyyɛ ʿam tishtighil aw bala shighil? / 

6 Sarah: laʾ! ʿam tishtighil! / 

7 Celina: ah, liʾan btizhaʾ bala shighil /  

baʿrifa /  

8 Sarah: ɛ, laʾ! ʿam tishtighil bi Khalde / 

9 Celina: ah, bas aʾrab la bayta sarit / 

10 Sarah: ɛ miyyɛ bil miyyɛ / 

11 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ… / 

kamen salon? / 

12 Sarah: kamen salon / 

13 Celina: ɛ ɛ… /  

salmilɛ ʿlaya walla shtaʾtila / 

14 Sarah: Allah ysalmik [habibtɛ] / 

15 Celina: [bas] akid btishteʾ lal ajweʾ hon hiyyɛ / 

16 Sarah: ɛ, akid yaʿnɛ / 

17 Omar: btishtaʾlɛ la ʾilɛ aktar shī /  

18 Celina: akid haydɛ… /  

miyyɛ bil miyyɛ / 

19 Omar: btishtaʾlɛ aktar / 
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20 Celina: mm /  

21 Sarah: ʾiltilo tzawaja… /  

ma ʾibil / 

22 Celina: YI! /  

23 Omar: ma ʿarif / 

24 Celina: ahh /  

25 Omar: ma nakzitnɛ /  

26 Celina: hallaʾ too late / 

27 Omar: shu badna naʿmol /  

28 Sarah: laikɛ hallaʾ Celina bitfakrɛ ʿam bimzaḥ ana / 

29 Celina: ʿanjad tmannaytiya la Omar? /  

30 Sarah: ɛ ʿaradta ʿlɛ / 

31 Celina: yi! /  

shu hal fadayiḥ hay /  

[killo ʿam yitsajal] /  

ntibho / 

32 Sarah: [ɛ walla] / 

33 Omar: ɛ walla / 

34 Celina: ɛ / 

35 Omar: bas ana wallah /  

kenit ekhida akhadta rfiʾtɛ yaʿnɛ / 

ma nakzitnɛ /  

ma- ma- / 

36 Celina: mish bzimtak ka zawjɛ /  
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37 Sarah: ana ʾillo tḥashar fiya… / 

ino hiyyɛ mhazbɛ, baʿda zghirɛ! / 

38 Celina: ɛ, baʿrif baʿrif / 

39 Omar: kinna rabayneha ʿa idayna wallah / 

40 Sarah: tḥashar fiya kaza shi / 

41 Celina: ɛ ɛ /  

42 Omar: btaʿrfinɛ ma bḥib itḥashar bi 7ada / 

43 Celina: saraḥa sabaʾak lwaʾt ya Omar / 

44 Sarah: ɛ / 

45 Omar: sabaʾnɛ lʿomor, khatyarit /  

46 Celina: <laughs>  

47 Omar: ikhtɛ sar ʿanda binit w ana mashi= / 

48 Sarah: =ajdab / 

49 Celina: <laughs>  

50 Sarah: tayyara min ʾido hek /  

51 Omar: tarit /  

ʿarus w tarit  

52 Celina: yallah nasib… /  

nasiba / 

53 Omar: yaʾallah / 

54 Celina: muhim mabsuta hiyyɛ / 

khalas hayda aham shi /  

55 Omar: bas ana mish mabsut /  

56 Celina: inta mish mabsut / 
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mmm… / 

bala ma nisʾal yaʿnɛ walla bisʾal? / 

57 Omar: laʾ sʾalɛ / 

58 Celina: ma- ʿam yitsajal /  

59 Omar: laʾ sʾalɛ / 

60 Celina: kifa Dania14? /  

61 Omar: mniḥa / 

<laughs>  

<Sarah and Celina laugh as well> 

62 Celina: akhadit raʾyak w iznak bil awwal / 

ɛ… / 

63 Omar: ɛ, mniḥa mniḥa /  

64 Celina: she’s fine? / 

65 Omar: ɛ, mniḥa / 

66 Celina: ɛ… /  

good, good, good! / 

67 Omar: mniḥa, la ḥaddit hallaʾ mniḥa /  

shu bisir bukra, rabbik ʿalim /  

68 Celina: ma ḥadan byaʿrif… /  

muhim enta mniḥ kamen /  

mish bas hiyyɛ tkun mniḥa / 

69 Omar: ana wallah, taliʿ daghtɛ /  

 

14 Dania is the pseudonym used for Omar’s current girlfriend.  
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w ḥa ysir maʿɛ lsikarɛ  

70 Celina: laʾa! /  

71 Omar: <laughs> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conversation E: Saleh and Lidia (22 minutes)  
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1 Saleh: shu waʾiʿ ʿa siyarto la Farid15? / 

2 Lidia: sheyif? /  

ken mwassal lwled ʿal madrassɛ /  

w nezil taḥt Burj el Mmur ma bilaʾɛ ʾilla shī dabash ʿal siyyara… /  

shu dabshɛ? /  

ʾallak lah nka- ʿa laḥza ken yaʿnɛ- / 

law kenit yimkin akbar lḥajra /  

ken kasar liʾzez w… / 

sar maʿo msibɛ /  

liʾano ken shitɛ kamen ktir awɛ /  

shaklo tayir shī min Burj El Mur… /  

liʾano ma fī shī gher hunikɛ / 

ḥajar w baton- / 

3 Saleh: fī bineyɛ min hon ʿam titʿammar / 

4 Lidia: bas huwwɛ ken dighrɛ taḥet jisr el- taḥet Burj el Mur… /  

ʿam yibʿatlɛ, ʾallɛ Lidia tfarrajɛ /  

ʾiltillo shu sayir maʿak! /  

ʾallɛ hek hek hek /  

Allah sataro! / 

5 Saleh: ʿa saʾef min foʾ? / 

6 Lidia: mm, ʿa saʾef min foʾ /  

ʾalleh law ʿa laḥza ijit ʿal ʾzez ino ken nkasar liʾzez /  

w ken fet ʿa siyyara w ken ma baʿrif shu /  

mniḥ ma kamen lasamaḥallah ijit ʿala raso… /  

aw liwled keno maʿo aw shī /  

ʾallɛ ino mish maʿ ʾul! /  

ʾallɛ malla sot / 

7 Saleh: ɛ akid /  

bitʾulɛ- kibbɛ… / 

baslɛ ʿala rass lsiyara btaʿmil mino sot / 

 

15 Farid is the client’s husband whom Saleh knows well.  
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8 Lidia: ɛ! ma huwɛ lhawa ken waʾta ktir ʾaw ɛ mberiḥ ken lsoboḥ /  

[…] 

9 Lidia: ʿam shuf lʿalam killa ʿamle binnɛ / 

killa sabgha binnɛ /  

[killo ʿa brown] / 

10 Saleh: [ma baʿrif] /  

walla ma khas, Lidia! /  

shufɛ, ness ʿam tfattiḥ w ness ʿam tghammiʾ /  

shī byirjaʿ lal shakhes… /  

mberiḥ ijit ʿandɛ zbunɛ /  

ken sarlɛ zamen zamen zamen ino / 

ḥadan ykun ʿa shaʾar tijɛ- ijɛ ghammiʾlo/  

11 Lidia: ɛ / 

12 Saleh: bas shaʿra- hiyyɛ ʿayshɛ bDubai zbuntɛ /  

ḥarʾinla shaʿra jey- w jeyɛ bidda tghammiʾ /  

13 Lidia: mm / 

14 Saleh: lʾit inno afdal tariʾa ta trayyiḥ shaʿra /  

liʾano iza iza trakta baʿd shaher / 

w nos shahren byitlaʿ rasina /  

w biddo yoʾshot lhighlight teʿa /  

w badda tirjaʿ tʿido / 

15 Lidia: mm / 

16 Saleh: w ʿanjad min hon tulo halʾaddɛ w ʿam bimaghit… / 

ɛ, seʿita ʾiltillo- ʾiltilla ino okay minghammiʾ / 

17 Lidia: ɛ /  

18 Saleh: ghammaʾtilla w ḥataytilla extension /  

19 Lidia: huwwɛ kif byiḥirʾo lshaʿr ((lhighlight))? /  

20 Saleh: ma fī shī byiḥroʾ shaʿr lhighlight… /  

yaʿnɛ ma byitʿab lshaʿr bil highlight /  

walla ma bikun lḥaʾ ʿal coiffeur yaʿnɛ /  

ana sarit maʿɛ min jumeʿten /  

ijit la ʿandɛ wiḥdɛ… /  
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shaʿra min honɛ hek /  

shiftɛ haydal lon /  

hek, bas hek min hon w binnezil w aʿbaʾ shwayyɛ zghirɛ lrasin /  

w rasina taliʿ aswad /  

ʾalitlɛ bas baddɛ ʿamil highlight fetiḥ /  

ʾiltilla okay /  

ʾiltilla- ʾiltilla hayda min hon w binnezil /  

ʾiltilla hayda mas- ken mfattaḥ w baʿden rejʿa mghammiʾti? /  

ʾalitlɛ laʾ /  

min baʿd ma ballashtilla bil highlight /  

bitwarjinɛ ino kenit ʿamlɛ shaʿra rmedɛ! /  

21 Lidia: yi! / 

22 Saleh: rmedɛ rmedɛ! /  

yaʿnɛ rmedɛ, btaʿrfɛ rfiʾtik kif rfiʾtik mwaslilna yɛ lal shaʾar /  

23 Lidia: ɛ / 

24 Saleh: darbino rmedɛ /  

25 Lidia: lɛ! / 

26 Saleh: sabighto rjiʿet ana ʿam irjaʿ irjaʿ fatḥo /  

shu bisir bi shaʿra? /  

shaʿra tiʿib, fī shoʾaf sarit tinzal /  

ʾiltilla lḥaʾ ʿlaikɛ /  

w ʾal shu hayda ḥatitla latex kamen /  

27 Lidia: kamen! / 

28 Saleh: law ma ḥatitla latex ken tiʿib aktar w aktar! / 

29 Lidia: ḥilo! /  

30 Saleh: fa amrar lzbunɛ bitʾillik ɛ ma men zamen! / 

shu min zamen? /  

yaʿnɛ min sabʿ tman tishhor /  

sabʿ tman tishhor hinnɛ min hon la hon /  

tab haydolɛ shu? /  

31 Lidia: ɛ / 

32 Saleh: jumʿa li abla ijit ʿandɛ wiḥdɛ ʿiraʾiyyɛ / 
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33 Lidia: hiyyɛ shu hadafa ino ma tʾul / 

bilʿakis tʾul! / 

34 Saleh: laʾ ma- ma zbunɛ ma btaʿrif saliḥa aw btiftikir ino ɛ min zamen / 

35 Lidia: ɛ / 

36 Saleh: ah… aw btisʾaliya /  

ino ma btaʿrif ino ino iza hayda lshaʿer ken platin… /  

ghammaʾtī rjʿtɛ ʿam tirjaʿɛ tfatḥī /  

yaʿnɛ intɛ ʿam taʿmlɛ foʾ lhighlight lʾadim kamen /  

37 Lidia: mm / 

38 Saleh: w fawʾo sabgha! /  

yaʿnɛ shu baddo- awwal shi laysir lal platin /  

liʾano hiyyɛ badda yɛ shu? /  

badda rmedɛ kamen / 

39 Lidia: kamen! / 

40 Saleh: yaʿnɛ bidda tirjaʿ taʿmlo rmedɛ /  

41 yaʿnɛ ana shu baddɛ aʿmil? /  

42 biddɛ aʿmlo platin platin platin /  

43 Saleh: ɛ… ijet la ʿandɛ wiḥdɛ ʿiraʾiyyɛ /  

ʿam bisʾal /  

wiḥdɛ minnon ʾalitlɛ ana ʿamlɛ ḥinna /  

ʾiltilla la tenyɛ intɛ ʿamlɛ ḥinna? /  

ʾal laʾ laʾ… /  

jit ʿam baʿmilla, baddɛ ʿamilla ʿam fattiḥla / 

lḥinna, iza intɛ ḥatta ḥinna ʿa shaʿrik / 

w jeetɛ ʿam taʿmlɛ khosal highlight, ɛ? / 

iza kenit ḥinna sawda byodrob ʿala akhdar hek / 

44 Lidia: yi! /   

45 Saleh: ma ʿam bimzaḥ, hek! /  

w ma fī shī bishilo /  

w iza ken madrub ʿala aḥmar- ḥinna ḥamra /  

byodrob maʿeh ʿala zaher… /  

muhim, ana ʿam baʿmil- ʿam baʿmilla highlight bi tariʾa /  
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killo min taḥet yitlaʿ high ino killo ʿa platin w shwey rmedeh hon /  

ʿmilt shtaghalet w jit ana w ʿam fawwiḥ /  

abil ma fawwiḥ /  

ana w ʿam bittalaʿ ʿal taraf /  

ḥasis fī (xxx) miḥmar… /  

muhim, jina ʿa tifwiḥ /  

khallasit, fataḥ maʿeh platin /  

ʿam bittalaʿ hek /  

ftaḥt ltaraf… zaher! /  

46 Lidia: yi! / 

47 Saleh: zaher, zaher zaher rasmɛ /  

shu biddɛ ʾillik zaher /  

48 ma baʿrif… hek /  

hayda, haydal lon lzaher! /  

49 Lidia: <chuckles>  

50 Saleh: ɛ / 

51 Lidia: shu sar fik? /  

<laughs> 

52 Saleh: ana? /  

sar ykitnɛ lʿaraʾ ino… ʾiltilla shu ken fī bshaʿrik min abel? /  

ʾalitlɛ ken fī ḥinna min zamen /  

ʾiltilla emta min zamen /  

ʾalitlɛ min sinten /  

ʾiltilla tab ma shaʿrik la hon /  

tab min senten waynon haydolɛ? /  

yaʿnɛ haydolɛ baʿdon bnoss shaʿrik halʾaddɛ /  

tab lɛ ma ʾiltillɛ min abel! /  

Allah biḥibnɛ ino ʿandɛ pure sandre /  

drabto pure sandre, khafeh khafe! /  

fa hek shaghlet lzbunɛ ma bitsariḥ [amra lal coiffeur] / 

[…] 

53 Saleh: haydikɛ lmarra ʿandɛ min zbunetɛ / 
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yaʿnɛ, baʿrifa min hiyyɛ w zghirɛ / 

54 Lidia: mm / 

55 Saleh: ijit, deyman ana kint iʾnaʿa lamma tfattiḥ shaʿra /  

56 tirjaʿ min waraha badda tghammiʾ /  

ʾilla ya ʿammɛ khalikɛ ino ghamʾɛ / 

bi tariʾa iza biddɛ fattiḥlik tkun haynɛ /  

ʾam ʾilla bidda taʿmil aswad /  

sarlɛ sinten bosboghla aswad /  

ijet haydikel nhar beʿtitlɛ sura bitbayyin mitil lon shaʿrik min taḥet / 

57 Lidia: mm / 

58 Saleh: ʾiltilla insɛ ʿandɛ /  

ana ʿandɛ ma baʿmillik yɛ /  

ʾamit raḥit ʿimilto /  

taʾtaʾ noss shaʿra /  

w w… mbarʾaḥ kilo min juwa /  

bas fitiḥ, bas mish ktir yaʿnɛ /  

ino fattaḥu ʿimlula yɛ asfar asfar fetiḥ fetiḥ- / 

59 Lidia: mm / 

60 Saleh: w ʿimlula ʿlɛ rensage /  

bas shaʿra killo mʾattash w taʿben sar / 

61  Lidia: ma ʿad jibit min hayda…? /  

62 Saleh: lfair? / 

fawwatnɛ bil ḥitan /  

63 Lidia: lɛ? /  

64 Saleh: lɛ? /  

liʾano ana iza biddɛ ekhod siʿir /  

fi nes ʿam tekhod ribiʿ lribiʿ li ana biddɛ ekhdo /  

yaʿnɛ ana fiyyɛ- rifʾatɛ- awwal waḥad jebo maʿo ʿa libnen min sinten /  

65 Lidia: ɛ / 

66 Saleh: ken ʿam yekhod ʿlɛ khamsa w ʿishrin dollar bi saida /  

huwwɛ jebo maʿo awwal waḥad /  

yaʿnɛ ana lamma shifto ken baʿdnɛ ḥemil minno /  
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67 rfiʾɛ hon /  

 ah… ʿam yaʿmlo bkhamsa w ʿishrin alf /  

 lbeʾɛ ʿam yaʿmlū bi khams talef /  

68  Lidia: bas ma bistarjɛ aʿmilon /  

 <laughs>  

69  Saleh: ɛ /  

70  Lidia: li byaʿmil bi khamsɛ ma bistarjɛ fut la ʿando ʾillo ʿmillɛ /  

 barkɛ attashlɛ shaʿrɛ ma bfut /  

 bas inta inno laʾ ino… fut feya /  

71  Saleh: mballa /  

 manno ah… mannɛ miʾtiniʿ fī / 

72  Lidia: baʿden smallah shu sar fī salonet hon ʿala tul /  

 ʿam bifarkho /  

 byijilon lɛ niswen ktir hek? /  

kil maḥallet li tyeb sakkarit / 

73 Saleh: ʿam ʾillik sayra maslaḥitna mitil bayyeʿin lkhodra /  

74 Lidia: maḥallet tyeb sakkarit w fataḥ maḥala mneʾish! /  

75 Saleh: huwwɛ li ʿam yijɛ ʿal masilḥa… /  

kil waḥad maʿo shwayyit masarɛ / 

biruḥ bijammiʿ mwazfin byiftaḥlon maḥal /  

hayda li ʿam yikhlaʾ lmasilḥa / 

76 Lidia: ɛ aw waḥad masalan- /  

biruḥo byidirso ʿand […]16 w byiftaḥo / 

77 Saleh: lik ya ekhtɛ ana maʿandɛ maktab /  

ino hayda lzalamɛ rayiḥ ḥatit brasso yijdiba /  

bas ino waḥad makhaso bil masilḥa- /  

78 Lidia: ɛ / 

79 Saleh: yijɛ yiftaḥ hal business / 

huwɛ liʾan sheyif ino mumkin ykun shaghal… /  

 

16 The name of the Lebanese foundation was omitted. It is a private non-governmental 

organization that offers low-cost courses and vocational training for the community in 

Lebanon. 
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laʾ- haydɛ haydɛ [lfikra] /  

80 Lidia: [ɛ!] / 

81 Saleh: yaʿnɛ ana bitzakkar min zamen /  

ino ana baʿd ino- ken yiftaḥ maḥal bikun maʿo shhedɛ /  

ana shi- shtaghalet sinɛ w nos /  

lamma ʿrift hek riḥet darasta… w akhadt shhedɛ /  

82 Lidia: hallaʾ kersɛ! / 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conversation F: Omar, Madame Afaf and Sarah (3 minutes)  

1 Madame Afaf: oh! ʿallaʾ ʿlayɛ Hassan sar yebʿatlɛ killo ashya diniyɛ … / 

2 ma azde shi bas- ḥilo lwaḥad bas [mish kil shi] / 
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3 Omar: [mish kil shi ktir] / 

4 Madame Afaf: mish shi- 

5 Omar: mish- yaʿnɛ ana amrar bikhtiniʾ / 

yaʿnɛ sorry- / 

6 Madame Afaf: yaʿnɛ yaʿnɛ yaʿnɛ / 

ʿid mawlid lnabī lik ana bḥibbo ktir / 

bas bukra ʿal ʿid, Allah yʿinna! / 

bil aʿyed byihilkuk byiḥirʾu SILEFAK! / 

taʿa shuf ʿal ʿashura! /  

ana, I block everybody /  

ma- ma badda- ma badda ha SHI! MA BADDA! / 

7 Omar: ʿangad!  

8 Madame Afaf: yaʿni, rabna ma byiʾbal! / 

9 Omar: ɛ! / 

inu ʿangad yaʿnɛ amrar bʾul staghfarallah lʿazim- /  

10 Madame Afaf: ana fi wiḥdɛ ʿal ʿashuraʾ I blocked her! / 

I COULDN’T! /  

ma bi2dir, KHALAS! / 

fi shi w minno! / 

11 Sarah: ana ʿmilit block la ʾaraybit ʾimmɛ / Madame Afaf: ma- ma maʿ 

ʾul! / 

12 Sarah: ʾad ma btibʿatlɛ din w din w din w din w din! / 

13 Madame Afaf: W ADʿIYɛ! /  

14 Sarah: ɛ! / 

15 Madame Afaf: w baʿden iza ma btibʿatiyon MIDRɛ SHU BISIRLAK! / 

ana haydolɛ DIGHRɛ, BLOCK! / 

tsawar ana mʿazbɛ ḥada mitil ma hinnɛ biʿazbunɛ! / 

16 Omar: mazbout miyyɛ bil miyyɛ / 

iza lam tabʿatuha fa sawfa taḥsal laka musiba / 

wa 2illā lʿuwazu billah w mabaʿrif shu / 

<laughs> 

17 Madame Afaf: iza baʿatta bisirlak shi mnih / 
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shu- shu [baddo ysir!] /  

18 Omar: [ɛ!] /  

<laughs> 

19 Madame Afaf: shu huwɛ waʾta min zamen waʾt ija il nabɛ Muhammad / 

ken fi WhatsApp! / 

20 Omar: MASALAN! /  

21 Sarah: hayda lʾusbaʿ ma ʿajibnɛ abadan / 

22 Omar: ana kil shi madame… kil shi madame bḥis fiyo taʿasob w ḥisso 

zeyid ʿan lzum ma bfut fi /  

23 Madame Afaf: [bi KIL SHI!] / 

24 Sarah: [ʿall ɛ idik madame] / 

25 Omar: bi KIL SHI khalas! / 

26 Madame Afaf: la ʾillak bil ḥayet killa / 

bil ḥayet- bil- bil ḥayet killa / 

bi kil shi mish bas- /  

27 Omar: uhm / 

28 Madame Afaf: mish bas bi din / 

29 bi kil shi bi di- / 

mitil ma bi zid byinʾas /  

30 Omar: mazbut miyyɛ bil miyyɛ /  

31 Madame Afaf: baʿden ldin is sooo personal! / 

32 Omar: ɛ ktir! / 

33 Madame Afaf: yaʾallah yaʾallah yaʾallah shu inno shakhsɛ lal insen /  

34 Omar: huwɛ huwɛ- /  

35 Madame Afaf: lḥizin personal- / 

36 Omar: akid / 

37 Madame Afaf: w il din personal / 

la ʾilak leh / 

lsaʿadɛ fik twaziʿa /  

38 Omar: mazbout /  

39 Madame Afaf: bas lḥozin la nafso lal insen / 

40 Omar: miyyɛ bil miyyɛ / 
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41 Madame Afaf: w dino la nafso / 

42 Omar: miyyɛ bil miyyɛ! / 

deyman bʾilon ma ḥada ḥa yḥasibnɛ gher rabbɛ / 

ma ḥada khasso! /  

43 Madame Afaf: ɛ! /  

ma ḥada khasso / 

44 Omar: la yʾilɛ la ḥalel wala ḥaram /  

baʿrif ana lama aʿmil ḥaram w baʿrif lamma aʿmol ḥalel / 

45 Madame Afaf: jeyinɛ ah- kif bidak titwadda w kif bidak taʿmil- / 

46 Omar: la2 w shufɛ- shufɛ li fruʿa lal din yali ʿamlina / 

kil waḥad ʿamil jamʿiyyɛ ʿa ḥsebo w ʿam yḥallil w yḥarrim- / 

47 Madame Afaf: laʾ w amrar biʾilak haydekɛ ghalat w haydek saḥ and 

khalas- / 

48 Omar: ɛ ɛ! /  

laʾ mish haydekɛ lghalat w haydekɛ lsaḥ /  

hayda kefir w hayda mish [kefir] / 

49 Madame Afaf: [ana] sabʿ snin ʿishit bil Iraq /  

bil madrasɛ ʿalamuna lsala / 

bi dars din akhadta hiyyɛ lsala lmazbuta lʿadiyyɛ / 

li hiyyɛ international la kil il ʿalam / 

50 Omar: w khlosna! / 

51 Madame Afaf: w min ma biʾillɛ ʿmillɛ sewɛ zidɛ ḥottɛ / 

ʾillon laʾ mabiddɛ!- / 

52 Omar: ɛ mazbut! / 

[…]  

 

 

 

 

 

Conversation G: Saleh, Omar and Celina (11 minutes) 

1 Saleh: baʿdik mwaʾfɛ dukhan? /  

2 Celina: ɛ… /  
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yes /  

rjiʿit fatra bas ah- hallaʾ ʾillɛ… fatra mwaʾfɛ / 

[…]  

3 Celina: inta Saleh you never smoke? / 

niyelak /  

4 Saleh: ana bas /  

5 Celina: niyelak ʿa ha niʿmɛ ino ma- ino ma / 

it’s not something you miss even /  

niḥna minwaʾif bitdall tḥus bi belo /  

6 Saleh: la huwɛ wala lmashrub / 

7 Celina: niyelak /  

8 Saleh: ma byiʿnilɛ shī abadan / 

9 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ / 

10 Saleh: ḥawalit… /  

il tnen ḥawalit ʾinnɛ ḥibbon= / 

11 Celina: =ɛ / 

12 Saleh: maʾdirit / 

13 Celina: lik ḥatta lmashrub iza bishrab shī ʿadɛ bilʿaks… /  

ʿam biḥkɛ suḥiyan, ma byiʾzɛ [licagara] / 

14 Saleh: [laʾ] / 

15 Celina: li [btiʾzɛ] / 

16 Saleh: [laʾ] /  

ma hek, ma hek! / 

17 Celina: you don’t like it abadan? / 

18 Saleh: laʾ ino… /  

19 Celina: mm / 

20 Saleh: kil li btidharɛ maʿon, kil hek= / 

21 Celina: ɛ ɛ! / 

22 Saleh: byishrabo hek w bidakhno / 

23 Celina: ɛ ɛ / 

24 Saleh: bas ḥawalit ʾinnɛ- / 

25 Celina: inta- / 
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26 Saleh: ino maʾdirit /  

27 Celina: ino kint ma- /  

abadan! /  

28 Saleh: ino ḥatta ma- / 

29 ma bḥib shim riḥto… /  

tnen /   

30 Celina: alcohol? / 

31 Saleh: li tnen /  

il tnen /  

32 Celina: tab haydɛ niʿmɛ min Allah / 

yaʿnɛ / 

33 Saleh: hallaʾ aktar- / 

hallaʾ ana yaʿnɛ- / 

34 Celina: ma bḥayetak- / 

35 Saleh: bishrab cigar / 

36 Celina: ɛ ɛ, mazbut! / 

37 Saleh: bil munesabet /  

38 Celina: ɛ ɛ, cigar / 

39 Saleh: w baʿd dohor kil yom bekhod haydɛ cigara wiḥdɛ / 

40 Celina: ah! /  

bas btitnashaʾa? /  

btaʿmil inhale? /  

41 Saleh: bas- bas- bas bnashifa /  

laʾ- / 

42 Celina: ah bas tossing /  

tossing /  

43 Saleh: ma- ma baʿrif iblaʿ aslan / 

44 Celina: ah toasting yaʿnɛ / 

45 Saleh: ɛ /  

bas hiyyɛ smell w ah- pasting teʿa / 

46 Celina: bi- bitḥibiba… / 

once a day / 
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[...] 

47 Saleh: [ana- ana] khayya la Sarah / 

bilaḥiʾ kletɛ aw arbaʿ ʿilab bil nhar / 

48 Celina: aya waḥad? / 

49 Saleh: Hussein / 

50 Celina: Hussein ktir bidakhin?! / 

51 Saleh: ɛ… / 

52 Celina: ktir wlo! /  

too much! /  

shu kletɛ w arbʿa! / 

53 Saleh: ɛ walla! / 

54 Celina: too much! /  

yaʿnɛ deyman fī shī bʾido / 

55 Saleh: mm / 

56 Celina: too much / 

57 Saleh: ma shī, wiḥdɛ wara wiḥdɛ / 

58 Celina: ah, la la! /  

chimney smoking yaʿnɛ /  

bas ino… chain- chain smoking, chain smoking / 

59 Omar: hiyyɛ laikɛ / 

60 Celina: masalan mberiḥ riḥit maʿ rfiʾɛ /  

aʿadna bi- bi café /  

KILLO ʿam bidakhin, ma ḥasset ino fī ighraʾ /  

BAS abil klat seʿat dallet ana /  

rejʿa min il AUB, ʿabel ma wsolit ʿal beit… /  

biddɛ, bas ma dakhanit! /  

bas ma bkun eʿdɛ ḥawelɛ nes ʿam bidakhin, ma btokhtor ʿabelɛ /  

ljisim gharib ʿajib! /  

61 Omar: ʿanjad / 

62 Celina: KTIR gharib ʿajib /  

yeah… /  

63 Saleh: [baʿdnɛ… ah-] /    
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64 Celina: [haydɛ craving] /  

saʾilɛ! /  

65 Saleh: ken ʿomrɛ /  

66 Celina: ɛ ɛ/ 

67 Saleh: shī … tnen w ʿishrin sinɛ / 

68 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ/  

69 Saleh: tʿarrafit ʿa binit / 

70 Celina: ɛ /  

<chuckles> 

71 Saleh: ktir ḥilwɛ /  

ktir hek /  

72 Celina: mm / 

73 Saleh: bas mukha, aʿwaj! /  

74 Celina: ɛ ɛ / 

75 Saleh: iza, biddik truḥɛ ʿal extreme maʿah / 

ʾilla ma tkun hiyyɛ mḥashishɛ / 

76 Celina: ah hek (xxx) / 

77 Saleh: okay /  

78 Celina: mm / 

79 Saleh: w ana ma bḥib il dukhan / 

80 Celina: ɛ ɛ, inta msibɛ! /  

[ma kharjak!] / 

81 Saleh: [so] balashna / 

82 Celina: ɛ / 

83 Saleh: tʿalimnɛ ldukhan / 

84 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ/ 

85 Saleh: ḥatta ana w yeha nruḥ la haydikɛ lmarḥalɛ / 

86 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ /  

87 Saleh: nḥashish / 

<whispers>  

la ḥatta nusal la haydikɛ lmarḥalɛ /  

88 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ / 
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89 Saleh: la nusal ʿala ((Babliye)) / 

90 Celina: fhimit fhimit /  

91 Saleh: okay? / 

92 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ /  

93 Saleh: ḥawalit kirmela, shribit dukhan /  

lik ma ʿam tizbat maʿɛ! /  

<chuckles>  

94 Celina: <laughs out loud>  

95 Saleh: ma aʿrif iblaʿ! /  

<laughs> 

96 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ ɛ, fhimt ʿlek / 

<laughs> 

97 Saleh: ma aʿrif iblaʿ wallah /  

wala istarjɛ ʾinnɛ / 

<inhales>  

aʿmilon hek / 

ma ʾdirit! /  

98 Celina: ma ʾdirit, ɛ / 

99 Saleh: so, ma zabtit maʿɛ /  

<laughs>  

100 Celina: so, ma zabtit /  

so trakta? /  

101 Saleh: ma- ma tkhattet marḥalɛ /  

102 Celina: ma ʾdirt tusala bshī aʿla / 

103 Saleh: <laughs>  

104 Omar: <laughs>  

105 Celina: ɛ, bravo ʿlek /  

ɛ bravo / 

106 Saleh: <laughs>  

107 Celina: maʿneta jismak byorfod ha shī / 

108 Omar: marra- / 

109 Celina: maʿneta bjismak fī shī genetically /  
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ʿaks jisim Hussein17 masalan /  

matʾillɛ fī shī ʿala lsaʿid il cells- /  

110 Saleh: laḥza kamen- laḥza kamen /  

111 Celina: ɛ / 

112 Saleh: lʾiradɛ ʾila khas / 

113 Celina: ɛ, I know /  

I know /  

khalas- / 

114 Saleh: ɛ /  

khsusɛ hayda lshī- /  

huwɛ laikɛ / 

kif ana bḥib football intɛ bitḥibbɛ shī gher= / 

115 Celina: =mazbut /  

116 Saleh: hayda hayda- / 

117 Celina: ʾabliyyɛ / 

fī ʾabliyyɛ, fī ʾabliyyɛ /  

[fī interest] / 

118 Saleh: [ɛ, ɛ] /  

119 Celina: mazbut /  

[…] 

120 Omar: fī marra tʿarafit ʿa binit /  

121 Celina: mm / 

122 Omar: dhart ana w yeha /  

kint awwal marra bidhar ana w yeha… /  

nzilna ʿal Gemmayze / 

123 Celina: ɛ / 

124 Omar: shribna shribna shribna… laaa, kif baddɛ ʾillik? /  

khalas, batalt yaʿnɛ… / 

125 Celina: batalit /  

 

17 Hussein is the pseudonym used for Saleh’s brother-in-law, who used to work at Chic 

when Sarah married Saleh. Currently, he is not an employer at the salon.  
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126 Omar: anjaʾ sheyif baʿd bi ʿyunɛ /  

<chuckles>  

127 Celina: <laughs>  

128 Omar: tloʿna bisayara / 

129 Celina: mm / 

130 Omar: ʾiltilla shu biddik taʿmlɛ, ʾalitlɛ ʿabelɛ kazdura /  

ʾiltilla okay mnitlaʿ hek near Saida /  

131 Celina: mm / 

132 Omar: ma laʾayta gher ʾilla ḥaddɛ, barmit cigara /  

133 Celina: mm /  

134 Omar: ʾimt ana- /  

ʾalitlɛ khod /  

ana akhadit ana ma- / 

135 Celina: w inta ʿam bitsuʾ? /  

w sharben /  

[YAʿEN!] / 

136 Omar: [ɛ ɛ] /  

ana ma biksof ḥada! /  

137 Celina: malla khalta yaʿnɛ /  

138 Omar: shribit… khalasit /  

wsolna taʾriban mniḥ /  

ʿa Khalde, la baʿd Khalde /  

ana w ʿam suʾ bas ijrayɛ ʿal- /  

lamma tkunɛ shribtɛ /  

139 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ /  

battil- /  

ɛ akid / 

140 Omar: bdalnɛ bittalaʿ bil kilometraj /  

liʾano… lsikran mahma siriʿ/ 

biḥis ḥalo baʿdo batiʾ / 

141 Celina: mazbut / 

142 Omar: fa ʿam bitalaʿ bil kilometraj /  
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kletin, arbʿin, ekhid kil yaminɛ /  

143 Celina: mm / 

144 Omar: w ʿam nitḥaddas ana w yeha /  

w mabsutin /  

bitalaʿ hek, min bʿid /  

ʾitilla, baʾra atʿit il autostrad / 

145 Celina: laa… / 

146 Omar: ʾamit hiyyɛ ʿimlit hek, hehe hehe hehe /  

la hon wsolit? /  

tdaḥakit /  

la hon wsolit /  

ʾimit ana talaʿit fiya /  

ino ɛ, maʿ ʾulɛ shuf baʾra atʿa autostrad / 

147 Celina: ino bi libnen fī baʾar! /  

<chuckles> 

148 Omar: ʾimit, ɛ- /  

<chuckles> 

149 Celina: bit- bitsir yaʿnɛ! / 

<laughs>  

150 Omar: sm- smaʿɛ! / 

ʾam ana ʾilit ɛ / 

maʿ ʾulɛ ana shifit ghalat / 

151 Celina: ahh… / 

152 Omar: mshina shway la ʾiddem… /  

baʾra tenyɛ ataʿ il autostrad /  

ʾalitlɛ baʾra! /  

ʾiltilla ɛ ma ʾiltillik abil shway baʾra ataʿit lautostrad / 

153 Celina: hiyyɛ nisyit / 

154 Omar: mshina shway la ʾiddem laʾayna…/  

six-wheel baʾar ʾelib mitil ma huwɛ /  

w lʿalam ʿam tilḥaʾ lbaʾrat / 

155 Celina: YI! /  
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<laughs out loud>  

156 Omar: <laughs> 

157 Celina: mniḥ ma tolʿit halwasɛ yaʿnɛ! /  

tab ya maḥla lbaʾar lḥaʾiʾyɛ /  

<laughs>  

158 Omar: ana wsolit ino ɛ ino / 

159 Celina: kinit ʿam bithalwis / 

160 Omar: ino ana wsolit la marḥalɛ ino… /  

161 Celina: ʿam bitshuf shī / 

162 Omar: ino, shifta mazbut /  

fī baʾra atʿa lautostrad bas ino / 

163 Celina: ɛ ɛ / 

164 Omar: shifta ino… /  

ḥatta hiyyɛ ʾalitlɛ ino halwasɛ /  

ino ʿam bithalwis ino / 

165 Celina: ɛ ɛ / 

166 Omar: fa ana tkhayalit ḥalɛ ino ana sirit marḥalit il halwasɛ / 

167 Celina: ɛ ɛ /  

miyyɛ bil miyyɛ / 

168 Omar: ino shu baʾra bida tiʾtaʿ il autostrad / 

169 Celina: ɛ, btaʿmil hallucinations /  

170 Omar: ɛ ɛ /  

<chuckles> 

171 Celina: toliʿ baʾar ʿanjad /  

172 <chuckles> 

173 Saleh: mitil- mitil fī - /  

fī nes mitil ʿanda immunity /  

174 Celina: ɛ / 

175 Saleh: ekhdin keno- /  

keno sahranin /  

ekhdin Ecstasy / 

176 Celina: ɛ ɛ / 
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177 Saleh: w saro sharbenin w malyon shaghlɛ- / 

178 Celina: hayda Ecstasy /  

shu- bas shu hayda? /  

ḥbub biʿtiʾid? / 

179 Saleh: ɛ! /  

lmuhim… /  

ah, ʾallɛ /  

kint meshɛ… aʿid ʾiddem / 

180 Celina: mm / 

181 Saleh: ʾallɛ sirit shuf nomar lsiyarat bsaynet /  

182 Celina: yiii! /  

yaʿnɛ bil visual /  

wasil la foʾ yaʿnɛ / 

183 Saleh: ɛ ɛ... / 

184 Celina: very strayed /  

very very… ah- shu biʾulo dangerous! / 

185 Saleh: fī shī bi Amisterdam / 

186 Celina: ɛ ɛ ɛ / 

187 Saleh: fī shī bi Amisterdam /  

ekhdin… /  

188 Celina: ɛ / 

189 Saleh: biʾululik ah- mamnuʿ totlaʿɛ aktar min klat darjet /  

190 Celina: lɛ? /  

191 Saleh: ma btitlaʿɛ aktar min klat darjet /  

192 Celina: why not? / 

193 Saleh: iza bitnottɛ min ʿan lʿashir /  

btiftikriya intɛ ʿal awwal / 

[…]   

194 Omar: ana rfiʾɛ, ʿal halwasɛ / 

195 Celina: ɛ ɛ / 

196 Omar: yʾilla nzalɛ ʿan ((ldaraj)), hallaʾ btuaʿɛ! / 

197 Celina: YI! /  
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<laughs out loud>  

198 Omar: shu ʿam taʿmlɛ foʾ / 

nzalɛ hallaʾ btuaʿɛ! /  

<laughs>  

199 Omar: tabʿan /  

depends ino shu ʿam yekhdo /  

200 Omar: <laughs>  

201 Celina: bas, ḥaram / 

202 Omar: ɛ, hayda mot /  

intiḥar hayda / 

203 Celina: haydolɛ li byekhduwon ismon hallucinogenic / 

204 Omar: ma byitjarabo hol! / 

205 Celina: fī ḥbub bas lal halwasɛ / 

206 Saleh: hayda li byekhidon bikun ʿam yihrob min lwakiʿ tabaʿo= / 

207 Celina: =tabʿan! /  

tabʿan /  

akid akid /  

miyyɛ bil miyyɛ /  

kilon ʿandon hurub aslan / 

208 Omar: aw la yinso shī / 

209 Celina: exactly exactly / 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conversation H: Omar and Sandra in Sarah’s presence (2 minutes) 

1 Omar: ana ma bḥibil niswen / 

2 Celina: bitḥibil rjel aw shī /  
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<laughs>  

3 Sarah: <laughs>  

4 Celina: bitaʿ rigala? / 

5 Omar: bisexual / 

6 Celina: BISEXUAL? /  

lek aḥsan (xxx) /  

<laughs> 

[…] 

7 Omar: ma bkhallɛ bsaynɛ tʿawwɛ foʾ w min ḥaddɛ /  

<chuckles> 

8 Celina: ʿanjad il bisexual ma byilʾat ɛ ʿafikra / 

9 Omar: ma byilʾat / 

10 Celina: liʾano bitaʿ killo… /  

yaʿnɛ ʾilla ma yleʾilo ya mara ya rijjel, ʿanjad / 

<chuckles>  

11 Sarah: <laughs>  

12 Omar: lɛ fikrik lɛ ʿam bitʿallam rijjelɛ ana? / 

13 Celina: ahhhh! / 

14 Omar: ḥa sammɛ salonɛ Omar bisexual / 

<Celina and Omar laugh out loud> 

15 Omar: hiyyɛ sex aw unisex, ma hiyyɛ zeta /  

<laughs>  

16 Celina: ɛ hiyyɛ zeta / 

<laughs> 

 

 

 

 

 

Conversation I: Omar, Sandra and Sarah (2 minutes) 

1 Omar: ʿajabik kif ʾatalū lal safir? / 

2 Celina: shū? / 
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3 Omar: kif ʾatalū lal safir ltunsɛ? / 

4 Celina: ɛ, ḥaram /  

maʿ ʾul! /  

[…]  

5 Celina: w hayda tabaʿ Berlin /  

ʾalilɛ hayda lī ʾetil tnaʿshar waḥad? / 

toliʿ tunsɛ! / 

6 Omar: hek shī, ɛ / 

7 Celina: ʾal laʾato afghanɛ /  

toliʿ il afghanɛ bariʾ /  

kazabo lḥadsɛ /  

toliʿ ibin ʿarab /  

lafghanɛ /  

<chuckles>  

8 Omar: (xxx) / 

9 Celina: tab ino masalan ma sadaʾna afghanistanɛ /  

laʾ toliʿ tunsɛ! /  

<chuckles>  

ma baʿrif iza rijʿo akaduwa ino huwɛ /  

bas rijʿo laʾato waḥad tenɛ…. /  

ʾatallo tnaʿshar waḥad /  

yaʿnɛ ya ekhid Ecstasy /  

ya… ya ya mḥashash ya ʿal Captagon /  

10 Omar: akid akid /  

Captagon / 

11 Celina: Ca- Captagon / 

12 Omar: shī fiyo ((ḥashish)) / 

13 Celina: laʾ laʾ, mish ḥashish / 

azdɛ ʾoul shī upper bido ykun / 

14 Omar: ɛ shī- shī ktir / 

15 Celina: shī birawiʾ / 

bas ekhid Captagon /  
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ya- ya cocaine / 

16 Omar: ɛ ɛ hek shī / 

17 Celina: ya Ecstasy /  

ya shī / 

18 Omar: mustaḥil insen bi kemil waʿyo yaʿmol ha shī /  

[mustaḥil] / 

19 Celina: [akid] laʾ /  

akid laʾ… / 

aw aw hiyyɛ il ideolojia il il il- shu biʾulula… /  

il radikaliyyeh kamen yaʿnɛ / 

20 Omar: mm / 

21 Celina: hiyyɛ noʿ min drug / 

22 Omar: mm / 

23 Celina: yaʿnɛ ana iza miʾimnɛ miyyɛ bil miyyɛ ino ljannɛ natritnɛ /  

hiyyɛ ma lɛ kint akhadit ḥbub /  

ma nafs shī / 

24 Omar: <laughs>  

25 Celina: sorry yaʿnɛ! / 

ino… fī nes bala ḥbub btimshɛ /  

liʾano ʿanda iʿtiʾad aʿma w shu bisamu… /  

tazammot /  

ino hayda ḥaysirlon /  

niḥna ghalat w hinnɛ killon saḥ / 

26 Omar: mazbut / 

27 Celina: haydɛ adrab min il drugs / 

28 Omar: mm / 

29 Celina: drugs bitwaʾif /  

haydikɛ kif fik tshila min raso lal waḥad / 

30 Omar: khalas ghasil dmagh / 

31 Celina: ɛ /  

ya maḥla drugs! /  

fa kif iza btijmaʿon tnayneton… yaʿen! /  
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bisiro daʿish /  

32 Omar: mazbut / 

33 Celina: mm / 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conversation J: Celina and Saleh, in the presence of Omar and Sarah (3 minutes) 

1 Celina: akhad lcadeau? /   

2 Saleh: ma [huwɛ biddik taʿrfɛ kif tilhī] /  
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3 Celina: [ḥaram ataʿlɛ albɛ!] /  

tofel /  

4 Saleh: bshī gher shī / 

5 Celina: tabʿan! /  

[w LAʾ!] / 

6 Saleh: [w lmishklɛ ana mannɛ fadɛ] / 

7 Celina: la darajɛ niseha lal Ipad! / 

<laughs out loud>  

8 Saleh: taraka ʿal beb / 

9 Celina: SUBHAN ALLAH! /  

<laughs> 

10 Saleh: <chuckles>  

11 Celina: khalas tofel /  

12 Omar: tab ma zghir /  

13 Celina: ɛ / 

14 Saleh: yaʿnɛ haydɛ ana ken lezim ʿatī yeha- /  

15 Celina: hallaʾ fataḥa lal jdidɛ? / 

16 Saleh: ɛ / 

17 Celina: ah ʿam yilʿab fiya / 

18 Saleh: ana kint jeyiblo yeha ʿatī yeha [ʿal weekend] / 

19 Celina: [kamen game?] / 

20 Saleh: ah, laʾ / haydolɛ… mitil ah- mitil liʿab /  

ah, shu ismo / 

21 Celina: ɛ /  

22 Saleh: ɛ /  

shakhsiyet cartuniyɛ huwɛ biḥiba- /  

23 Celina: (xxx) / 

24 Saleh: ismon Paw Patrol haydolɛ / 

25 Celina: okay okay / 

26 Saleh: ɛ / 

27 Celina: ɛ ɛ /  

28 Saleh: so- / 
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29 Celina: mish shī electronic? / 

30 Saleh: laʾ laʾ / 

31 Celina: ah huwɛ ʿam yilʿab fiyon hallaʾ? / 

32 Saleh: ɛ fa… /  

jeyibon bas ken mʾasas / 

ʾalitlɛ Sarah ma btaʿtī yeha / 

33 Celina: ahhh… okay / 

34 Saleh: ɛ /  

35 fa ijit bwaʾta hallaʾ= / 

36 Celina: =ijt bwaʾta /  

yī inta khallɛ kaza wiḥdɛ spare bī siyara /  

cadoyet /  

lal mustaʾbal /  

<laughs> 

37 Saleh: <laughs>  

38 Celina: ḥabibɛ! /  

zghir baʿdo /  

39 Sarah: yallah / 

ʾulɛ min gher lshar lyom ekhir nhar bi Beirut ilo / 

40 Celina: ɛ ʾiltilɛ! / 

[…] 

41 Saleh: bas ma fikɛ tijmaʿiyon il tnen maʿ baʿid /  

42 Celina: ahhh! / 

liʾano seʿita hiyyɛ bitjin / 

ʾimma la Sarah / 

43 Saleh: ɛ! /  

44 Celina: ahhh / 

45 Celina: bas ma byishteʾ la khayo? / 

ma byishteʾ la ilkon? /  

ma bi- / 

46 Saleh: mballa /  

bas ino mintol ʿlɛ /  
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yaʿnɛ… / 

47 Celina: mish ino btirmū w- / 

48 Saleh: mnitlaʿ ʿal weekend / 

49 Celina: akid ma ḥa tirmū w tinsū / 

50 Saleh: ɛ / 

51 Celina: kif byiltihɛ foʾ /  

maʿ min? /  

fi wled bi ʿomro? /  

fi? / 

52 Saleh: meshɛ /  

byitsalla /  

ʿando boʿod foʾ /  

aḥla min kil malyon madrasɛ /  

<chuckles>   

53 Celina: akid akid /  

aha ah ah… /  

huwɛ reyiʾ iza mish maʿ khayo ɛ? /  

54 Saleh: hinnɛ tnayneton bas yinjimʿo maʿ baʿed /  

tnayneton bijinno / 

55 Celina: ah ah okay okay / 

[…] 

56 Saleh: iza jamaʿtiyon byaʿmlo kumblɛ nawawiyyɛ /  

<chuckles>  

57 Celina: ɛ /  

ḥABIBETɛ! /  

ma they are boys kamen /  

lbanet arwaʾ… /  

Saleh, mnaʿmil il treatment aw aw? /  

58 Saleh: ma huwɛ ijbarɛ maʿo treatment / 

Conversation K (4 minutes) 

Excerpt 1: Saleh and Madame Layla 

1 Saleh: mart lʿamid […] baʿda ʿayshɛ* / 
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ʿa iyyem atlal zawja* /  

2 Madame Layla: shu bitʾillak?* / 

3 Saleh: bitdiʾillɛ m- masalan bitʾillɛ mart lʿamid […]* /  

<chuckles> 

4 Madame Layla: Allah yseʿid lʿalam /  

<chuckles> 

5 Saleh: ɛ / 

6 Madame Layla: mm… hiyyɛ… ah ḥaram ʿanda aʿsab* /  

7 Saleh: ɛ baʿrif min zamen ʿanda* /  

8 Madame Layla: mm / 

9 Saleh: bas baʿda ʿayshɛ ʿa- /  

btitsarraf bi tariʾa kaʾan kil lʿalam khaddemɛ ʿanda / 

10 Madame Layla: kil lʿalam ɛ? /  

11 Saleh: ((mwaklɛ)) kil il ʿalam khaddemɛ ʿanda* /  

12 Madame Layla: ɛ! /  

13 Saleh: marra masalan ijit jebit maʿa shanta w shi hek /  

ʾaletlo lal shab please seʿidnɛ fiyon ʿa siyyara /  

14 Madame Layla: mm /  

[…]18 ltaxi bitkhali ywaʾif lsiyyara w yerjaʿ yiḥmilla lghrad /  

hiyyɛ ma kenit hekɛ 3a iyyem zawja ma ykhaliya… / 

Allah yseʿid lʿalam biʿawno… /  

 

Excerpt 2: Saleh, Madame Layla and Sarah 

1 Sarah: yʿaddimlɛ yɛ /  

law ʿandɛ waʾit kint jarrayto ʿal maḥkamɛ /  

2 Saleh: wein? /  

3 Sarah: honɛ ḥad TSC! / 

4 Saleh: nchala jeyɛ bʿaks lseir? / 

5 Sarah: eh ʿam yaʿmillɛ HEK! / 

6 Saleh: wʾafɛ BNOS LTARIʾ w diʾillɛ!  

 

18 The first name of Madame Claudette’s private chauffeur. 
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7 Sarah: laʾ! /  

ʾiltillo lɛ ʿam taʿmillɛ HEK! /  

ʾallɛ ruḥɛ tshakkɛ / ḥaʾik ʿa rassɛ, ruḥɛ tshakkɛ! /  

8 Saleh: ɛ ma ana haydikɛ lmarra hon- hunikɛ ʿmilt lmashkal /  

9 Sarah: mberiḥ waḥad van bas ma starjet ʿamil maʿo mashkal /  

10 Saleh: hunik- hunik ana saffet lsiyyara w wʾift bwijjo /  

iltillon KILKON rjaʿo la wara! / 

gher allah ma birajiʿnɛ min hon nʾallah rad! /  

nizillɛ waḥad ʾallɛ ANA ʾAMEN ʿAM! /  

ʾiltilo iza inta ʾamen ʿam w in- / 

inta lʾamn bhal balad ktir- ktir mniḥ /  

ʾiltillo mannɛ rejiʿ/  

toliʿ- rijiʿ ija waḥad / 

ija ʾallɛ fut tlaʿ bi siyyara aḥsan ma diʾak badan /  

ʾiltillo, mannɛ taliʿ ha siyyara / 

la ḥatta ija- allah baʿatleh darakɛ… /  

tallaʿ hekɛ ʾiltillo hay- watan hayda- ana taliʿ ((sa7)) w jeyɛ la hon /  

ɛ ʾallon KILKON rjaʿo la wara / 

11 Madame Layla: bravo ʿlek / 

12 Sarah: law ma allah baʿatlak darakɛ keno daʾuk ʾatlɛ… /  

<laughs> 

13 Madame Layla: <laughs>  

14 Saleh: wallahī nzil- tafayta nzilit bnoss ltariʾ / 

ʾiltillon- rajaʿit tman siyarat / 

15 Sarah: [ana mberiḥ fī] / 

16 Madame Layla: [bravo] / 

17 Sarah: van aḥatlɛ lsiyarah min ʾiddem aḥet / 

18 Madame Layla: yī! /  

19 Sarah: tistarjɛ tiftaḥɛ timmik maʿo? / 

20 Saleh: van? /  

zuʿran! /  

21 Sarah: ma btistarjɛ- / 
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22 Saleh: zuʿran! /  

23 Madame Layla: [eh tabʿan!] / 

24 Saleh: [haydolɛ zuʿran] /  

ana ana- / 

25 Madame Layla: ʿam ʾillik ibn khaleh […] / 

26 Sarah: huwe (xxx) hek! /  

27 Madame Layla: aywa! /  

toliʿlo min ḥarakit ʾamal /  

28 Saleh: haydolɛ akbar zoʿran [haydol] /  

29 Madame Layla: [mm byisro w byisro w byisro lmashkal] / 

30 Saleh: [haydol bidʿeh ʿlayon daʿawɛ] / 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conversation L: Saleh and Donya (6 minutes) 

1 Donya: mish ʿandak ḥada? / 

shabeb? / 

2 Saleh: ah fi ʿande shab halaʾ byijɛ / 
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3 Donya: mm… / 

kenit lyom ʿotlɛ, wallah laʾ /  

4 Saleh: laʾ (xxx) / 

5 Donya: mm… bitḥis ma byisbato bi hal shaghlɛ lshabeb? /  

6 Saleh: mish ma byisbato, kil ma yshimmo ri7it baton- /  

7 Donya: khalas byimsho / 

8 Saleh: ɛ… /  

yaʿnɛ ana shtaghalit bi maḥal tisʿ snin /  

hayda ma baʾ bitshufiya haydɛ / 

9 Donya: laaʾ ma fi / 

la tisʿ snin / 

laʾ laʾ! / 

10 Saleh: fi lwaḥad yiftaḥ maḥal aw byistaʾjir /  

ken ʿandɛ… (xxx) /  

bi shighlɛ- / 

11 Donya: ɛ, Hussein? /  

12 Saleh: laʾ /  

waḥad tenɛ / 

13 Donya: ah ɛ / 

14 Saleh: shab ʿandɛ / 

15 Donya: ɛ ɛ /  

16 Saleh: tarak ʿandɛ (xxx) w rijiʿ la ʿandɛ /  

ma ken ʿam yʾaddɛ baʾa maʿasho /  

tarak lmaḥal hunikɛ w ija shtaghal ʿandɛ shi sinten hon / 

w meshɛ halo ma aḥlɛ / 

w ken maʿo maʿash mrattab w yʾos w yishtighil /  

ʿati ana /  

ʾam saḥib ʾilli huwɛ ken sheghil ʿando sefar ʿa amerka- /  

17 Donya: ʾam fataḥo huwɛ /  

18 Saleh: ʾam stasmaro huwɛ / 

ma dayano sinnɛ! /  

ken honɛ ʿam yiʾbad maʿash sebit w mit alf shaghlɛ w kaza / 
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19 Donya: [ɛ w maʿando] / 

20 Saleh: w hek / 

21 Donya: ɛ w maʿando- / 

22 Saleh: hallaʾ ʾallɛ raḥ muwazzaf ʿam yishtighil bil ḥamra / 

23 Donya: ɛ mʿandon hol, ah shu ismo, zabeyin /  

ktir ʾlel… /  

baʿden shuf shaghlɛ /  

baʿd fatra min ma tʾos shaʿrak btitʿawad ʿal maken w khalas /  

ma fik kil shway tbaddil bi shi tenɛ… /  

ɛ ken aʿid ʿam yishtighil meshɛ lḥal /  

w ma ʿad rejiʿ ḥawal yirjaʿ la ʿandak? /  

24 Saleh: ma baʾ brajʿo / 

25 Donya: ah mabaʾ- /  

26 Saleh: liʾan baʿd- baʿd ma tarak min hon / 

27 Donya: mm / 

28 Saleh: sar yruḥ ʿa zbunetɛ yaʿtiyon brochurat la ((ʾilo)) /  

29 Donya: ahh! / 

30 Saleh: inno sar huwɛ- /  

iza ken yaʿmillon brushing hon / 

31 Donya: ɛ / 

32 Saleh: byiʾdar yekhidon ʿal bet / 

33 Donya: lah! / 

34 Saleh: yaʿnɛ ḥatta zbunit il brushing li kenit taʿmil maʿo /  

tijɛ taʿmil ʿandɛ lʾashya li kbirɛ- / 

35 Donya: w truḥ la ʿando? / 

36 Saleh: w w iza mm- iza- liʾano bitḥibo /  

bitmarriʾlo brushing min ʿanda /  

37 Donya: ah ɛ / 

38 Saleh: bas rijʿo killon- rijʿo killon rijʿo ijo / 

39 Donya: ɛ! / 

shu yaʿnɛ huwɛ baddo yʾusillɛ /  

laʾ, ma bitkheyal… /  
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40 Saleh: hallaʾ ɛ lshab li ken hon mʾaʿado hayda, rfiʾɛ /  

hayda ken yishtighil maʿɛ /  

hayda… yaʿnɛ awwal shi baʿirfo min huwɛ w zghir /  

teniyan ah… ballash maʿeh awal nes bil maḥal / sar- / 

41 Donya: ah yaʿnɛ shatir iza biddo yʾos? / 

42 Saleh: ɛ ma ken ʿando maḥal /  

yaʿnɛ lama 7attayto ana kent msefar /  

43 Donya: ɛ ah / 

44 Saleh: ɛ / 

45 Donya: walla /  

ana ma ktir wsaʾit / yaʿnɛ- / 

46 Saleh: hallaʾ tabiʿɛ inno- / 

47 Donya: ma ktir wsaʾit /  

liʾano ana shaʿratɛ… iza ma ʾassiton mniḥa ma ʿandon shi tenɛ yaʿnɛ /  

yaʿneh maʿandon /  

mish inno brushing w ah- /  

hiyyɛ lʾassa bidna tkun mniḥa la yimshɛ ḥala / 

<silence for 10 seconds from both parties>  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conversation M: Mahmoud and Sandy in Sarah and Saleh’s presence (10 minutes) 

1 Sandy: biddɛ ibʿatak ʿala hayda… naʾshit maʿɛ /  

yalla ruḥ / 

2 Mahmoud: naʾshit maʿɛ? / 
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3 Sandy: barkɛ bitleʾilak shī ʿarus /  

<Sandy, Mahmoud, and Saleh laugh> 

[…]  

4 Mahmoud: ana iza bruḥ bidawulɛ killon / 

5 Sandy: ɛ, awwal waḥad / 

6 Mahmoud: bidawulɛ killon dawil barad / 

7 Sandy: dawil barad / 

8 Sarah: shu huwɛ hayda? / 

9 Mahmoud: naʾshit maʿɛ /  

10 Sandy: ʾal baddo yruḥ ʿala naʾshit maʿɛ /   

11 Sarah: huwɛ khalas / 

12 Sandy: ʾiltillo ruḥ! / 

13 Sarah: hay ekhir jumʿa / 

14 Mahmoud: lɛ laghu? / 

15 Sarah: laʾ / 

16 Sandy: laʾ ma laghu / 

huwɛ ken bi sayfiyyɛ / 

17 Sarah: bi sayfiyyɛ / 

18 Mahmoud: laʾ bas ma ʿam yiḥko ʿanno ino ma mniḥ w hek / 

19 Sandy: ya ḥabibɛ ma huwe bi sayfiyyɛ ken /  

kif bikun? / 

20 Mahmoud: ʿa rassɛ bas ino ʿam yiḥko ino haydol baramij ma byiswo / 

21 Sandy: ɛ ɛ hallaʾ ḥiko /  

ḥiko ʿanno saḥ /  

bas ma waʾafu liʾano- / 

22 Sarah: bas ḥatta li maʿil birnemij / 

ʾallak ino ḥaram yinʿarad ʿal tmenɛ w nos /  

lezim yinʿarad tisʿa w nos / 

23 Mahmoud: ma hayda li ʿam beḥkɛ fi ana / 

24 Sandy: ɛ / 

25 Sarah: ḥatta li maʿ lbirnemij, ana maʿo / 

26 Sandy: ɛ ɛ / 
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27 Sarah: mish ghalat / 

28 Mahmoud: bas iza waḥad [wledo aʿdin ḥaddo-] / 

29 Sandy: laikɛ, laikɛ bas hiyyɛ lbinet /  

hiyyɛ shtarkit / 

30 Sarah: ɛ ana bḥib lbirnemij, ana bḥibbo ktir / 

31 Sandy: ɛ hinnɛ shtarko / 

32 Sarah: ɛ / 

33 Sandy: yaʿnɛ ma fi ʾal hayda shu ismo- / 

34 Mahmoud: bas battal mahdum bas daʿif Fouad /  

35 Sarah: shu? laʾ mballa! / 

36 Mahmoud: bas doʿif / 

37 Sandy: huwɛ shway saʾil yaʿnɛ, ʿando saʾalɛ / 

38 Sarah: laʾ bas huwɛ murid / 

huwɛ ken mkhawtar /  

la ʿemilil bypass / 

39 Sarah: ʿamal waʾta ʿamaliyyɛ ɛ / 

40 Sara: ɛ ken marid / 

41 Sandy: ah / 

42 Sarah: ɛ, yaʿnɛ ken ʿando il cholesterol / 

w triglyceride kilo darib ʿa shrayino w hek / 

43 Sandy: ah! / 

44 Sarah: kirmel hek /  

wala huwɛ manno mabsut ino huwɛ ʿimila / 

45 Sandy: ah ɛ! liʾan doʿif / 

46 Sarah: lshuḥum killa kenit w duhun / 

47 Mahmoud: bas subḥan Allah li mitil hay /  

Allah ʿati lwaḥad mafi / 

48 Sarah: shu? / 

49 Mahmoud: ino hek yidʿaf fajʾa bsir shaklo gharib / 

50 Sarah: inta liʾannak ma ḥa tidʿaf bḥayetak / 

kirmel hek- / 

51 Mahmoud: mitil Hussain El Jasimi masalan / 
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52 Sandy: inta ʿmol ʿmol- / 

53 Mahmoud: bas doʿif sar shaklo biʾarrif, sar bidaḥik / 

54 Sandy: ɛ liʾano mʿawdin ʿlɛ niḥna / 

ma tinsa nasiḥ ktir / 

[…] 

55 Sarah: huwɛ jan jnunon waʾta toliʿ hayda lshab ino huwɛ muḥamɛ /  

56 Sandy: ɛ ɛ ɛ! / 

57 Sarah: ino maʿʾulɛ lmuḥamin hek saro jlajiʾ / 

ma hinnɛ lmuḥamin mafyet /  

58 Mahmoud: lmuḥamɛ ʿandɛ yɛ ḥaramɛ bi badlɛ /  

<laughs>  

59 Sarah: ɛ byekhod masarɛ ktir / 

60 Mahmoud: walla / 

61 Sarah: ɛ / 

62 Mahmoud: bifut byiḥkɛ kilimten, byekhidlo alfen dollar /  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conversation N: Saleh, Mahmoud and Amanda (13 minutes) 

9 Mahmoud: aḥla shī fikon lamma tsuʾo siyyara /  

kommitil comedy /  

<laughs> 
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10 Amanda: ɛ huwwɛ comedy… /  

at least mindaḥik /  

bas into bitbakko liʾano ma btiḥtirmo shī awenin /  

11 Mahmoud: laʾ into bitbakko /  

ken tar lzalamɛ huwwɛ w bsiyarto / 

12 Amanda: ɛ hiyyɛ wiḥdɛ min alef /  

mish maʿneta kil il [niswen ʿatlin] / 

13 Mahmoud: [kil yom minshuf wiḥdɛ] /  

14 Saleh: lyom shifet wiḥdɛ, kenit rejʿa la wara / 

ʾiltilla waʾfɛ /  

bidda terjaʿ bi siyyarta tsof… /  

ʾarrabit w sarit ʿam tfut bnos lsaffɛ /  

saret bermɛ hek w baʿda bitʾarrib /  

ʿam sarikhla ana ʿAM BISOF ʿAM BISOF! /  

wiʾfit, rakkabit reverse w rijʿit ʿallī wara /  

w haydek ʿam bizammirla /  

w baʿda rejʿa ʿanno /  

15 Amanda: khabatito? / 

16 Saleh: abukɛ ʿa abu li ʾallik tsuʾɛ w li ʿatakɛ lsiyara /  

mbaynɛ jdidɛ w makhassa biswaʾa /  

17 Amanda: bas mish kil il banet ma byaʿrfo ysuʾo! / 

18 Mahmoud: klaterbeʿon /  

19 Amanda: klaterbeʿon? / 

dakhelkon w dakhl sweʾatkon li kil il ḥawedis rjel ʿam yaʿmluwa / 

20 Amanda: waʾta li kenet ʿam ʾaddim ʿa imtiḥan lsweʾa / 

bi ryad lsoloḥ keno killon shuferiyyet taxi / 

w ana lwaḥidɛ binet / 

21 Mahmoud: ah intɛ ma dfa3tɛ ḥaʾo? / 

22 Amanda: laʾ /  

23 Mahmoud: ɛ awwal wiḥdɛ ma btidfa3 ḥaʾo /  

mabruk, byitlaʿlik jeʾizɛ /  

<laughs>  
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24 Amanda: smaʿ! /  

w ʿam bitʿallam w ʿadɛ? /  

ʿam ʾaddim lʾimtiḥan /  

w ʿala jeep /  

ma kenit siyyara awwal shī /  

kenit ʿa jeep /  

w ljeep bʿaks lsiyyara bi tiʾdim /  

kil shī la ʾiddem /  

w ana tʿallamet ʿa siyyara bas lʾimtiḥan bitʾadmī ʿa jeep /  

fa nzilet, khallasit kil shī /  

suffɛ, saffet /  

ana w talʿa, ʾallɛ min ʾallik totlaʿɛ? /  

toliʿlɛ waḥad laʾim /  

ʾiltillo ma fhimet /  

taffet w khallasit /  

shu biddɛ oʿod aʿmol? /  

ʾallɛ bas ANA ʾillik totlaʿɛ btotlaʿɛ /  

li kenet ʿam bitʿallam ʿando /  

yittalaʿ fiyyɛ hek ʿan bʿid /  

yʾul dakhil ʿardik, ruʾɛ ruʾɛ ma tʿasbɛ tanshɛ! / 

<chuckles>  

25 Saleh: mm / 

26 Amanda: aʿad trabbaʿ ʾiddemɛ /  

w ʾallɛ bas ANA ʾillik titlaʿɛ minil saffɛ btitlaʿɛ /  

ana, sheyif ltrain bas yballish ydakhin? /  

hek kinet, mʿasbɛ! /  

ino shu liʾannɛ binet lwaḥiɛ hek ʿam taʿmol! /  

biddon ysaʾtunɛ, keno newyinlɛ /  

biʾum, okay dharɛ min lsaffɛ /  

daharet min lsaffɛ w jeet ʿala imtiḥan lʾasʾila /  

ɛ ayya suʾal baʿd biddo ykun biʾalb rassɛ baʿd hal ʿamlɛ li ʿimila… /  

shu byisʾalnɛ awwal suʾal? /  
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iza fī ghtayta, shu bitḥutɛ? /  

27 Saleh: shu? / 

28 Amanda: ghtayta /  

shu btaʿmlɛ? /  

aʿadit fakir ana lʿama raḥ ljaweb min rassɛ bil marra /  

ʾiltillo bḥot shaʾfɛ safra ʿal tariʾ / 

<chuckles>  

SAʾITA! /  

ʾiltillo lek, inta newɛ ʿlayyɛ min awwal ma ballashit lʾimtiḥan la hallaʾ /  

mabshuf gher li mʿalamnɛ rekid /  

ʾiltillo baddak tsaʾitnɛ anal bent lwaḥidɛ li newɛ ʿlayyɛ /  

kil shuferiyet ltaxi saʾato, wala waḥad ataʿ /  

ʾem ʾallɛ Amanda, wʾafɛ ʿa janab /  

ʾiltillo baddo ysaʾitnɛ /  

ʾallɛ wʾafɛ ʿa janab / 

ija ḥikɛ maʿo, ʾallo ya khayyɛ ya ḥabibɛ /  

lbinet bas tʿassib bitbatil feyʾa ʿala shī /  

<chuckles>  

29 Mahmoud: (xxx) / 

30 Amanda: laʾ liʾano ḥafziton killon ʿa ldaftar, ʿriftɛ? /  

31 Mahmoud: ɛ / 

32 Amanda: fa ma ijenɛ gher hayda lsuʾal /  

ɛ, ʾam ʾiltillo, shu biddo ysaʾitnɛ /  

ʾallɛ laʾ akid ma ḥa ysaʾtik /  

ʾiltillo shu ʿam yimzaḥ yaʿnɛ? /  

binet waḥidɛ kenit w killon shuferiyyɛ taxi / 

33 Mahmoud: maʿ ʾano ken lezim ynajḥukɛ dighrɛ bidun ma tsuʾɛ lsiyyara / 

34 Amanda: laʾ lɛ? / 

35 Mahmoud: ydalilukɛ /  

binet kaza /  

36 Amanda: laʾ, ma biʾbal! /  

ʿmelt imtiḥan /  
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ʿam ʾillak, tʿallamit ʿadɛ ʿala siyara /  

ʿimlulɛ yɛ ʿa jeep w ljeep bʿaks lvites / 

lsiyyara, kil shī la ʾiddem /  

[…] 

37 Saleh: intɛ ayya sinɛ akhadtɛ daftar lsweʾa tabaʿik? / 

38 Amanda: ken ʿomrɛ tisaʿtaʿsh, yaʿnɛ aya sinɛ? / 

39 Saleh: yaʿnɛ hallaʾ akhadtī… /  

ana bil kleta w tisʿin tallaʿto /  

ʿa tmantaʿesh bi zabet /  

40 Amanda: ɛ / 

41 Saleh: ʾaddamet lʾimtiḥan ken ʿomrɛ sabaʿtaʿsh /  

ʿatunɛ lmawʿad ken sarlɛ mtabbaʾ /  

42 Amanda: bi riad lsoloh? /  

taḥet, ɛ? / 

43 Saleh: ken sarlɛ- bil saray /  

ken sarlɛ mtabbaʾ tmantaʿesh shaher w shway yimkin /  

ʿmilt hal imtiḥan w syekh bʾijrɛ /  

ʿal ʿikayzet tloʿt ʿmilt lʾimtiḥan /  

44 Amanda: le? kint kes- / 

45 Saleh: kint kesir ʿadmit lfakhed klat ksur w zeyḥa lrikbɛ / 

46 Amanda: hay football? / 

47 Saleh: ɛ, ḥattinlɛ sikh min juwwa w [ʿal ʿikayzɛ] / 

48 Amanda: [kif khalluk] / 

taʿmil lʾimtiḥan? / 

49 Saleh: ma ken yiʾbal ykhalinɛ itlaʿ /  

ana tmarranet- ana ken finɛ itʿaj ijrɛ w ken finɛ idʿas ʿal khafif /  

ʿmilt lʾimtiḥan w kaza /  

bas abel ma otlaʿ min lʾimtiḥan ma ken yorda ykhalinɛ otlaʿ / 

50 Amanda: uf! / 

51 Saleh: ʾallɛ barkɛ kint muʿak /  

ʾiltillo ana muʿak? / 

jeyiblak maʿɛ suwarɛ /  
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ftaḥet hek w ashatillo /  

ʾiltillo tallaʿ li syekh /  

52 Amanda: <laughs>  

53 Saleh: ma ʿam bemzaḥ /  

liʾano Amanda iza kent biddɛ irjaʿ aʿmil appointment tenɛ / 

baʿd tisiʿ tishhor /  

w ana ken baba ʾayillɛ ma btitlaʿ wara dirkisyon siyara /  

abel maykun maʿak daftar /  

ɛ, wataytillo hek w ʾiltillo shuf /  

tallaʿ, baʿda lʾotab bi ʾijrayyɛ /  

mbaynin keno /  

ɛ ʾallɛ hallaʾ minshuf iza hayda /  

ʾam ija hayda nafs maktab li sweʾa ʾallɛ ʿatinɛ ʿashir talef /  

54 Amanda: mm / 

55 Saleh: ʿatɛ ʿasher talef bas laykhalinɛ itlaʿ aʿmil lʾimtiḥan… /  

ʿmilt lʾimtiḥan, aḥsan min kil li keno hayda / 

56 Amanda: ɛ ɛ, ana tnamrad ʿlayyɛ liʾannɛ kent lbent lwaḥidɛ / 

[…] 

57 Saleh: ana ʿa tmantaʿshar sinɛ kint mjammaʿ ḥaʾ siyyara /  

ana ken ʿandɛ- ken awwal ḥilm ḥayetɛ ino ana ishtrɛ siyyara / 

min musriyetɛ bas / 

58 Amanda: shu jibet waʾta? / 

59 Saleh: jibet (xxx) hayda baʿda jdidɛ- talʿa jdid /  

[…]  

60 Saleh: kint baʿdnɛ shampwaner / 

61 Amanda: ah, lal tips yaʿnɛ / 

62 Saleh: ken maʿashɛ klatmit arbaʿ mit alf /  

balasht ken ʿomrɛ arbaʿ taʿshar sinɛ /  

ija ʾibin ʿammɛ /  

ʾallɛ shu btishtighil /  

huwwɛ mudir bank /  

ɛ, shu btishtighil /  
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tips kaza bmaʿash /  

ʿatinɛ yehon bḥotton bʾismɛ / 

w bas inta hayda biʾliblak yehon ʿa ismak / 

63 Amanda: hek ʿemel? / 

64 Saleh: ɛ, ʿmilna hek /  

jit ʿa tmantaʿsh w shway… /  

balashet suʾ sayyaret baba /  

baʿden tallaʿet siyara la ʾilɛ / 

ken hayda awwal ḥilim bi ḥayetɛ /  

ino ana kun maʿɛ ʿa tmantaʿshar sinɛ siyyara bmusriyetɛ / 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conversation O (4 minutes) 

Excerpt 1: Saleh, Dima and Sarah 

1 Saleh: laikɛ ʿazamtiya shī la shu isma /  

2 Dima: min…? /  

no way, no! /  
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ma ʿam ʾilak ma ʾalitlɛ mabruk / 

3 Saleh: ah okay /  

4 Dima: lɛ badɛ iʿzima… /  

sadamitnɛ bas! /   

5 Sarah: aḥsan / 

6 Dima: baʿrif / 

7 Saleh: w hiyɛ baʿda friends maʿik ʿal Facebook? / 

8 Dima: shu? / 

9 Saleh: Dima, naymɛ ḥayetɛ rasik la hunik hek*… / 

hiyɛ baʿda friends maʿik ʿa Facebook?= / 

10 Dima: =ɛ friends BIʾUWɛ! /  

w nezlɛ liket w commentet / 

yaʿnɛ ʿerfɛ ino khatabit / 

11 Saleh: ɛ w wala- wala shu ʾismo- / 

12 Dima: wala kilmit mabruk! / 

13 Saleh: lʿama! / 

14 Dima: w ʿa Christmas ʾilit khalinɛ aḥsan mina, barkɛ nesyit /  

ʿam baʿtiya chance ʾino maybe /  

kamen… /  

ʾiltilla Merry Christmas ḥabibtɛ w shtaʾtilik /  

ʾalitlɛ thanks same to you… /  

w sourtɛ ana w Hadi19 ʿal profile fa no way to miss it /  

<chuckles> 

15 Saleh: <chuckles> 

16 Sarah: ḥakira! /  

17 <chuckles> 

18 Dima: mabaʿrif lɛ! /  

ana maʾhura ino tab lɛ! /  

w ma baʿrif lɛ maʾhura! / 

19 Sarah: ana ana- / 

 

19 Hadi is the psyeudonym used for Dima’s fiancé.  
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20 Dima: laʾ ino ino /  

ma- ma sar shi baynetna la tijɛ ma tʾilɛ mabruk yaʿnɛ! /  

gharib gharib… / 

 

Excerpt 2: Mahmoud, Dima and Sarah 

1 Dima: kinna ʿam naʿmil ah iktifel? /  

shu biʾulo? / 

2 Mahmoud: iḥtifel / 

3 Dima: iḥtifel, ana w Hadi liʾano ʾilna sinnɛ maʿ baʿd / 

4 Sarah: ḥilo / 

5 Dima: laḥ nsir sineh ltanen /  

bas ma ḥa ykun hon /  

so ʿmilnɛ mberiḥ / 

6 Sarah: ɛ / 

7 Dima: riḥit jibtilo ʾaninet wine ʿala zeit lsinɛ li huwe khalʾan fiya / 

8 Mahmoud: [wow!] / 

9 Dima: [yaʿnɛ] 1977 /  

ʿangad wow! / 

10 Mahmoud: ɛ / 

11 Dima: baʾa w riḥna / 

ʿmilit ana lḥaj- ḥjuzet / 

riḥit jibto /  

nzilit la taḥt (xxx) /  

khabiya ʿanno khaliya ma baʿrif shu* /  

w daʾet lal maḥal abil /  

ʾiltilon nazlo gato yenkatab ʿleh happy anniversary bil (xxx) /  

muhim /  

<laughs> 

[…] 

12 Dima: ɛ baʾa ʾija lgato /  

ḥayetɛ, ḥayeto thank you w thank you mabaʿrif shu /  

ʾiltilo yī ḥayetɛ /  
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w baʿden jebo l cadeaux… /  

tallaʿ hek ʾallɛ yi bas ana ma jebtilik cadeaux! /  

ʾitillo ḥayetɛ ma biʾasir sint ljey bitjiblɛ TNEN! mish waḥad /  

<laughs loudly>   

[…] 

13 Dima: ana ʾiltilo hek, faratet diḥik /  

baʿden ʾijt lfetura ken ana bidɛ idfaʿ / 

ʾallɛ LAʾ ABADAN ABADAN! /  

ʾallɛ dakhilak bikaffɛ ma jibtillik cadeaux / 

ʿal ʾalilɛ khalinɛ edfaʿ ḥaʾ lʿasha! / 

<laughs> 

14 Sarah: dafaʿ? /  

<laughs> 

15 Dima: akid dafaʿ! / 

16 Sarah: ɛ mniḥ! / 

17 Dima: bas ma- kint ʿam jarrib ma khalī yaʿnɛ / 

18 Sarah: laʾ ma ḥelwɛ ʿayb / 

19 Dima: laʾ! /  

kint ana ʿezmito- / 

20 Sarah: w iza lrijel deyman byidfaʿ= / 

21 Dima: =deyman huwɛ byidfaʿ /  

ma lezim deyman- / 

22 Sarah: intɛ ʿzimī w huwɛ yidfaʿ! /  

23 Dima: <laughs> 

24 Sarah: <laughs> /  

haydɛ kalsanɛ yaʿnɛ /  

huwɛ- / 

25 Dima: <laughs> /  

laʾ ino helo from time to time lbint tedfaʿ ʿam- ʿan zawja yaʿnɛ= / 

[…] 

26 Mahmoud: [mbala] Sarah mazbut li ʿam teḥkī saḥ / 

27 Dima: AKID ʿam beḥkɛ saḥ! /  
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shu deyman ʿal rijel /  

lrijel kamen byitʿab…. /  

hallaʾ batalit lʾiyem mitil abil ya Sarah /  

sar- sarit /   

28 Mahmoud: hallaʾ sar- / 

29 Dima: sar lrijel w lbinit w lmara- / 

30 Mahmoud: partners /  

31 Dima: waḥad… bartners / 

32 Mahmoud: bartners! / 

<laughs> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conversation P (5 minutes) 

Excerpt 1: Saleh and Sandy in Sarah’s presence 
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1 Saleh: masalan Laura20 ʿmiltilla yɛ /  

hallaʾ rejʿa jey- /  

2 Sandy: shifto bas ma ktir mbayyan bi sura / 

3 Saleh: la la / 

4 Sandy: ma ḥassayto ana mbayyan / 

5 Saleh: hallaʾ rijʿit raḥit ghammaʾito / 

6 Sandy: lɛ? / 

7 Saleh: tolʿit ʾal ʿa dayʿa- / 

8 Sandy: ghammaʾito! / 

9 Saleh: ʾal khityarɛ / 

10 Sandy: laʾ! / 

11 ana hayda biʿaʾid il lon / 

12 Saleh: ɛ hayda ksartilla yɛ ana hek /  

hay- hayda hek lamma ʿmiltilla rensage / 

hek mafrud ykhif / 

13 Sandy: mm / 

14 Saleh: hallaʾ hiyyɛ mkattarla aktar / 

15 Sandy: ɛ hiyyɛ aktar shaʾra / 

16 Saleh: mm, ɛ / 

17 Sandy: ɛ hiyyɛ ktir shaʾra / 

18 Saleh: mm / 

19 Sarah: arjinɛ / 

20 Saleh: bas hiyyɛ lek kif ken / 

21 Sandy: laʾ bas ḥilo / 

22 Sarah: mm, warjinɛ ljdid /  

diʿanon majdubeh /  

23 Sandy: ḥilo! / 

shu yaʿnɛ ghammaʾito? / 

24 Saleh: raḥit- raḥit ghammaʾito- / 

 

20 Laura is the pseudonym used for one of Saleh’s clients. She is not one of the clients 

whose conversation is part of the corpus.  
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25 Sarah: sabaghito killo! / 

26 Saleh: sabighto / 

27 Sandy: SABIGHTO? / 

28 Saleh: [ɛ] / 

29 Sarah: [ɛ] / 

30 Sandy: laʾ ma tabiʿiyyɛ! / 

31 Saleh: bas ʿala aghmaʾ nakzɛ… ʿala aghmaʾ shway / 

32 Sarah: ma ḥabayto ana / 

33 Saleh: khalas darabit kil shi ʿmilnɛ / 

34 Sandy: raḥ kil lhighlight yaʿnɛ, bye bye! /  

yi diʿano wlo! / 

laʾ ana laʾ khalas highlight biddik tḥafzɛ ʿal highlight /  

35 Sarah: bas ana ʾiltilla rayḥa ʿam tistashirɛ bil dayʿa, lɛ byifhamo! / 

36 Sarah: ma tʾillɛ sabighto [hunik]? / 

37 Saleh: [ma] ʾiltilla /  

38 Sarah: mm / 

39 Saleh: laʾ ma baʿref wen /  

bkun raḥet ʿand khayya la haydik /  

40 Sandy: bas lɛ ma rijʿit la ʿandak? /  

ta nʾul sallaḥtilla fī /  

41 Saleh: liʾano btaʿrifneh ḥa odroba / 

42 Sarah: mm, [bitkhaf minno] / 

43 Sandy: [ah, bitkhaf] / 

44 Saleh: kil marra btaʿrifnɛ ino ma ḥa aʿmilla /  

bitruḥ btaʿmil barra /  

bitkharrib, btirjaʿ btijɛ [ʿand Sarah] / 

45 Sandy: ɛ ɛ /  

46 Saleh: bitʾilla eḥkī- / 

47 Sarah: hallaʾ ma btistarjɛ hallaʾ /  

48 Saleh: hallaʾ- / 

49 Sarah: hallaʾ ma mistarjeyɛ liʾano tnaynetna- / 

50 Sandy: ɛ / 
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51 Saleh: hallaʾ ʾalitlɛ li baddak- shu baddak baʿmillak /  

bas ma taʿmillɛ shi liʾannɛ lʿibet bil lon / 

<chuckles>  

52 Sandy: shu yaʿneh, shu lon shaʿra hallaʾ iza ghamʾito / 

53 Saleh: ah sar ʿala- btaʿrif shu sar maʿo Sandy? /  

ghammaʾula- ʿabbaʾ lrasin w ltaraf ma laʾat ktir / 

sar mitil hayda bas ʿa aghmaʾ baʿed shway zghirɛ /  

w motfɛ aktar /  

bas lrasin sar darib ʿala aghmaʾ / 

54 Sarah: shifto /  

ma fataḥet lbeb ana w ʿam yishtighlo /  

w shifto / 

55 Sandy: ma shifto / 

56 Saleh: dallit fī / 

57 Sarah: majdubɛ / 

58 Sandy: laʾ ḥaram lwaḥad ʿamil highlight /  

w tiʿib w kaza meshen yitlaʿ haydal lon- / 

59 Sarah: majdubɛ, ḥarʾit dino! / 

 

Excerpt 2: Mahmoud and Sarah in Sarah’s presence  

1 Mahmoud: bas kif ma ḥattalik ftil hal majnun? /  

[ana ḥattalɛ ktir] / 

2 Sandy: [ḥayawen! /  

ibn- yibʿatlo ḥimma!] /  

w ʿand min riḥet? /  

ʿand aḥsan ḥakim /  

3 Mahmoud: bas Sandy / 

baʿda bshahren bitdallɛ tḥissɛ ʿam yinzal noʾat dam? / 

4 Sandy: ɛ nizil waʾta ktir ana… ktir! /  

5 Mahmoud: ana la hallaʾ asfar w dam / 

6 Sandy: ʿmilet ghudruf? / 

7 Mahmoud: ʿamil laḥmiyyɛ w istiʾsal kurniyyet ʿemil /  
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8 Sandy: uf! /  

9 Mahmoud: laḥmiyyɛ /  

10 Sandy: laḥmiyyɛ ana ʿamilta ana w zghirɛ / 

11 Mahmoud: w hon, jyub / 

12 Sandy: ɛ /  

13 Mahmoud: w… / 

14 Sandy: ana ljyub ʿalajton- / 

15 Sarah: bas baʿdo kbir! / 

lɛ ma zabbatlak yɛ? / 

16 Mahmoud: shu huwɛ? / 

17 Sarah: munkharak / 

18 Mahmoud: ma ʿimillɛ (xxx) /  

19 Sarah: min foʾ leh ma zabbatlak lʿadmɛ? /  

20 Sandy: lɛ ma ʿimillak tijmil fard marra /  

21 Mahmoud: laʾ /  

22 Sandy: lɛ? /  

[laʾ ana baʿmil] /  

23 Mahmoud: [shu biddɛ idfaʿ tijmil?] /  

24 Sandy: ana yaʿnɛ… iza biddɛ ilḥaʾ w aʿmil baʿmil bas bkhaf ino- /  

biddɛ ruḥ ʿand ḥakim… /  

bḥib aʿmlo /  

25 Mahmoud: azdik kbir? /  

min hon? / 

26 Sandy: ana baʿd baddɛ /  

bas baʿd la emta /  

allah byiʿlam / 

27 Mahmoud: bilʿakis ana ma bḥis minkharɛ hal kbir binnisbɛ la wijjɛ /  

 

  

 

 

Conversation Q: Saleh, Mahmoud and Madame Lamia (6 minutes) 

1 Madame Lamia: ma tizghar… /  
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ḥa tijɛ taʿmil darbɛ walla laʾ?= / 

2 Saleh: =ɛ mnaʿmil darbɛ / 

bas ino smallah ʿlɛ ma mkhalaslɛ ḥada /  

3 Madame Lamia: baʿrif! /  

ʿamil mniḥ bas ino ma fik walla ma fik liʾana hayda? / 

4 Saleh: laʾ tikram ʿaynik / 

5 Mahmoud: hiyyɛ azda ʿa shi tenɛ /  

<chuckles>  

6 Madame Lamia: ɛ laken ɛ! /  

7 Saleh: <laughs>  

8 Madame Lamia: ḥaram… /  

ḥaram! /  

shifiʾnɛ albɛ ʿlɛ shu mbasat /  

ataʿlɛ albɛ /  

huwɛ w ghayro- /   

9 Mahmoud: bas- bas hallaʾ insɛ barsha riyal /  

hinnɛ gh-  hinnɛ… / 

ma yshatito ltabɛ ya madame- /  

ltabɛ kamen… /  

nʿama ʿa albon midrɛ shu sarlon… /  

ḥarʾasunɛ ʿalulɛ daghtɛ lʾaḥad hayda / 

<silence for 6 seconds> 

[…] 

10 Madame Lamia: mabada halʾad /  

ʿama ma ʿedo yikhlaso! /  

11 Saleh: laʾ! /  

ma huwɛ li sar ino hal comeback li rijʿuwa w ʿimluwa /  

ino haydɛ ʿangad bida muʿjizɛ! /  

<hairspray sound>  

12 Madame Lamia: bikuno- / 

13 Saleh: ino nafsiyan tkhayyalɛ intɛ nezlɛ ʿam tilʿabɛ dod fariʾ kbir /  

mish ʿam tilʿabɛ dod fariʾ shammɛ lammɛ /  
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w yirbaḥ- w / 

ah- rabḥanik arbʿa sifir /  

badik khamsɛ sifir la tirbaḥɛ /  

w kil goal la ʾilo bi tnen aw bi kletɛ yuʿtabar /   

14 Madame Lamia: lḥaki hayda khalas! /  

halaʾ niḥna bihimna… riyal barsha /  

gher shi shu bihimnɛ shu ʿimlo /  

ma bihimnɛ! /  

<hairspray sound> 

15 Saleh: marra kamen (xxx) mniḥ /  

16 Madame Lamia: w ahama leʿib bil ʿalam Ronaldo… /  

gher hek ma bihimnɛ / 

17 Saleh: hayda sintil madɛ /  

18 Madame Lamia: BALLA! / hallaʾ ʿam yaʿmil market ʿandil rwel kamen / 

19 Saleh: shu? / 

20 Madame Lamia: market- /  

21 Mahmoud: ma min zamen huwɛ bibiʿ ah- /  

22 Madame Lamia: ah ʿanjad? / 

23 Mahmoud: ɛ! /  

boxerat /  

24 Madame Lamia: ɛ! /  

25 Mahmoud: w… hal khbar / 

26 Saleh: ɛ /  

27 Mahmoud: huwɛ CR7- / 

28 Madame Lamia: AHH! /  

29 Mahmoud: haydɛ li ʾilo /  

30 Madame Lamia: ahh! /  

31 Mahmoud: bineyɛ mitil ma hiyyɛ /  

bi shu ismo / 

32 Madame Lamia: ah! ana shifta ʿa Facebook /  

ʾilit yi walla! / 

33 Saleh: bas mberiḥ kenit ʿam- /  
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kinna- kenit Sarah ʿam tiʾra article / 

34 Madame Lamia: ɛ /  

35 Saleh: min ah… min- min ʿandon shuzuz /  

ino bisexual /  

bi tnen /  

toliʿ ismo minnon bas ta ḥatta khabrik /  

<chuckles> 

36 Madame Lamia: bas baʾa! /  

37 Saleh: wallah ma ʿam bimzaḥ /  

38 Madame Lamia: bas… niswanjɛ beb awwal / 

39 Saleh: ɛ ma huwɛ biḥib il tnen / 

40 Madame Lamia: haydekɛ- haydekɛ (xxx) /  

haydekɛ mbayyan ino ah… /  

haydekɛ mbayyan [ino] gay /  

41 Saleh: [min?] / 

42 Madame Lamia: yalli seʿa ashʾar! / 

seʿa asmar seʿa… / 

43 Saleh: Messi gay? / 

44 Madame Lamia: ɛ ɛ… /  

w saʾil w damo tʾil w mrit w… /  

ghaliz! /  

hay bi trablos- / 

45 Saleh: hallaʾ ana / 

46 Madame Lamia: bi ʾulo ghaliz /  

47 Saleh: bulit /  

48 Madame Lamia: bulit! /  

aywa! /  

bi Beirut bi ʾulo bulit! /  

49 Saleh: bulit! /  

hallaʾ ana bi niheyɛ ekhir hammɛ iza huwɛ gay wallah huwɛ / 

ah… hayda /  

ʾin ken hayda wala in ken- /  
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ana ma bihimnɛ akhlaʾo barrat lmalʿab /  

ana bihimnɛ liʿbo w shu hayda / 

50 Madame Lamia: sheyif Saleh… /  

ana hon jaʿbelɛ ʾillo yḥutilɛ shaʿir… /  

51 Saleh: ɛ hallaʾ intɛ lḥiʾtɛ w ḥataytɛ ma bitḥutɛ bas hon /  

huwɛ… biddo biddo- yʿabbɛ kilo aw bitbayin ghalat / 

52 Madame Lamia: ah walla? /  

bas ma riḥit baʿd la ʿando /  

ʾalulɛ shi biwajiʿ! / 

53 Saleh: intɛ ya Madame Lamia / 

lmafrud taʿmliya tsir business la ʾilik haydɛ /  

maʿ tirkiya- [saro hallaʾ ʿam yaʿmluwa packages kemlɛ] / 

54 Madame Lamia: [tirkiya ʿam biruḥo yaʿmlo] /  

ɛ, ɛ! /  

bas ya khayɛ bitruḥ ʿala balad la byifhamo wala byiḥko loghtak la shi! / 

bitkhawif! /  

55 Saleh: maʿ ʾul ma fi ḥada byiḥkɛ inglizɛ! /  

56 Mahmoud: ma bi- ma biḥibbo yiḥko maʿon inglizɛ / 

57 Saleh: hinnɛ hinnɛ- / 

58 Madame Lamia: hinnɛ- / 

59 Saleh: hinnɛ luʾama / 

60 Madame Lamia: ɛ riḥit w shifit w fatashit /  

waʾta ʿamaliyet kaza /  

maʿash biddɛ laʾ / 

61 Saleh: wallah? /  

62 Madame Lamia: ɛ min shi sinten riḥit ma ʿajbunɛ /  

<hairspray sound>  

 

 

 

Conversation R: Mahmoud and Nina in Sarah’s presence (5 minutes) 

1 Mahmoud: intɛ kif bitjibiyon haydol? /  
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shaghiltik hay? /  

2 Nina: ɛ fī brutes /  

3 Mahmoud: ma bitkhayyalik shaklik inteh btismaʿeh ino- / 

4 Sarah: abadayɛ / 

5 Mahmoud: min? / 

6 Nina: fī wiḥdɛ- / 

7 Sarah: abadayɛ Nina /  

haydɛ aham minnak w min aḍkham rijjel bil ʿalam /  

inta w Saleh jlajiʾ ḥadda! / 

8 Mahmoud: eh /  

[…] 

9 Mahmoud: laʾ ana bshufon kil yom bil mantʾa ḥabibtɛ /  

10 Nina: wen wen? / 

ayya mantʾa? / 

11 Mahmoud: tariʾ jdidɛ / 

12 Nina: ah walla? / 

13 Mahmoud: w baʿrifon kamen / 

14 Nina: ah walla /  

<chuckles>  

15 Sarah: btaʿrfɛ ino fi ktir ashkel [daʿesh] / 

16 Mahmoud: [ʿam tiddaḥako into hallaʾ] / 

17 Sarah: btaʿrfɛ ino fi ktir ashkel bi tariʾ jdidɛ daʿesh? /  

wallahi lʿazim / 

18 Nina: laʾ hayda- /  

hayda shi saḥiḥ aw laʾ? / 

19 Mahmoud: hallaʾ into [ʿam tiddaḥako]? /  

20 Sarah: [wallahil ʿazim] /  

LA! wallahilʿazim /  

ʿam biḥlof! /  

21 Mahmoud: ḥabibtɛ ana mukhbir la mukhabarat ljesh / 

22 Sarah: HA! /  

khidilik mukhbir la mukhabarat ljesh / 
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[…] 

23 Nina: um ɛ / 

kif lwadeʿ bi tariʾ jdidɛ? /  

24 Mahmoud: walla lʿazim ʿam ʾillik / 

ijit fatra ana fī waḥad dal kil yom yitlaʿ la ʿandɛ ʿal beit / 

ah… mulezim awwal bi mukhabarat ljesh / 

25 Nina: ɛ lɛ? / 

26 Mahmoud: ʾallɛ fī bas shakhes biddɛ isʾalak /  

huwwɛ ktir arib min baytak / 

27 Nina: ɛ? / 

28 Mahmoud: w ma baʿrif shu / 

byimroʾ min hon ma byimroʾ min hon /  

ʾimt ʾiltillo ɛ maraʾ min hon / 

baʿd jumʿa tammashuwa /  

29 Nina: ah walla? /  

bas fī- ino fī shi hunik aw laʾ? / 

30 Sarah: mballa! / 

31 Mahmoud: mish bi tariʾ jdidɛ /  

32 Nina: mm / 

33 Sarah: bsabra /  

34 Mahmoud: haydɛ ma biʾulula tariʾ jdidɛ, haydɛ Sabra / 

35 Nina: ɛ / 

36 Mahmoud: w ldana / 

37 Nina: wen ldana? / 

38 Sarah: yaʿnɛ ekhir sabra / 

39 Mahmoud: w holɛ lmanatiʾ battalo tariʾ jdidɛ /  

yaʿnɛ masalan ʿal makasid ma fī /  

40 Nina: bas lɛ? /  

liʾano fī mukhabarat aw fī-? / 

41 Mahmoud: laʾ! /  

hinnɛ ʿandon hunik kammasho kaza khaliyyɛ hunik /  

ma ḥattuwon ʿal talfizyon / 
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42 Nina: saḥ saḥ / 

[…]  

43 Mahmoud: Allah yifrija ya rab /  

nchalla biruḥo killon hunik /  

ma bidal gher il peace /  

44 Nina: ma fī shi ismo peace /  

45 Mahmoud: ɛ baʿrif bas ino… /  

ana ma ʾilɛ bihal ʾmur wala bi sleḥ wala bḥibon /  

bas niḥna ʿanna hon biʾululo (xxx) iza maʿ ldarak / 

46 Nina: mm / 

47 Mahmoud: bas maʿ jesh inta muḥtaram /  

bitseʿid ljesh / 

48 Nina: ɛ / 

49 Mahmoud: that’s why ana ʾbilit maʿo /  

ʾiltillo bitfarjinv bitaʾtak /  

iza jayshɛ biḥkɛ maʿak /  

iza ma jayshɛ / 

50 Nina: AH walla? /  

51 Mahmoud: ɛ… w sar rfiʾɛ w shu baddɛ /  

sar marra problem marra ʿal moto /  

jeb shi klat jippet jesh / 

52 Nina: LAʾ! /  

53 Mahmoud: ɛ /  

54 Nina: ʿam timzaḥ! /  

55 Mahmoud: ʿomro huwwɛ shi sitta w kletin manno kbir /  

56 Nina: ɛ / 

57 Mahmoud: bas mulezim awwal bi jesh / 

58 Nina: uf! / 

59 Mahmoud: junior yaʿnɛ / 

 

Conversation S: Saleh and Dima in the presence of Sarah (4 minutes)  

1 Dima: ah ta khabirkon hal khabariyɛ /  
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2 Sarah: ɛ / 

3 Dima: byijinɛ telephone mberiḥ /  

bonjour, ḥadirtik Dima? /  

ʾiltilo naʿam /  

ʾal fi FJ-Cruiser maḥtuta bil OLX lal beʿ / 

maḥtut ʾinik- ʾinik intɛ mistaʿijlɛ la tbiʿɛ /  

fina nitleʾa? /  

4 Saleh: ktir ḥilo! / 

5 Dima: ʾiltilo ana ḥata siyartɛ ʿal OLX? /  

ʾaloulɛ ɛ! /  

mish intɛ Dima? /  

mish raʾm siyartek […] /  

ʾiltilo mbala /  

ʾallɛ ɛ maktubɛ lal beʿ /  

ʾiltilo ʾadɛ lal beʿ? /  

ʾal khamstaʿshar alf /  

ʾiltilo maʿ ʾulɛ ana biʿ il FJ-/  

6 Saleh: hayda maʾlab ḥada ʿam yaʿmlo fikɛ= / 

[…] 

7 Dima: btirjaʿ bidiʾilɛ rfiʾtɛ /  

wahahaha! /  

nezlɛ doḥik /  

ʾiltila wla hay intɛ ya kalbɛ? /  

ana fakarit hiyɛ beʿtɛ ʿalam ydiʾulɛ / 

toliʿ angad mnazlitlɛ /  

siyartɛ / 

<laughs> 

8 Saleh: [mumkin aya waḥad ynazil!] / 

9 Dima: [ɛ rijʿit shelita akid] / 

10 Saleh: mumkin aya waḥad ynazil! / 

[…] 

11 Dima: ɛ ma huwɛ that’s why / 
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12 Saleh: hay ana itlaʿ w kabis bil siyarat /  

w yallah!  

13 Dima: ʾiltila min wein jeybɛ sourit siyartik- siyartɛ ? /  

ʾalitlɛ ʿal Google bas ʾtaʿit il plate number /  

w ana katabit plate number /  

la taʿirf ino ʿangad mazbuta /  

ino mish ḥada bil ghalat /  

ʾiltila yiḥriʾ ʿardik ya /  

[…] 

14 Saleh: kif talaʿita ʿa Google hiyɛ? / 

15 Dima: min Google bitḥot [FJ-Cruiser black] / 

16 Sarah: [black] / 

17 Saleh: ɛ / 

18 Dima: lik shu ʿmlɛ- / 

19 Sarah: ghatit lraʾim / 

20 Saleh: ah… okay okay /  

okay /  

ɛ /  

<laughs> 

21 Dima: <laughs> 

22 Saleh: ftakarit mtalʿitlik yeh- / 

23 Sarah: awiyɛ / 

24 Dima: ktir awiyɛ! /  

ʿam ʾilik! /  

<laughs>  

25 Sarah: <laughs>  

26 Dima: super clean FJ-Cruiser / 

w ana FJ-Cruiser tabaʿɛ ABADAN mana clean! / 

if anything! /  

<laughs>  

27 Saleh: <laughs> 

28 Dima: yaʾalah daḥakitnɛ! /  
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29 Saleh: mitil lyom, Mostafa21 ken ʿandɛ lsoboḥ honɛ /  

deʾitlo marto ʿam (titwana) ʿalɛ ʿa bokrit lsoboḥ /  

ʾalitlo bitruḥ ʿand il msawir /  

beʿtitlo sura = /  

30 Sarah: =min Mostafa? / 

31 Saleh: Mostafa /  

32 Sarah: ɛ / 

33 Saleh: bitshilɛ haydɛ lsura /  

bitshil il background /  

bitḥotilɛ background abyad w… / 

midrɛ shu midrɛ ʾesh midrɛ kaza /  

huwɛ shu ʿam yaʿmila hek w ʿam yhizila /  

ʾiltilo wen badak truḥ /  

ʾalɛ bidɛ ruḥ ʿand hayda /  

ʾiltilo het la ʾilak /  

bʿatlɛ lsura /  

fitit ʿmiltila crop w- jibt- jibtilo ʿal Google warʾa bayda /  

lzaʾtilo ʿlaya ʾiltilo bʿatla yeha- /  

ruḥ sḥabla yeha baʾa… bi 250 lira /  

<laughs>  

34 Sarah: <laughs> 

35 Dima: ya! / 

36 Saleh: ʿandɛ program, biḥutulik rasik ʿa wen ma bidik /  

37 Dima: ɛ fī ktir- fī ktir programet /  

w ktir applications w malyon alf shaghlɛ / 

38 Saleh: <laughs> 

 

Conversation T: Mahmoud and Celina (2 minutes) 

1 Mahmoud: min bara aw min juwa / 

 

21 Mostafa is the pseudonym used to refer to Saleh’s friend.  
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2 Celina: ɛ / 

3 Mahmoud: ʾal… /  

halaʾ ana mistilima bas ino ma fiya tijɛ tʾilɛ mitil lon lmawzɛ /  

4 Celina: ɛ shu ʾiltila? / 

5 Mahmoud: ʾal laʾ lɛ shu byifroʾ bara ʿan juwa? /  

ʾiltila bara ʿa safar juwa ʿa platin /  

6 Celina: ɛ shu ʾalitlak? /  

7 Mahmoud: ʾal ʿmilon mitil juwa / 

8 Celina: ah ah / 

<laughs>  

9 Mahmoud: <laughs> 

10 Celina: (xxx) /  

11 Mahmoud: <laughs loudly> 

12 Celina: kamen btifroʾ lon / 

<laughs>  

13 Mahmoud: saḥ / 

<laughs> 

14 Celina: mazbut wala laʾ? / 

<laughs> 

15 Mahmoud: saḥ /  

<laughs> 

16 Celina: kina ʿam niḥkɛ bil lon sirna ʿam niḥkɛ bil size /  

<laughs>  

17 Mahmoud: <laughs loudly> 

18 Celina: ʿajbitak! /  

<laughs>  

 

 

 

 

Conversation U (8 minutes)  

Excerpt 1: Saleh, Mahmoud and Sandy  
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1 Mahmoud: bas kif il ah… kif jeyib illon teʿliʾat? / 

2 Sandy: killon ḥabbino /  

muhim ana ḥibbo /  

3 Mahmoud: la, ḥelo / 

4 Saleh: shift lesh ana ma sʾalta? / 

5 Sandy: baʿrif / 

6 Saleh: baʿarif ḥa tjewibnɛ hek / 

7 Sandy: liʾano ana ma bihimnɛ ḥada, Mahmoud! /  

ana ma bihimnɛ! /  

ana- / 

8 Saleh: yaʿnɛ ana fi zbunet- / 

9 Sandy: ana ANA lī bḥibbo! / 

10 Saleh: ana fi ness bishtighillon la ḥatta isʾalon kif- kif toliʿ lon shaʿrkon /  

11 Sandy bisʾala la ʾila dighrɛ- / 

12 Sandy: ɛ / 

13 Saleh: btaʿtinɛ ljaweb / 

14 Sandy: ma bihimnɛ ḥada shu yʾul… / 

yaʿnɛ fi ness ʾalulɛ yī ktir mfatḥa / 

ʾiltillon ɛ ana biddɛ abyad / 

ana hek ḥabbɛ w hallaʾ baʿd bi sayfiyyɛ ḥa fattiḥ aktar… /  

yaʿnɛ ana biddɛ hek /  

ʿrifet? /  

lamma bikun lwaḥad huwwɛ baddo lshaghlɛ / 

huwwɛ miʾtiniʿ fiya, khalas! /  

15 Mahmoud: miʾtiniʿ, mish bas baddo yjarrib / 

16 Sandy: ɛ, tabʿan! /  

akid byiʾtiniʿ fiya / 

yaʿneh haydikɛ lmarra lhighlight lamma ʿmilto /  

ino mannɛ ana Sandy /  

ma ḥasset ḥalɛ ana abadan /  

w ʾiltillo ino mish ana! / 

17 Mahmoud: niḥna lil asaf khamsin bil miyyɛ min shahglitna bi zbunet /  
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klat rbeʿ yaʿnɛ lʿalam li hon aw bgher salonet /  

btishtighil shaʿer lal ʿalam /  

la zawja w lal rfiʾata /  

18 Sandy: ana- la zawjɛ? /  

btaʿrif ana zawjɛ shu biḥib lon? /  

w ʾiltillo hayda [bil aḥlem] / 

19 Saleh: [aḥmar] /  

<chuckles> 

20 Sandy: ana aʿmillak yɛ /  

aḥmar! / 

21 Saleh: <chuckles> 

[…] 

22 Sandy: ʾiltillo ana bil aḥlem- laʾ! /  

byilbaʾleh liʾannɛ bayda /  

[…] 

23 Sandy: bas ana ma baʿmil- / 

Randa ma ghayra /  

Randa! / 

24 Mahmoud: bas… byihrɛ lshaʿer- / 

25 Sandy: Randa! /  

li kenit maʿɛ bil madrasseh / 

26 Saleh: ɛ bukra jeyɛ shilla yeh ʿa ashʾar /  

<chuckles> 

27 Sandy: lɛ! / 

28 Saleh: aslan mish ana lī ʿmiltilla aḥmar / 

29 Sandy: bas ino azdɛ haydal lon /  

ma bihimɛ / 

30 Saleh: ɛ ɛ / 

31 Sandy: ma baʿrif /  

ino haydal lon biḥibbo ana zawjɛ / 

ʾiltillo ana laʾa / 

32 Saleh: bukra jeyɛ tisḥab- jeyɛ ʿanna la saḥeb lon (xxx) / 
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33 Sandy: lɛ! /  

maʿ ʾanno ḥilo / 

34 Mahmoud: mistahiwno huwwɛ la haydal lon? /  

35 Sandy: hallaʾ maʿ ino- shu fahamo bil alwen ya Mahmoud yaʿnɛ? / 

36 Mahmoud: haydal lon kil shway biddik… /  

37 Sandy: baʿrif, bas huwwɛ- / 

ʿam ʾillak ino ana bmaʿna lḥakɛ /  

zawjɛ biḥib- /  

38 Mahmoud: bas intɛ ʿal bayad byilbaʾlik / 

39 Sandy: ɛ [ɛ] / 

40 Saleh: [ɛ] / 

41 Mahmoud: ɛ / 

42 Sandy: azdɛ biḥibil bordo /  

ʾiltillo ana abadan! /  

ma tiḥlam iʾnaʿ! / 

43 Mahmoud: intɛ btikrahi ma bitḥibbɛ? / 

44 Sandy: laʾ… / 

bḥib haydal lon aktar /  

[ʿmilto minil zamenet] / 

45 Saleh: [shaklo] byiʿijbo shaʿer Randa- /  

<chuckles>  

46 Sandy: bi zamenet- / 

47 Saleh: ltenyɛ /  

mish haydikɛ / 

48 Sandy: laaaʾ! /  

min Randa? / 

49 Saleh: <laughs> 

50 Sandy: ha- haydɛ? /  

shaʿra binnɛ haydikɛ inta kamen… ghamiʾ /  

51 Saleh: kil seʿa shikil /  

<chuckles>  

52 Mahmoud: w ʾassinla ʾassit il cross /  
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<chuckles>  

53 Sandy: leh bidalla tʾoss hek? / 

54 Mahmoud: ma baʿrif /  

55 Saleh: haydɛ ʾassit- /  

56 Mahmoud: ken yʾossila Saleh aḥla ʾassa= / 

57 Sandy: =yaʿnɛ manno tabiʿɛ ʾassa /  

yaʿnɛ manna garcon… /  

wala binet /  

ma baʿrif  

58 Saleh: ʾasisla- / 

[…] 

59 Saleh: marra ʾasisla ʾassa bitʿaʾid /  

shu baddɛ ʾillak /  

ma khassa bi- bi shi yaʿnɛ /  

biʾillɛ jarna biʾillɛ hon ʾasisla rassa mitlil football? /  

60 Sandy: ʿanjad? / 

61 Saleh: ɛ wallah /  

w hiyyɛ- / 

[hiyyɛ hallaʾ masalan ma bitʾoss football] /  

62 Sandy: [ma hiyyɛ tanjra] /  

63 Saleh: hallaʾ ʿam bitʾoss footballen /  

<chuckles>  

64 Mahmoud: football /  

ʿam bitʾoss Chinese second round / 

65 Sandy: bḥiss mitlil tanjra hallaʾ sarit /  

 

Excerpt 2: Mahmoud, Sandy and Sarah  

1 Mahmoud: wallahī lʿazim ya Sandy bas ma msawaro w nadmen ʿlɛ /  

ʿamil la weḥdɛ shaʿra lawno hek ana /  

mitil lon- / 

2 Sandy: foddɛ? / 

3 Mahmoud: mitel ghata ʾanninɛ /  
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4 Sandy: ah, lesh? / 

5 Mahmoud: hiyyɛ badda / 

6 Sandy: foddɛ? / 

7 Mahmoud: sewaytilla klat marrat wara highlight baʿed / 

8 Sandy: ɛ kif byitlaʿ?! / 

9 Mahmoud: mitil lon ghata lʾaninɛ= / 

10 Sandy: =btaʿmilla hek hekɛ, platin hekɛ btinʿamal / 

11 Mahmoud: ʿmilto baʿd abyad shway / 

12 Sandy: ʿa bayad yaʿnɛ / 

13 Mahmoud: ɛ / 

14 Sandy: ɛ / 

15 Mahmoud: bas sabgho sabegh / 

16 Sandy: ah, sabogh! /  

ah mish- / 

17 Mahmoud: bi tariʾa hon akhaf min hon w bfawḥo- / 

18 Sandy: [ʿama fi ḥada] / 

19 Mahmoud: [w bfawwiḥ w ḥot w bfawwiḥ w ḥot] / 

20 Sandy: ɛ laḥza mitil haydal lon azdak? /  

fī wiḥdɛ sheyfita /  

la ʾillak ʿleh lal lon… / 

baddak tʾul heke ʿala aftaḥ bi ktir, saḥ? /  

21 Mahmoud: hekɛ / 

22 Sandy: yiy! / 

[…]  

23 Sandy: lebiʾla yaʿnɛ? / 

24 Mahmoud: haydɛ lmademoiselle /  

ḥatitnɛ bjaybtɛ malyon lira / 

25 Sandy: bas ino lebiʾla? / 

26 Mahmoud: ɛ hiyyɛ sabiyyɛ w bayda w bitḥot- / 

27 Sandy: yaʿnɛ lebiʾla? / 

28 Mahmoud: ɛ w bitḥot hayda- / 

29 Sandy: lfoddɛ / 
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30 Mahmoud: ʿa ḥwejiba / 

31 Sandy: ah bitḥot yaʿnɛ, btishtighil / 

32 Mahmoud: w bitʿisha, ɛ / 

33 Sandy: ɛ ɛ ɛ / 

34 Mahmoud: ɛ btishtighil- / 

35 Sandy: liʾan ma byilbaʾ ʿa min ma ken lmake-up / 

36 Mahmoud: ʿa ḥala w ʿa ghayra /  

<chuckles> 

37 Sandy: <laughs>  

38 Mahmoud: mashī! /  

toliʿ mitil lon lseshwar… /  

bas kif, khosal mzarʾa hek zaraʾ / 

39 Sandy: ʿrifton / 

40 Mahmoud: rahib toliʿ / 

41 Sandy: ʿrifto ʿrifto /  

42 Mahmoud: ghlotet ʾinneh ma sawwarto / 

43 Sandy: ʿrifto lzaraʾ /  

laʾ, ḥilo lzaraʾ maʿo /  

44 […] 

45 Mahmoud: la darajɛ ma ʿimlit seshwar ʾad ma ḥabbet /  

ʾamit raḥit /  

ʾalitlɛ biddɛ ruḥ ʿala coffee ma coffee kaza… / 

ya waylɛ shu khlatet alwen / 

46 Sandy: badda jerʾa /  

hayda- / 

47 Mahmoud: killo ʿa rmedɛ /  

<chuckles>  

48 Sandy: haydal lon biddo jurʾa ktir /  

liʾano byitʿab lshaʿer ktir /  

[…]  

49 Mahmoud: btaʿrfɛ, khaltɛ /  

min hol il mjenin hek /  
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50 Sandy: <laughs>  

51 Mahmoud: khaltɛ tkhanaʾit maʿ okhta / 

ʿanda salon / 

52 Sandy: ɛ / 

53 Mahmoud: dasharita okhta abel ma tfut zbunɛ w taʿmiya bonbonɛ /  

khaltɛ btaʿmil make-up / 

54 Sandy: ɛ / 

55 Mahmoud: ʾalitlɛ law mfarsheyɛ snena bidda tekol lbonbon /  

ma boʾdar arrib ʿlaya / 

56 Sandy: lɛ? / 

57 Mahmoud: iza ma fī shī bittaliʿ riḥtil tum /  

58 Sandy: ah / 

59 Mahmoud: iza ma fī shī, bitshim riḥto /  

60 Sandy: ah okay /  

61 Mahmoud: btotlob tawuʾ /  

bitʾul yi biḥot fiya tum /  

62 tab ma ino tawuʾ ya mastulɛ! /  

63 Sandy: akid! /  

manʾuʿa btum bitkun /  

shi tabiʿɛ! /  

64 Mahmoud: ʾal ma ʾiltillo bala tum / 

65 Sandy: yī! /  

ma huwwɛ manʾuʿ bittum /  

66 Mahmoud: iza shtarit bluzɛ… Allah ghudib ʿal bet /  

67 Sandy: hayda lek, hayda sar tsirsob / 

68 Mahmoud: iza shtaret bluzɛ / 

ʾal btinzal fiya ghasil / 

[ghasil ghasil ghasil ghasil ghasil] / 

69 Sarah: [ɛ maḥada byilbos tyeb jdidɛ bala ghasil] / 

70 Sandy: ɛ / 

71 Mahmoud: ghasil klat marrat wara baʿed w ʾal la tilbisa /  

72 Sarah: ɛ ɛ! / 
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73 Sandy: ɛ /  

74 Mahmoud: marra lwaḥad byighsila w ntahayna /  

sheriya min karaj inta! / 

75 Sarah: jebt kletin otʿit tyeb /  

aʿadet ighsilon ḥabbɛ ḥabbɛ / 

76 Sandy: ɛ bas- / 

77 Mahmoud: tayyib marra bas / 

78 Sandy: ɛ bas marra ma mit marra /  

79 Sarah: hayda ljeans lbisto mberiḥ /  

ʾilt ya bint lbisī lyom fared marra meshen tighislī ʿashiyyɛ / 

80 Sandy: ɛ ɛ! / 

81 Mahmoud: ḥada byitḥammam sit zwem / 

82 Sandy: LAʾ, sittɛ! / 

83 Sarah: ɛ ana iza mʿazlɛ, bitḥammam zoom teneh w zoom (xxx) / 

84 Sandy: shu (xxx)? / 

85 Sarah: fairy /  

86 Sandy: <laughs>  

87 Sarah: mishen iza ʿarʾanɛ- / 

88 Mahmoud: ʾumeh brimɛ, brimɛ ya ʿammɛ /  

Allah ysabbit ʿlayna lʿaʾel w ldin / 

89 Sandy: laʾ ʿam timzaḥ / 

90 Sarah: walla / 

91 Sandy: bitjibɛ fairy bitlayfɛ? / 

92 Sarah: ɛ blayyif la tsireh tzayzʾɛ / 

93 Sandy: LA LA! /  

<laughs>  

94 Mahmoud: shaʿb majnun! /  

95 Sandy: SARAH! / 

96 Mahmoud: walla lʿazim ma baʿrif zawjik kif / 

97 Sandy: SHU FAIRY? / 

98 Sarah: ɛ / 

99 Mahmoud: Fairy teʿ yadum wa yadum / 
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[…] 

100 Mahmoud: hiyyɛ w khaletɛ mjenin /  

ma bas hiyyɛ / 

101 Sandy: hay baʿd ma smiʿta ana! /  

<laughs>  

102 Sarah: ma btifhamo into / 

103 Mahmoud: shufɛ khaltɛ lamma tghassil siyarita bi tromba /  

marra waḥad ʾallɛ ḥa ibkɛ / 

ʾiltillo khalas min afa ʾidak / 

104 Sandy: <laughs>  

105 Mahmoud: w rishillɛ riḥa w jiblɛ hay /  

btidfaʿ masarɛ ma ʿanda mishklɛ / 

bas-  

106 Sandy: bas niʾa /  

107 Mahmoud: bas bitmawto /  

ana marra ʿam baʿmilla seshwar /  

taraʾta bil firshey /  

ʾiltilla haddɛ lfirshey / ḥillɛ ʿannɛ / 

108 Sandy: <laughs> 

109 Mahmoud: liʾanna btaʿrif bitsir badda tnoʾ /  

110 Sandy: ɛ saḥ ɛ /  

111 Sarah: la wlo! / 

112 Mahmoud: w min jileh yaʿnɛ, manna kbirɛ /  

ʿomra kletin sinɛ /  

113 Sandy: laʾ bas fairy haydɛ /  

ʿajibɛ hay wlo! / 

114 Sarah: ana nifsitɛ taʿbanɛ masalan /  

lezim badel mara njiba marten nsir… lal binet… /  

ɛ, ma nafsitɛ taʿbenɛ / 

115 Sandy: hallaʾ- /  

116 FAIRY? / 

117 Mahmoud: ya ḥabibtɛ, ana khaltɛ lkbirɛ /  
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lik ya ḥabibtɛ /  

lik wen baʿdik intɛ /  

[khaltɛ likbirɛ ana bitḥut lʾashata btaʿmil ḥitan] /  

118 Sarah: [mberiḥ shift ino ʿandɛ ghabra w ʿandɛ hoover] /  

w lbet ma ndif /  

seret istafrigh /  

saret tujaʿnɛ miʿidtɛ /  

[kil il lel istifragh] / 

119 Mahmoud: shaʿb majnun! /  

jnun! /  

allah yitaʿmnɛ wiḥdɛ mitlik / 
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